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Access to justice and legal empowerment are foundational values of intrinsic importance that are also crucial for achieving inclusive and sustainable growth. Governments and civil society organisations (CSOs) alike recognise access to justice as both a fundamental right and a means of guaranteeing opportunities for all. Without it, the most vulnerable groups and people are left behind.

People and businesses regularly face “legal problems”; difficulties in addressing these civil and administrative issues may have significant impact on their ability to participate fully in the economy and society, as well as on their productivity, and relationships. Yet, tools and indicators to measure access to justice are under-developed. While research and measurement methodologies exist for the criminal justice sector, they are less developed in areas of civil justice.

In 2016 the Open Society Justice Initiative (“the Justice Initiative”) and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), under the auspices of its Public Governance Committee, joined forces to support a better understanding of justice needs and promote effective access to justice and legal empowerment. To do so, our institutions convened representatives from OECD member and partner countries from various links of the justice chain as well CSO and academic experts.

This Guide on Legal Needs Surveys and Access to Justice is a result of these efforts. The Guide brings together the experience gained through more than 55 national surveys conducted by governments and civil society organisations in more than 30 jurisdictions in the last 25 years. The approach to legal needs surveys detailed in the Guide reflects a wide array of legal traditions and political and cultural environments, as it has benefitted from measurement initiatives in Korea, Nepal, South Africa, Ukraine and other countries.

The Guide provides a framework for understanding and measuring legal needs as well as methodological guidance and model questions to capture three core components of effective access to justice:

1. The nature and extent of unmet legal and justice needs;
2. The impact of unmet legal and justice needs on individuals, the community and the state; and
3. How specific models of legal assistance and dispute resolution are utilised to meet needs.

The Guide seeks to support countries in better understanding, measuring and gauging their progress in implementing people-centred legal and justice services. It is also designed to support the effective implementation of target 16.3 of the 2030 Agenda (“to promote the rule of law at the national and international levels and to ensure equal access to justice for all”) and the OECD Policy Framework for Policy Action on Inclusive Growth.
Finally, the Guide puts forward the concept of a legal needs-based indicator that focuses on access to civil justice. In doing so, it contributes to the work of Praia City Group on Governance Statistics (established by the United Nations Statistical Commission), whose goal is to “encourage countries to produce governance statistics based on sound and documented methodologies and to address the conceptualisation, methodology and instruments needed to produce such statistics.”

It is our hope that this pioneering exercise will help us improve access to justice. Understanding people’s justice experiences and needs will help countries deliver more effective public policies, not only in the area of justice and legal empowerment, but also in sectors such as health, housing, employment, education.
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Access to justice underpins inclusive growth and is central to advancing well-being and sustainable development. Effective access to justice helps resolve disputes at the heart of people’s lives, promotes government accountability and gives people and businesses confidence to enter into and enforce contracts. In 2008, the United Nations Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor estimated that 4 billion people live outside the protection of the law. As part of the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda, all countries agreed to “promote the rule of law at the national and international levels, and ensure equal access to justice for all” under the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16. Access to justice is both a standalone target and enabler of other development priorities including health and social development.

Access to justice concerns the ability of people to obtain just resolution of justiciable problems (a problem that raises legal issues) and enforce their rights, in compliance with human rights standards; if necessary, through impartial formal or informal institutions and with appropriate legal support. An important component of access to justice is the concept of legal need. Legal need arises whenever a deficit of legal capability requires legal support to appropriately address a justiciable problem to be appropriately dealt with.

According to the broad sample of legal needs surveys used to develop this Guide, justiciable problems are ubiquitous, although people often do not identify their legal dimensions. Common problems include those concerning consumer issues, money, neighbours, family matters, housing and land, employment, social safety net assistance, and access to public services. While there are some differences, patterns of problem experience are remarkably similar across the globe.

Justiciable problems are not randomly distributed across populations. They disproportionately affect disadvantaged groups, and can create and exacerbate disadvantage. One reason for this is that they often bring about or follow from one another, or link to broader socioeconomic problems. Disadvantaged people can draw on fewer resources and have less capability to avoid or mitigate problems. Importantly, the experience of problems increases the likelihood of further problems being experienced.

**Why legal needs surveys?**

Meaningful understanding of access to justice is crucial for the development of effective civil justice policies, models and financing. Legal needs surveys provide an empirical basis for understanding how peoples’ justice issues arise, are experienced and affect a broad range of development priorities. Governments and civil society organisations in diverse countries have conceptualised and implemented legal needs surveys to develop shared understanding, help improve justice services and strengthening linkages across policy sectors.

Legal needs surveys investigate the experience of justiciable problems from the perspective of those who face them (a ‘bottom-up’ perspective), rather than from that of
justice professionals and institutions (a ‘top-down’ perspective). They seek to identify and explore the full range of responses to problems and, within this, all the sources of help and institutions that are utilised in pursuing problem resolution. They provide a uniquely comprehensive overview that is impossible to achieve by other means.

A framework for conducting legal needs surveys

This Guide builds upon the lessons and experience of 25 years of experience across a range of countries with very different legal traditions. It discusses common pitfalls, key lessons, and effective practice in the implementation of legal needs surveys. It answers common questions in developing, deploying and using legal needs surveys, detailing:

- The essential elements of legal needs survey approaches
- The potential scope of surveys
- How to identify the support that people seek in resolving problems, and their success in doing so
- How to identify processes and institutions involved in problem resolution
- The outcomes and impacts of problems that can be measured
- Common elements of surveys that can be used across jurisdictions and in different contexts
- The contribution surveys can make to creating access to justice indicators

The Guide sets out a framework for the design, implementation and analysis of legal needs surveys. It provides tools in a modular way so that they can be applied in different types of surveys. The Guide examines the concepts, framing, scope and units of measurement used in legal needs surveys. It also proposes taxonomies of justiciable problems, sources of help and dispute resolution processes, to support greater consistency and opportunity for comparison between surveys, as well as reviewing how legal need has been measured through surveys. The Guide further notes that meaningful collaboration between government, civil society and affected communities is critical in developing, implementing and analysing legal needs surveys. Such partnerships are similarly essential for identifying and driving policy reforms.

The Guide proposes model survey questions concerning: problem identification; problem seriousness; problem impact; sources of help; problem resolving behaviour; process; if and how problems have concluded; strategy decisions; perceptions of dispute resolution processes and outcomes; the cost of problem resolution; legal capability; and duration. It also incorporates these into illustrative questionnaires, to provide resources for survey planners.

The proposed taxonomies are built upon eight primary justiciable problem categories, eight distinct categories of sources of help and five process categories.

Towards meaningful access to justice indicators

Finally, the Guide suggests strategies for measuring access to justice with legal needs surveys. The UN 2030 Agenda provides an opportunity to define critical global dimensions of access to justice under SDG target 16.3, going beyond the criminal justice system. National and global policy and measurement frameworks often fail to account
meaningfully for the prevalence of civil justice issues and the substantive costs they impose on society.

Access to civil justice indicators built from legal needs surveys can increase the visibility of civil justice barriers and highlight the experiences of particular populations. A global legal needs-based indicator focused on access to civil justice could also complement work towards other SDGs by enabling policy makers to better identify how justice systems interact with other developmental priorities.

In accordance with the SDG framework, civil justice measures need to be capable of “timely and reliable” disaggregation in order to highlight the experience of different vulnerable groups.
Overview of legal needs surveys and access to justice

Inclusive development and access to justice

Access to justice and the rule of law contribute to inclusive development in numerous ways. Effective access to justice helps, for example, to resolve employment and land disputes, promotes government accountability and allows businesses, large and small, to confidently enter into and enforce contracts. Enforcing legal entitlements and effectively and equitably resolving disputes are not just issues of law and rights; effective enforcement of legal entitlements are enablers and outcomes of inclusive development.

In September 2015, United Nations (UN) member states adopted a global development framework that recognises access to justice as both a development goal as well as an enabler of other development priorities such as health, the environment, and social development. In Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) target 16.3, member states agreed to “promote the rule of law at the national and international levels, and ensure equal access to justice for all,” thereby highlighting the need for more effective measures of civil justice.

The addition of access to justice into the SDGs reflects an emerging consensus that access to justice is central to inclusive development.

For example, the World Bank’s 2011 World Development Report: Conflict, Security, and Development found that politically fragile or conflict-affected countries failed to achieve even a single Millennium Development Goal (The World Bank, 2011, p. 1). The report argued that injustice and barriers to access to justice were critical obstacles to a population and country’s overall development and stated “strengthening legitimate institutions and governance to provide citizen security, justice, and jobs is crucial to break cycles of violence” (The World Bank, 2011, p. 2). Similarly, the UN Women’s 2011 report Progress of the World’s Women: In Pursuit of Justice found that even with the global trend of expanding women’s rights and legal entitlements across development sectors, there was an urgent need to invest in women’s access to justice. Investing in access to justice will serve to “accelerat[e] progress on gender equality and ensur[e] that excluded women and girls are not left behind” (UN Women, 2011, p. 121). The Human Rights Council’s Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples declared that access to justice is “essential for the protection and promotion of all other human rights” for indigenous peoples. The Council recommendations suggest that “family law, child protection law and civil law” are critical to address socioeconomic disadvantage.

Problems of access to justice and inclusive development are not just limited to developing countries and fragile socio-political contexts; legal problems and disputes are pervasive in many contexts. We live in an increasingly “law-thick” world (Hadfield, 2010, p. 133), where processes of “juridification” (Habermas, 1987). have “institutionalised in civil law a large share of the routine stuff of life” (Sandefur, 2016, p. 445). Legal rights, responsibilities and protections provide frameworks for behaviour in the spheres of, for
example, consumerism, education, employment, children and families, health, housing, land, access to natural resources and welfare.

As legal entitlements and responsibilities expand, so too does the need for access to justice. Cappelletti and Garth famously argued “the possession of rights is meaningless without mechanisms for their effective vindication” (Cappelletti and Garth, 1978, p. 185). Thus, alongside this growth of national and supranational law there has arisen a great interest in whether populations have effective access to justice; both in terms of the means available to people, and obstacles they face in seeking to resolve “justiciable” problems (i.e. problems raising legal issues, whether or not these are recognised as such by individuals facing them, and whether or not action taken to deal with them involves lawyers or legal process) (Genn, 1999, p. 12).

In 2008, the United Nations Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor estimated that four billion people live outside the protection of the law, and that “the majority of humanity is on the outside looking in […] on the law’s protection” (UN Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor, 2008, p. 3). In the face of these challenges, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) argues that access to justice is “a basic human right as well as an indispensable means to combat poverty, prevent and resolve conflicts” (United Nations Development Programme, 2004, p. 3). The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) speaks of the inability of significant proportions of the population to resolve appropriately disputes and problems, which “diminishes access to economic opportunity, reinforces the poverty trap, and undermines human potential and inclusive growth” (OECD, 2016, p. 1). According to the OECD:

“Many legal and justice services remain fragmented, uncoordinated, underdeveloped thus limiting justice sector productivity, sustainability and value for money.” (OECD, 2016, p. 1)

As attention to access to justice has increased, those responsible for planning and budgeting have focused primarily on criminal justice processes. Although the SDGs adopt a broad articulation of the linkages between access to justice and development, the global indicators selected to measure progress are restricted to criminal justice. These indicators measure access to justice through the reduction of “unsentenced detainees as proportion of overall prison population” and increases in the “proportion of victims of violence in the previous 12 months who reported their victimisation to competent authorities or other officially recognised conflict resolution mechanisms.”

When civil legal issues are explored in planning and budgeting, it is primarily through a focus on administrative data, such as total numbers of cases and time required to resolve particular legal issues. Such administrative data generated in courts and justice sector institutions provides a narrow perspective of access to justice. People and organisations seek justice from a range of judicial, legislative, executive, customary and civil society organisations (Figure 1). Yet, current national and global measures privilege administrative data within the court system.

This is beginning to shift. Numerous countries have begun to bring broader planning for access to justice into their development and strategic plans. In Colombia, the Department of National Planning has developed an access to justice index (Índice de Acceso Efectivo a la Justicia), making it another element of inclusive development. In South Africa, Statistics South Africa has adapted their victims of crime survey into a broader Governance, Peace, Security and Justice Survey that aims to improve understanding of the scope of legal needs, sources of information and advice and strategies that people rely
on to resolve them. In 2017, the Inter-Agency and Expert Group (IAEG), the UN-body responsible for developing global indicators to measure progress towards the SDGs, recognised a global need to supplement criminal indicators with an indicator focused on “access to civil justice”.8

**Figure 1. Components of justice system**

Legal needs surveys are a critical way for planners, policymakers and advocates to understand meaningful progress towards access to justice. In the same way that victimisation surveys promote understanding of crime and violence from the perspective of people as opposed to institutions,9 legal needs surveys reveal the frequency and diversity of legal problems, as well as the range of official and unofficial institutions

*Source: Adapted from World Bank (2012).*
people use to seek resolution. Such surveys cut across and go beyond the plethora of
government and other administrative data, to provide a multidimensional picture of the
ways in which access to justice can be secured, and so help to improve development
outcomes.

This Guide offers a strategy and methodological framework for justice and development
policymakers to understand progress towards greater access to justice.

Purpose of this document

This document seeks to assist planners, statisticians, policymakers and advocates to
develop, administer and use legal needs surveys in more effective ways. Such surveys are
designed differently in different jurisdictions, but there are common methodological
elements which can be articulated and refined. At their core, legal needs surveys address
shared research questions concerning peoples’ experience of justiciable problems, the
support they obtain, the processes that are involved in resolving problems, and problem
outcomes. This Guide builds upon the lessons and experience in the use of legal needs
surveys over the past 25 years to propose effective strategies for measuring access to
justice at local, national and global levels. It discusses common pitfalls, key lessons, and
effective practice in implementation. The Guide answers common questions in
developing, deploying and using legal needs surveys:

1. What are the essential elements of legal needs survey methodologies?
2. How should justiciable problems be defined, and what problems should surveys
   include?
3. What period of time should surveys cover?
4. How can we capture the types of legal and social support that people do (or do
   not) seek and receive?
5. How can the processes and institutions involved in resolving problems be best
   identified?
6. What forms of outcome and impact associated with legal issues should be
   measured?
7. Are there common elements that can be used in surveys across jurisdictions and in
   different contexts?
8. How can surveys contribute to create indicators to measure progress on access to
   justice?

In seeking to answer these questions, the Guide sets out a framework for the
conceptualisation, implementation and analysis of legal needs surveys. The time available
to explore questions varies considerably between surveys and contexts; so, this document
approaches issues in a modular way, providing guidance that could be incorporated into
different types of surveys.

This Guide does not seek to prescribe a template for measuring access to justice. A
narrow template approach would constrain assessments, which should be “tailor[ed …] to
the specific contexts of each country, the diversity of needs and uniqueness of each
individual case” (United Nations Development Programme, 2012, p. 2, p. 9). However,
legal needs surveys are a distinct form of access to justice assessment, grounded in a very
particular approach and set of concepts that will benefit from greater collaboration and
consistency. While unique approaches and survey questions will be necessary in relation to unique research questions, there are good reasons for fostering greater coherence in relation to shared legal needs research questions. Many surveys continue to ignore and overlook important lessons learned from the last 25 years of experience, and the methodological framework offered by this document will help improve the quality and replicability of legal needs surveys.

In addition to supporting local and national planners, statisticians, policymakers and advocates, this Guide seeks to contribute to global discourse on measuring access to justice. As noted previously, the IAEG is committed to developing broader global indicators on “access to civil justice”, and legal needs surveys can be a powerful tool for meaningful measurement. Similarly, the UN Statistical Commission’s Praia City Group on Governance Statistics is evaluating the status of global governance statistics, and legal needs surveys will be an important source of data for access to justice.

Structure of this document

Chapter 1 defines access to justice and legal needs, and then explores the nature, history, purpose, limitations and impact of legal needs surveys. In doing this, Chapter 1 describes how legal needs surveys are a unique and essential tool for understanding access to justice, reviews the general scope of surveys, and illustrates how legal needs surveys have shaped policy to improve outcomes.

Chapter 2 establishes a methodological and conceptual framework for the conduct of legal needs surveys, and offers illustrative taxonomies of legal problems, sources of help and dispute resolution processes with multiple levels of detail. Chapter 2 also addresses how surveys can be used to measure legal needs.

Chapter 3 provides a series of models containing core questions, along with explanations of their form. It then situates these model questions within an illustrative short-form questionnaire, explaining its contents and format.

Chapter 4 describes how the methodologies of legal needs surveys can contribute to indicators of access to justice, including their use in the SDG framework.

Annexes provide an annotated summary of model survey questions, an illustrative long-form questionnaire, expanding upon the short-form questionnaire in Chapter 3, and a list of topics addressed by legal needs surveys conducted in the past 25 years.
Notes

1 Target 16.3, as detailed in Resolution 70/1 of the UN General Assembly, 25 September 2015, entitled “Transforming our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”.


3 United Nations A/HRC/24/50, Access to justice in the promotion and protection of the rights of indigenous peoples: Study by the Expert Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2013), Annex. Expert Mechanism advice No. 5 (2013), available at http://undocs.org/A/HRC/24/50 notes that: “Historical injustices contribute to multiple contemporary disadvantages for indigenous peoples, which in turn increase the likelihood of indigenous peoples coming into contact with the justice system. The relationship of indigenous peoples with domestic criminal justice systems cannot, therefore, be considered in isolation from historical factors or the current economic, social and cultural status of indigenous peoples. Moreover, there are other areas of law, including family law, child protection law and civil law that have an impact on this relationship. Solutions include not only reforms to criminal justice systems themselves but also measures addressing the socioeconomic situation of indigenous peoples and all human rights of indigenous peoples which are interrelated, interdependent and indivisible”.

4 Genn’s definition reflects her focus on the United Kingdom’s national legal framework. In a global context, a definition of “justiciable” problems might include explicit reference to issues of international law and situate the definition, as with access to justice, in a broader context of international human rights law. See also n. 25 below.

5 SDG 16.3.2 available at https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list/.

6 SDG 16.3.1 available at https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list/.

7 See Colombia’s Department of National Planning: http://dnpsig.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=b92a7ab2fe64a06a66ac88581d6873c.
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Chapter 1. Access to Justice and Legal Needs Surveys

This Chapter establishes a methodological and conceptual framework for the conduct of legal needs surveys, and offers illustrative taxonomies of legal problems, sources of help and dispute resolution processes, with multiple levels of detail. This chapter also addresses how surveys can be used to measure legal needs.
Defining access to justice and legal needs

Although the definition is contested (Schetzer et al., 2002, p. 5), access to justice is broadly concerned with the ability of people to obtain just resolution of justiciable problems and enforce their rights, in compliance with human rights standards (United Nations Development Programme, 2005, p. 5); if necessary, through impartial formal or informal institutions of justice and with appropriate legal support. In its “descriptive aspect”, access to justice “denotes the general subject of the extent to which citizens are able to gain access to the legal services necessary to protect and vindicate their legal rights” (Cornford, 2016, p. 28). In functional terms, this does not mean that use of legal services is necessary to ensure access to justice, only that appropriate services are available for those who are unable to achieve otherwise appropriate solutions to justiciable problems.

The concept of access to justice is thus closely linked to the constituent concept of legal need. In broad terms, legal need arises whenever a deficit of legal capability necessitates legal support to enable a justiciable issue to be appropriately dealt with. A legal need is unmet if a justiciable issue is inappropriately dealt with as a consequence of effective legal support not having been available when necessary to make good a deficit of legal capability. If a legal need is unmet, there is no access to justice.

Beyond this, legal need is an “elusive” concept, difficult to “pin down” (Engel, 1998, p. 124); largely due to the nature of the concept’s constituent components. Views differ on the constitution of legal capability, the arbiters of necessity (whether those facing problems, experts, or others), the forms of support necessitated (whether, for example, capability building, informational, relieving, etc.) and the appropriateness of how justiciable problems are dealt with (which can attach to decision making, processes or outcomes, and again in relation to which there are multiple potential arbiters).

Understanding the dimensions of access to justice and legal needs

Understanding access to justice and legal needs requires a multidimensional approach to research and data management within the justice system. Access to justice extends beyond formal process to informal dispute resolution and, ultimately, to social justice and the distribution of welfare, resources and opportunity. The above definition of access to justice incorporates at least seven distinct dimensions:

- The substance of law
- The availability of formal or informal institutions to secure justice
- The quality of formal or informal institutions of justice
- The availability of legal assistance
- The quality of legal assistance
- The quality of outcomes
- Legal capability

Understanding progress towards each of these dimensions requires a range of tools and techniques. Chapter 4. discuss sources of data in more detail and this Guide provides an in-depth exploration of a specific tool: legal needs surveys.
What are legal needs surveys?

Legal needs surveys investigate the experience of justiciable problems from the perspective of those who face them, rather than the professions and institutions that may play a role in their resolution. Thus, legal needs surveys can identify and explore the full range of responses to problems and, within this, the full range of sources of help and institutions available. Problems may be personal, organisational or shared (within households, communities, etc.); and while most legal needs surveys have focused on personal experience, some have focused on the experience of businesses or defined social units (such as households).

Legal needs surveys are distinct from crime victimisation or offending surveys, as their focus is on civil legal issues (family, commercial, administrative, etc.); although many stand-alone legal needs surveys also enquire into the experience of matters relating to criminal law (beyond those that are counterparts of civil law). Legal needs surveys are distinct from other forms of access to justice assessment survey in their comprehensive approach to identifying a range of justiciable problems, and their primary focus on experience, rather than perceptions and attitudes.

Legal needs surveys have a long history; the first were conducted in the 1930s. The use of such surveys has increased in recent decades, and they are now relatively commonplace across the globe. Over the past 25 years, more than 55 large-scale (i.e. 1,000 respondents or more) stand-alone national legal needs surveys of individuals have been conducted in more than 30 separate jurisdictions. Legal needs modules have also been incorporated into seven large-scale government run national surveys, along with the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll, which is routinely implemented in over 100 countries (Adams et al., 2017; Adams et al., 2018).

As shown in Table 1.1, in addition to the General Population Poll, in the 25 years to 31 December 2017 national legal needs surveys have been conducted in Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Brazil (module), Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, England and Wales, Georgia, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Macedonia, Mali, Mexico (module), Moldova, Mongolia, Nepal, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Northern Ireland, Poland, Scotland, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Taiwan, Tajikistan, Tunisia, Uganda, Ukraine, the United Arab Emirates and the United States. Extensive sub-national surveys have also been carried out, for example, in China, Ecuador, Russia, Indonesia and Yemen, along with smaller surveys in countries including Azerbaijan, Rwanda and Egypt.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Funder</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Comprehensive Legal Needs Study</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>3 087</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Legal Profession</td>
<td>Low/mid-income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>Paths to Justice</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>4 125</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Legal Advice &amp; Assistance Survey</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>5 431</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Paths to Justice Scotland</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2 684</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>English &amp; Welsh Civil &amp; Social Justice Survey</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5 611</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Paths to Justice in the Netherlands</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>3 516</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>National Survey of Civil Justice Problems</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4 501</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>English &amp; Welsh Civil &amp; Social Justice Survey</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>5 015</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>Legal Needs in Slovakia</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1 085</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>National Survey of Everyday Life &amp; the Law</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>12 408</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>Northern Ireland Legal Needs Survey</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>3 361</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>National Survey of Civil Justice Problems</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>6 665</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>English &amp; Welsh Civil &amp; Social Justice Survey</td>
<td>2006-9</td>
<td>10 537</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>Demand &amp; Supply of Legal &amp; Related Services</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>10 385</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Access to Legal Advice: National Survey</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>5 330</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Unmet Legal Needs &amp; Access to Services</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>7 200</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Everyday Life &amp; Law</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5 500</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Legal Australia-Wide Survey</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>20 716</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>National Survey of Civil Justice Problems</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>7 002</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Survey of citizens' experiences of crimes and civil</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>9 753</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>World Bank/DFID</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Paths to Justice in the Netherlands</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>5 166</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>English &amp; Welsh Civil &amp; Social Justice Panel Survey</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3 806</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Legal Capacity of the Ukrainian Population</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2 463</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Legal Aid Survey</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>8 968</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>Met and Unmet Legal Needs in Moldova</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2 489</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Legal Dispute Settlement Behaviour</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>5 601</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Research sector</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>National Legal Needs Survey</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3 321</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>World Bank/Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Survey Description</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>Data Collection Method</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>Population Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>English &amp; Welsh Civil &amp; Social Justice Panel Survey</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3,911</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal aid agency</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>Legal Services Benchmarking Survey</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4,017</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Regulator</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>KAP Survey Concerning Justiciable Events</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>4,206</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyrgyzstan</td>
<td>Access to Legal Services for Low Income People</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonia</td>
<td>Macedonian Legal Needs Survey</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2,858</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tajikistan</td>
<td>Demand for Legal Aid</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>4,228</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>HIIL</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Paths to Justice in the Netherlands</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>5,773</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>National Survey of Everyday Legal Problems</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3,263</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Research grant</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>Legal Problem Resolution Survey</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>10,058</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8,400</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Netherlands)</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England &amp; Wales</td>
<td>Survey of Individuals’ Handling of Legal Issues</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>8,192</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Regulator</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Barriers to Access to Legal Services</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Legal Profession</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>6,202</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Sweden)/NGO</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Unmet Legal Needs and Access to Justice</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>2,800</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moldova</td>
<td>Legal Empowerment Needs Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,112</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>Young population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>Legal Needs Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1,630</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>~7,500</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Netherlands)</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6,559</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Netherlands)</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3,924</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (N’/lands)/BRAC</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Access to Justice Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>45,551</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>DAKSH</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6,001</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Netherlands)</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>~6,000</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>World Bank/Judiciary</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Int. Dev. (Netherlands)</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Unmet Legal Needs Survey</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>~1,000</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Low-income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>Needs Assessment for Provision of Non-Criminal Justice Services</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1,057</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Legal Need Survey Nepal</td>
<td>2017-18</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Open Society Foundations</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: On the 2012 the Legal Services Benchmarking Survey in England and Wales: Number represents respondents who had experienced at least one legal problem, identified through an initial screening survey.
Many sub-national surveys have also been undertaken in jurisdictions in which national surveys have been undertaken, sometimes targeting specific population groups, such as those living in disadvantaged urban settlements in Argentina (Bercovich et al., 2013). In addition, eight dedicated large-scale national legal needs surveys of businesses have been conducted in recent years (Table 1.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Institution</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Funder</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>Crime and Justice Survey</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>6-12 000</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>National Household Sample Survey</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>399 387</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>National Quality of Life Survey</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>51 492</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Justice Project</td>
<td>General Population Poll</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>~ 1 000</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>General Population Poll</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>25 600</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>General population</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since 31st December 2017, further surveys have been undertaken and more are planned to be undertaken. For example, adding to the list of jurisdictions below, a stand-alone survey was undertaken in South Korea early in 2018, a similar survey is planned for Italy and Statistics South Africa is incorporating a legal needs module into its large-scale Governance, Public Safety and Justice Survey from 2018. These have substantially drawn, or will draw, on drafts of this Guide.

Why conduct legal needs surveys?

Legal needs surveys provide a uniquely comprehensive overview of the justice system and people’s experience of resolving justiciable problems. It is an overview that is impossible to achieve by other means and, as such, legal needs surveys provide vital data concerning access to justice. Such surveys provide an empirical basis for understanding how people’s justice issues arise and how they affect numerous development sectors. At a national level, they are increasingly viewed as an important tool for policymakers and civil society. From Argentina to Ukraine, Mongolia to Sierra Leone, governments and civil society organisations have conceptualised and implemented legal needs surveys with a goal towards improving justice sector services and strengthening linkages across sectors.

Administrative data – collected by courts, legal service providers, civil society legal assistance programmes, etc. – is essential for programming and assessment. However, they cannot provide policymakers with the information necessary to assess the true scope of needs, as they do not encompass problems that parties deal with only informally or ignore. Moreover, fragmented responsibility for administrative data, a lack of standardisation and data duplication across government agencies and organisations makes it extremely difficult, and in some cases impossible, to piece together different administrative data to create even a limited aggregate picture. The same limitations attach to data collected from professionals working both within the legal system and outside it.
Legal needs surveys can look across and beyond institutions and the experience of professionals. They are unique in that they enable the collection of data concerning problems involving no legal services or processes, in addition to those that do. Legal needs surveys thus provide the “big picture” of people’s efforts to access justice. They enable the quantification of justiciable problem experience across populations, mapping of patterns of problem resolving behaviour, and illuminate changes in experience and behaviour over time. They can also identify obstacles to accessing legal services and processes, such as poor service delivery, from individual and community perspectives. They also provide insight into levels of legal capability (including legal understanding, awareness of services, legal confidence, etc.), attitudes towards and trust in the justice system, and the relation of justiciable problems to wider social and economic problems and morbidity.

Legal needs surveys are not an alternative to analyses of administrative data and data derived from professionals working in the legal system. Rather, they are an essential complement. Legal needs surveys contextualise administrative data and provide an overview of a population’s perspective on access to justice. As Mahamane Maïga, Director of Mali’s Justice, Planning and Statistics Unit, stated during a strategic workshop following the 2014 Malian legal needs survey:

“Normally, we are the ones who judge. This time, it is the citizens who are judging us.” (Barendrecht et al., 2014a, p. 101)

The triangulation of administrative and survey data is common across other sectors. In health, for example, administrative data is supplemented in some jurisdictions by the standardised, nationally representative Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS), which “provide data for a wide range of monitoring and impact evaluation indicators in the areas of population, health, and nutrition.” Concerning food security, the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation supplements more orthodox approaches to assessing food security (for example food availability or nutritional status) with the Food Insecurity Experience Scale, a survey module based on respondents’ experiences. With regard to land tenure, the global community has recently agreed to a core set of household survey questions to measure the strength of tenure from the perspective of the population as opposed to legal assessments.

As Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 show, legal needs surveys to date (particularly stand-alone national surveys) have historically tended to be undertaken in upper and middle-income jurisdictions, with relatively few stand-alone surveys conducted in low income jurisdictions. This is changing, however. Earlier legal needs surveys tended to be conducted in jurisdictions with well-established and relatively well-funded legal infrastructures (in particular, public legal assistance services and legal aid schemes). Interest tended to focus on patterns of vulnerability, problem clustering, problem impact, advice seeking behaviour, obstacles to resolving problems, and individual capability. This interest was generally set in the context of efforts to better target and develop established services and processes. In more recent years, interest in legal needs surveys has spread to a far broader range of jurisdictions. This has included jurisdictions with emerging legal infrastructures (or legal infrastructures undergoing fundamental reform following socio-political transformation) where there is increasing recognition of the value of such surveys to explore the reach of law, legal empowerment (Golub and McQuay, 2001), the nature and role of customary dispute resolution processes, microjustice, and appropriate forms of legal services infrastructure (in particular, public legal assistance
services and legal aid schemes). In these jurisdictions, interest is often set within the context of the rule of law.

As will be discussed, the choice of the location and purpose of a survey has an impact on how it can and should be undertaken. Correspondingly, this document attempts to provide, for the first time, comprehensive guidance appropriate to all jurisdictions.

Limits of legal needs surveys

While legal needs surveys provide a unique overview of the experience of justiciable problems across populations, they have limits. As pointed out above, they complement and situate, rather than supplant, other core sources of justice data. Administrative data, in particular, remains vital in assessing the impact of specific interventions. Owing to their quantitative form, they are less effective in equipping policymakers with detailed accounts and explanations underlying particular decisions. Here, in-depth qualitative methods are generally more insightful. Also, while repeated cross-sectional and longitudinal surveys can clearly demonstrate changes in behaviour and justice outcomes over time, and highlight the impact of broad reform programmes, they are – owing to the fact that correlation is distinct from causation – less suited to isolating the impact of particular interventions or service reforms, whether at an individual or societal level. Experiments and quasi-experiments employing different data collection methods are generally more insightful.\(^{27}\) And, while legal needs surveys provide valuable insight into the relative use of particular legal services or processes, they can be – because of the technical nature of certain aspects\(^ {28} \) – ill-suited to exposing the details of some service or process use. This is particularly so in the case of general population surveys which seek to capture details of rare service or process use, as these surveys inefficiently capture data concerning phenomena experienced by only a small proportion of respondents.\(^ {29} \) Again, observation or administrative data is generally more insightful. Table 1.3 summarises the relative strengths and weaknesses of legal needs surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideally suited to</th>
<th>Incidence/patterns of justiciable problem experience, including for specific population groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prevalence/patterns of problem resolving behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sources of help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obstacles to access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness (of law and services)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The cost of legal services to individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individuals’ perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasonably suited to</td>
<td>Nature of help obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived causes/consequences of justiciable problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived impact of legal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rationales for/objectives of behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manner of dispute resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The cost of legal services to individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact of broad reform programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less suited to</td>
<td>Technical aspects of service delivery/formal legal processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rare problem types and behaviours (unless appropriate sample frame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causes/consequences of justiciable problems (beyond perceptions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact of specific legal services (beyond perceptions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impact of specific reforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The above limitations do not detract from the core utility of legal needs surveys, nor take away from the fact that legal needs surveys are flexible tools. Surveys can be used within a variety of research design frameworks and alongside other forms of data collection as part of a “triangulated” research design, in which multiple methods are used to obtain “a more detailed and balanced picture of the situation” (Altrichter et al., 2008, p. 147).

What have we learned from legal needs surveys?

Prevalence of justiciable problems

Despite significant variation in the design of the legal needs surveys conducted over the past 25 years, a remarkably consistent big picture has emerged across diverse national contexts. First and foremost, it is evident that justiciable problems are ubiquitous across the globe. The lowest estimate from the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 was that 10% of adults experienced one or more problems over a two-year period (2016 Colombian survey); while the highest was that 90% of adults experienced problems over a four-year period (2015 Ugandan survey). Most commonly, estimates fell in the range of 30% to 60% over a three or four-year period.

The ubiquity of legal problems is not surprising, given the extent of law in contemporary life. Nor is it surprising that the nature of justiciable problems is somewhat similar across jurisdictions, as people engage in many of the same activities. Thus consumer problems are routinely found to be among the three most prevalent justiciable problems, along with those concerning neighbours and money. Problems relating to families, housing, employment, social safety net assistance, public services and nationality are also commonly experienced. Obtaining formal identification is also common among some population groups. However, important exceptions are found in some countries. For example, in Mali and Uganda – predominantly agricultural jurisdictions – common justiciable problems concerned land: expropriation, land grabbing, water and nationalisation. These problems were rare elsewhere (Barendrecht et al., 2014a; Piest et al., 2016). In contrast, in both jurisdictions consumer problems were relatively rare. In Mali, for instance, the next five most common problems concerned (in descending order) employment, family, neighbours, housing and money (Barendrecht et al., 2014a). Similarly, in Uganda they were family, neighbours, money, employment and public services (Piest et al., 2016). However, in Yemen, Mongolia and Sierra Leone, countries in which problems concerning land were common, consumer problems were also common (Coumarelos et al., 2012, p. 5).

Inequality of problem experience

Justiciable problems are not randomly distributed across populations. Particular problems are associated with particular social groups or stages of life. It appears that “socioeconomic disadvantage is pivotal” (Coumarelos et al., 2012, p. 5) to the social patterning of problems. Surveys have repeatedly demonstrated associations between disadvantage and justiciable problem experience. Disadvantaged groups associated with elevated experience of justiciable problems include those receiving social safety net assistance, those with long-term health problems or a disability (particularly mental health problems), single parents, victims of crime and displaced persons. For example, findings from the 2008 Australian LAW Survey indicated that people “with combined mental and physical illness/disability of a high
severity were more than 10 times as likely to report legal problems as those with no illness/disability” (Coumarelos et al., 2013, p. 8).

While patterns of vulnerability vary between jurisdictions – owing to differences in social structures and behaviour – a systematic review of findings concluded that “patterns are fairly similar across jurisdictions, with few conflicts” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 30). However, the picture as regards gender is less uniform. In some jurisdictions “women’s weaker agency and lower social and economic participation” (Prettitore, 2014, p. 2) results in very different patterns of justiciable problem reporting. For example, in Jordan, 75% of those who reported problems were men. Significant differences in reporting patterns were also identified in Mali, where men were associated with problems concerning such issues as employment, land and public services, while women were associated with problems concerning family, children, neighbours and social safety net assistance (Barendrecht, 2014a).

There are various reasons for the link between justiciable problem experience and disadvantage. Certain problems are a feature of disadvantage, such as those concerning social safety net assistance. Disadvantaged people draw on fewer resources and are less able to avoid or mitigate problems. Moreover, justiciable problems have an additive effect, meaning that the experience of problems increases the likelihood of further problem experience, exacerbating disadvantage.

**Impact of justiciable problems and problem clustering**

Justiciable problems often bring about or follow on from one another, or broader social, health or economic problems. They have been repeatedly found to have a substantial impact on the lives of those facing them. For example, the 2015 Ugandan *Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey* found that 54% of problems resulted in stress-related illness, 52% in loss of income, 42% in loss of time and 28% in problems with relationships (Piest et al., 2016, p. 55). The impact of justiciable problems can provoke and/or worsen broader social problems, including poverty:

“There is a relationship between legal problems and poverty. Legal problems, left unaddressed, can cause an economic or social shock that pushes vulnerable persons into poverty. For example, [...] wrongful termination of employment, financial debt or denial of social safety net benefits can cause vulnerable persons to fall into poverty. Unresolved legal problems can also prevent an individual in poverty from escaping it.” (Prettitore, 2015, p. 1)

Figure 1.1 illustrates an example vicious cycle of poverty involving justiciable, health, labour, financial and housing problems.

On the basis of the 2004 *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey*, the economic cost of the impact of justiciable problems on individuals and public services was estimated to exceed US$ 5 billion per year (Pleasence, 2006, p. i). Similarly, on the basis of the 2014 Canadian *National Survey of Everyday Legal Problems*, the annual cost to public services was estimated to be “approximately $800 million (and perhaps significantly more)” (Farrow et al., 2016, p. 16).

The impact of justiciable problems also contributes to the phenomenon of problem clustering; which is the increased tendency of particular justiciable problems to co-occur when more than one problem type is experienced. As noted following the 2011 Moldovan survey, “it is easy to see how domestic violence can cause relationship breakdown, unemployment, tenant-landlord and debt problems” (Gramatikov, 2012,
Problem clustering also occurs when some problem types arise from similar sets of circumstances or are associated with the same demographic factors.

Figure 1.1. Vicious cycle involving justiciable and wider socioeconomic problems

Source: Adapted from Tobin Tyler et al. (2011).

Problem resolution and barriers to justice

People facing justiciable problems take many different paths to justice, often involving little or no reference to law. A consistent finding of legal needs surveys has been that “the formal judicial system is marginal to the experience of justice” (Piest et al., 2016, p. 81). Although the use of formal process can be difficult to identify, and reporting is inconsistent, only a minority of surveys have found that courts or tribunals resolved more than 10% of justiciable problems with some suggesting a rate of 5% or lower. And where formal process is used, it tends to be used in relation to particular problem types, such as those concerning family breakdown.

In developing and some middle-income jurisdictions, traditional dispute resolution processes are more common than court processes. For example, in Bangladesh, people turn to the Shalish more often than to the courts. However, the general picture is that most problems are addressed through informal methods, often directly between the parties.

The global picture of lawyer use is similar to that of court use. Only a minority of people facing justiciable problems obtain assistance from a lawyer, with a median reported rate of around 12%. The 2016 Ugandan Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey put the figure at just 2%. As with court use, lawyer use is strongly linked to problem type. Family problems are typically associated with high levels of lawyer use, and consumer problems with low levels. Between countries, however, notable differences exist between problem type and the use of lawyers. Other factors associated with lawyer use include the availability of legal services, people’s understanding and characterisation of their
problems, awareness and proximity of legal services, legal confidence (sometimes referred to as “subjective legal empowerment”), cost, problem seriousness and value. It should be noted that the majority of these factors are aspects of legal capability.

In addition to statistical associations, frequently mentioned barriers to accessing legal services include language, social convention/etiquette, expectation and, physical obstacles to accessibility (beyond geography) - such as opening hours, waiting times, etc. – and cost.

Lawyers are only one potential source of advice for resolving legal problems and enforcing entitlements. When acting to resolve justiciable problems, people seek help from a wide range of sources, both formal and informal, promising and “unpromising” (Pleasence, 2006, p. 108). Aside from lawyers, common sources of formal help include independent advice organisations (including civil society organisations), unions, community leaders, justice institutions and other government bodies; along with public service workers, such as doctors and social workers. The range of sources varies between jurisdictions, reflecting differences in the socio-political structure and available services. In Tajikistan, for example, the Mahalya and house committees are notable sources of information and support (Social Research Center, 2012). In England and Wales, independent Citizens Advice Bureaux; in Uganda, Local Council Courts; in Japan, insurance companies; in Moldova, the police; and in Yemen, Sheikhs. Also, these “different sources [are] helpful for different types of problem” (Piest et al., 2016, p. 71). Moreover, specialised forms of paralegal assistance and advice are becoming more prevalent in countries seeking to expand access to justice, such as Argentina, South Africa, Indonesia and the United States.

Relatives, friends and colleagues often inform people’s choices. For example, in Macedonia, almost half of all consultations with “most essential advisers” followed suggestions by those within survey respondents’ social networks (Srbijanko et al, 2013). Previous experience and personal understanding of options also influence choice.

When individuals fail to find help at their first port of call and are signposted or referred to another source, some abandon the effort. The more frequently people are directed elsewhere, the more they are likely to drop out of the formal advice system. This process is known as “referral fatigue” (Pleasence et al., 2004, p. 77).

As with court and lawyer use, individuals seek advice depending on the type of problem. They are more likely to seek advice for problems pertaining to family breakdown, employment, personal injury and housing than they are for consumer problems. Women are more likely to seek help, and help seeking appears to increase with age (although in some countries it appears to tail off in later years) and the reported seriousness and value of problems. There is also good evidence that language, socio-cultural factors, geography, available technology and other physical access and service infrastructure issues influence advice seeking behaviour.

However, there are dangers in assuming that behaviour will be similar in different situations or countries. For example, women in Mali are particularly “reluctant to approach formal institutions” in the context of family disputes for “fear of the consequences” (Barendrecht et al., 2014a, p. 70). People in Bulgaria are unusual in that they routinely turn to public authorities to resolve justiciable problems of all types (Gramatikov, 2008). In a few countries, a small but significant number of respondents report that criminal connections are sometimes relied on to resolve justiciable problems.
Beyond the sources noted above, a growing number of individuals are looking to the Internet for help. For example, the 2015 Ukrainian Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey indicated that people turned to the Internet for 23% of problems, up from just 12% five years earlier (HiiL, 2016a). However, “people who use the Internet to help resolve legal problems are not representative of the public as a whole” (Pleasence et al., 2015, p. xi), and success in using the Internet is related to legal capability (as is success in using legal assistance services more generally).

Finally, legal needs surveys repeatedly find that a significant proportion of people fail to take any action whatsoever to resolve problems. Estimates for inaction from stand-alone legal needs surveys range up to 44% (Ukrainian Legal Needs and Satisfaction Survey). Evidently there are good and bad reasons for inaction (Pleasence and Balmer, 2014). However, across jurisdictions, many reasons for inaction provided by respondents to legal needs surveys convey “a rather negative and powerless quality” (Genn, 1999, p. 70). People often believe that action would make no difference to the outcome of their problem. Indeed, this was so for a majority of respondents to the 2012 Australian, 2012 Georgian and 2015 Ukrainian surveys who took no action; despite their “making this judgement without the benefit of any advice” (Genn, 1999, p. 71). Additionally, individuals may avoid taking action for fear of the consequences on relationships and sometimes personal safety. For example, the most recent Ukrainian legal needs survey indicated that 12% of internally displaced persons took no action to resolve justiciable problems because they were scared to do so (along with 3% of other survey respondents). Individuals may be also ignorant of their rights or options, sources of help, or dispute resolution processes. In some jurisdictions, people also worry about the fairness of processes and, in some jurisdictions, corruption.

Multivariate statistical analysis of factors associated with inaction, as reported for nine national surveys, suggests reasonably consistent associations between inaction and problem type. Inaction was found to be particularly associated with problems concerning anti-social neighbours (and, to a lesser extent, problems concerning employment). The reverse was the case for family problems (and, to a lesser extent, consumer problems). Inaction has also been found to be more common among men, and among individuals who faced language obstacles or regarded problems as the product of “bad luck”; and to become less common with age (although perhaps more common again in later years), education level, income, awareness of legal rights and legal services, legal confidence, problem value and problem seriousness. “This suggests an association between elements of social disadvantage and basic problem resolution strategy that sits on top of the association between social disadvantage and vulnerability to problems” (Pleasence et al., 2014, p. 15).

Thus, legal needs surveys have demonstrated that different population groups have different attitudes to problem resolution, face different obstacles to action, and have different needs in relation to the help and processes available. As well as the broad global picture set out above, policy and service development must therefore also be guided by proper understanding of the experience and needs of those they serve.

**Building a global picture**

Opportunities for detailed comparison of experience between jurisdictions are limited by the different methods adopted by the many legal needs surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. The repeated British and Dutch Paths to Justice surveys, the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Surveys and the Hague Institute for Innovation of Law’s
Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys have allowed for some confidence in comparisons. However, despite many similarities, significant and important differences among surveys in different countries have tended to undermine efforts to compare findings. Thus, initiatives such as the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll – which ask the same questions across many countries and has now adopted many of the methodological recommendations set out in this document – have the potential to provide a valuable comparative picture of experience across the globe. Moreover, several members of the OECD-Justice Initiative Advisory Stream guiding the development of this document, as well as others working with the OECD, have initiated processes to translate this global Guide into national surveys to support policy, such as the new surveys in South Korea (Kim and Choi, 2018).

Inclusive process

Legal needs surveys are most effective when those defining and supporting the research, whether from government or civil society organisations, bring other groups into the process. As described throughout this Guide, defining and contextualising the legal problems people experience, as well as possible mechanisms for resolution, is a challenging exercise. Meaningful engagement with frontline service providers and community groups enables the development of a better, more responsive survey. Such interaction equips frontline organisations with a deeper understanding of the survey process, which will, in turn, generate trust and enable those organisations to engage with the findings.

When incorporating civil legal needs questions into government surveys, the previous experiences of independent civil society in conducting surveys have proven to be a valuable guide for government policymakers. In Colombia, for example, when the Department of National Planning sought to integrate a national civil justice module they looked to the experiences of the civil society organisation Dejusticia, which had previously conducted an urban legal needs survey. By working in partnership, the government was able to learn from Dejusticia’s experience, while Dejusticia in turn was better prepared to make use of the survey’s findings. In Nepal, the National Judicial Academy partnered with the Social Science Baha, a civil society think tank, to develop and implement a nationwide legal needs survey.

Conducting the survey through an inclusive process both provides the best results and enables the most effective use of the findings by different stakeholders. In both government-led and independent surveys, civil society groups can serve as important partners for connecting with hard-to-reach groups. In Nepal, for example, legal service providers are working with a research team to better account for the range of civil justice problems and active justice institutions at the local level. In Kenya, a legal assistance and advocacy organisation helped introduce the research team to a marginalised community where there was deep suspicion of external and government representatives. In South Africa organisations supporting community advice offices have participated in testing and refining civil legal needs related questions being developed by Statistics South Africa. Greater inclusivity will enable policymakers and advocates to understand how the survey generates particular types of information and strengthens possibilities for policy impact.

Finally, inclusive processes can enhance the value of survey findings. A wide range of government agencies and civil society organisations may be affected by legal needs survey findings. Each agency or organisation can play a role to play in interpreting findings and driving programmatic and policy reform. Governments and civil society
organisations have used a number of public dissemination techniques to discuss the findings, their dissemination, and the strategic use of media. Guaranteeing the availability of data is also a key consideration. Surveys are costly undertakings and lead agencies are often unable to conduct the numerous types of analyses that are relevant to particular constituencies. It is critical that independent organisations and government institutions make anonymised survey data available for researchers and advocates. This approach ensures that the survey exercise has broader use and applicability and can be combined with other sources of justice data to inform policy in a multitude of ways.

Impacts of legal needs surveys

Legal needs surveys have proved effective in helping to identify areas for policy reform. They also serve as a mechanism for monitoring changes in experience and behaviour against a backdrop of legal services reform. They form part of a broad evidence base upon which policymakers, service designers and practitioners can draw. Research can affect the policy process in “diffuse ways” (Weiss, 1980, p. 318). Research “provides a background of empirical generalisations and ideas that creep into policy deliberations” (Weiss, 1980, p. 318).

Thus, the more than 55 national legal needs surveys, along with many more sub-national surveys, conducted over the past 25 years, have gently contributed to “transform[ing] thinking about legal aid and advice” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 43) globally and within an increasing number of jurisdictions. Professor Hazel Genn, author of the seminal Paths to Justice surveys in the United Kingdom, has characterised this transformation as having distinct phases (Genn, 2017). The first – arguably the most important – sees findings concerning the ubiquity of justiciable problems and the relatively rare use of formal legal systems bring about a “policy ‘flip’ [from] system to citizen-focus,” which leads to policy and design of services “with needs and behaviour in mind, rather than funder convenience or policy assumptions” (Genn, 2017).

This policy-flip is evident in numerous policy documents across jurisdictions in which legal needs surveys have been prominent, such as Australia, Canada, England and Wales, and Ukraine. Indeed, the English and Welsh Legal Services Commission’s 2005 strategy document Making Legal Rights a Reality has been described as “entirely based” on legal needs survey findings that were used “to try and reconfigure how services were organised” and have “had a very great impact” (Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, 2013, p. 43-44). The policy flip was also a central theme of the findings of a survey of governmental stakeholders in Australia, Canada, England and Wales, New Zealand, Northern Ireland and Scotland. The survey investigated the perceived impact of legal needs surveys in those jurisdictions. The findings, as one respondent put it, highlighted the role of legal needs surveys in helping policy officials “learn about both the substance of civil legal needs and the client perspective on access to justice more generally” (Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, 2013, p. 54). At the most basic level, the survey findings made clear to those in the formal justice system that experience of justiciable problems occurs largely outside their purview. As one respondent noted: “The incidence of legal problems is not what lawyers and judges think” (Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, 2013, p. 56).

Respondents also identified key legal needs survey findings that have been instrumental in the reformulation of access to justice policy in broader social and instrumentalist terms. Most frequently highlighted were “findings that certain groups [are] disproportionately exposed to a higher problem incidence by virtue of their demographic characteristics”
(Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, 2013, p. 67), so-called problem clustering, and “the health and social costs of legal problems” (Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, 2013, p. 56). Findings concerning service gaps and factors influencing service use, and factors that might influence demand for particular services also had an impact. Such findings were described as having led to, in Genn’s words, “smarter approaches” (Genn, 2017) to legal service delivery, and service transformation centred on targeting, accessibility and the integration of legal services (and, beyond this, the integration of legal and other public services). More than four in five respondents “were able to set out specific policies that legal needs survey findings had influenced,” and, in all, respondents suggested that 28 separate policies or initiatives were impacted by legal needs surveys (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 54).

A series of interviews with officials in the United Kingdom public, private and NGO sectors revealed that they “attributed the policy response of ‘joined-up services’ to assist the public to the research discovery of ‘joined-up’ problems” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 43). For example, the introduction of Community Legal Advice Centres (CLACs) was described as “a ‘research-based policy’ designed to respond to the discovery that problems cluster” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 43). More generally, officials saw legal needs surveys as “persuasive and influential,” and described them as “having transformed understanding of public justice needs, of not-for-profit service provision, and of market service provision” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 44).

There have been differences between jurisdictions in the purposes for commissioning surveys, and thus their impact on policy. The above examples of impact concern jurisdictions with well-established legal infrastructures, including public legal assistance services, in which the focus of policy interest is in refining established processes and services. In contrast, in jurisdictions with emerging or transitional legal infrastructures, there is a greater policy focus on the reach and use of law, and the appropriate form of legal services infrastructure. For example, the 2011 Met and Unmet Legal Needs in Moldova survey was part of efforts that enabled the Soros Foundation-Moldova (the survey’s sponsor) to inform and be a part of the working group created by Ministry of Justice to develop the Strategy for Justice Sector Reform for 2011 – 2016.

However, across jurisdictions, law-centred interests are now commonly conjoined with broader interest in the relationship between justiciable problems and wider social health and economic problems. Linked to this is the utility of legal services in addressing wider social policy goals. At a national level, this has seen survey findings used “in building a case for legal advice and funding in addition to general policy development” (Pleasence et al., 2013a, p. 53). Legal needs surveys have further situated the legal problem experience into a far broader policy context. Justice sectors need to consider how they engage with other sectors, just as other sectors need to consider how legal problems and services may be important to their concerns and goals.

Internationally, this has recently manifested in an agreement to pursue U.N. Sustainable Development Goal 16. Goal 16 is “dedicated to the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, the provision of access to justice for all, and building effective, accountable institutions at all levels.” The SDG agenda is predicated in part on the notion that “the rule of law and development have a significant interrelation and are mutually reinforcing, making it essential for sustainable development at the national and international level.”
Target populations and methodological variations among past legal needs surveys

Target populations of past legal needs surveys

Legal needs surveys have mostly focused on nationally representative samples. However, some of the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 have focused on specific target populations – such as those focused on low incomes or young people – and some have involved oversampling of defined population groups, such as Indigenous people in Australia and Syrian refugees in Jordan. These surveys focus on generating information about the experiences of sections of the population of particular interest to policymakers. However, all the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 have utilised broad population sample frames and, for the most part, probability samples. Such sample frames may yield only small numbers of especially vulnerable populations and may even exclude some vulnerable populations altogether (i.e. where there is a gap between the target population and the sample frame (coverage error)). The report of the 2006-2009 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey noted that its address-based sample frame excluded “around 2% of the population” (Pleasence et al., 2010, p. 6). The report went on to state that:

“While the experience of people who share many of the characteristics of such ‘out of sample’ populations will be captured ... and will cast good light on what the experience of ‘out of sample’ populations is likely to be like, it is important to bear this limitation of the survey in mind when considering its findings.” (Pleasence et al., 2010, p. 6)

Sections of the populations identified as missing from the survey’s sample frame included people living in residential care homes, students living in education establishments, prisoners, military personnel living in defence establishments, Roma/travellers, people living in local authority provided temporary accommodation (other than in local authority housing stock), people in immigration detention centres and the street homeless. Some of these groups are among the most marginalised and vulnerable groups in society. The methodological report of the 2011 Colombian National Legal Needs Survey similarly highlighted that its sample frame excluded groups such as prisoners, service personnel, people in nursing homes and the street homeless (Uprimny et al., 2013).

Accordingly, parallel and complementary surveys of specific vulnerable populations can, and sometimes should, be used to complement standard sample frames, especially where there is clear potential for coverage bias. The 2001 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and the 2011 Colombian National Legal Needs Survey, for example, were supplemented by separate surveys of specific vulnerable populations. In England and Wales, a separate survey was conducted of people living in local authority temporary accommodation (Pleasence et al., 2004). In Colombia, separate surveys were conducted of individuals living in extreme poverty and those with a disability (Uprimny et al., 2013).

The experience of discrete vulnerable populations has been more often separately investigated using methods other than surveys. For example, the experience of older people, homeless people, those with mental illness and prisoners have been investigated through qualitative projects undertaken within the Law and Justice Foundation of New South Wales’s Access to Justice and Legal Needs research programme. Also, more recently, focus groups have been used to investigate the experience of young drug users, young people of Roma origin and commercial sex workers in Moldova, in parallel with the 2011 Legal Empowerment Needs Survey.
Methodological features and variations

As illustrated in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, despite being part of the same tradition, the scale and methods of legal needs surveys vary considerably. In terms of scale, the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 have drawn on a broad range of sample sizes, and utilised questionnaires of very different lengths. The median sample size of stand-alone legal needs surveys was around 5,000. However, while the 2004 Legal Needs in Slovakia Survey had a sample size of just over 1,085, the 2008 Legal Australia-Wide Survey had a sample size of over 20,716, the 2017 Indian Access to Justice Survey had a sample size of 45,551 and the 2009 Brazilian National Household Sample Survey had a sample size of 399,387.

Evidently, required sample size directly links to the prevalence of principal objects of study. If interest is primarily in justiciable problem prevalence, then modest sample sizes may suffice (with sample size needing to increase along with levels of accuracy and confidence). However, if interest is primarily in the rate or patterning of use of different sources of help or dispute resolution processes, then sample sizes need to increase; particularly if behaviour relating to specific types of problem is of interest.

The length of legal needs surveys has also varied considerably. The median questionnaire length of the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 was around 6,000 words; but, the 2011 Jordanian Volume of Demand for Legal Aid Services Survey ran to fewer than 1,000 words, the various iterations of the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey ran to around 6,000 words, and the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey ran to over 20,000 words (excluding repeated sections).

As would be expected, given the very different lengths of questionnaires used, the range of topics investigated by legal needs surveys has varied considerably, as has the degree of detail and sophistication of questions. The content of legal needs surveys is discussed further in Chapter 2. and Chapter 3.

Two-thirds of the Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 surveys were conducted face-to-face, with the remainder conducted by telephone, by post, online or using a combination of modes. Differences in mode of conduct help to explain the broad range of reported response rates (as well as some differences in findings). Response rates tend to link to mode of conduct, with face-to-face surveys generally delivering higher response rates than other surveys. So, while the three iterations of the Canadian telephone National Survey of Civil Justice Problems had response rates of 17% (2004), 23% (2006) and 21% (2008), the original face-to-face Paths to Justice surveys had response rates of 64% in England and Wales and 61% in Scotland.

Large government backed face-to-face surveys can have even higher response rates. For example, the face-to-face 2016 Colombian National Quality of Life Survey had a response rate of 96%. However, comparing response rates between surveys conducted in different ways is problematic, particularly between probability and non-probability samples. The 2008 Australian telephone survey was reported to have a 60% response rate, yet “the calculation of this response rate might be considered more forgiving than for the face-to-face surveys” (Pleasence, Balmer and Sandefur, p. 11). In excess of half a million phone calls were required to obtain the sample of 20,716; including 74,802 “unknown other” calls incorporating refusals before screening. The authors of the survey acknowledged that:
'There are several methods for calculating response rate, and response rate estimates can vary dramatically depending on the particular method used.'
(Coumarelos et al., 2012, p. 12)

High reported response rates of the online surveys in the Netherlands (reaching 83% in the case of the 2003 *Paths to Justice in the Netherlands Survey*) are similarly misleading; and explained “by the sample being drawn from an opt-in panel, meaning that participants had already been filtered for amenability during previous exercises” (Pleasence et al., 2013, p. 11).

Opt-in processes mask as well as compound nonresponse bias.

Notes

1 The concept of access to justice “defies precise definition”.

2 A reference to conformity with human rights standards is necessary to both extend the concept beyond local legal frameworks (which may conflict with accepted international norms) and indicate standards for independent adjudication. Although there is broad agreement on the focus of the concept of access to justice, the concept is fluid. For illustration, a detailed account of the broadening of the concept in the context of justice system reform in Canada is provided by Macdonald (2005).

3 The debate around access to justice “has many strands” (Paterson 2012, p.60) (including citizens’ behaviour in resolving justiciable problems, the availability and accessibility of legal services and state-sanctioned dispute resolution processes, the sustainable provision of legal aid, and the role of non-legal services in delivering justice outcomes) and ideological dimensions. While the concept of access to justice is generally discussed in relation to access to legal services and processes, debates frequently also extend to other human services that have utility in addressing problems existing within such frameworks.

4 Legal capability refers to the capabilities necessary for a person – or, at a higher level, a household or community – “to resolve legal problems effectively” (Coumarelos et al. 2012, p. 29). The concept of legal capability links to Sen’s (1980, 1999) capability approach to disadvantage. For a discussion of legal needs within the context of the concept of legal capability, see Pleasence & Balmer (2019).

5 Referring to frustration felt among researchers studying legal need in the 1970s that accompanied a period of contraction in the field.

6 Civil law refers to all law that can be applied to or by individual citizens (or, in a business context, businesses) other than criminal law.

7 See, for example, United Nations Development Programme (2012).

8 Many access to justice assessment surveys also include legal needs survey style questions concerning particular problem types. For example, the Vietnamese Provincial Justice Index Questionnaire has included detailed questions concerning land disputes (reported in United Nations Development Programme (2012).

9 The first legal needs survey is accredited to Clark and Corstvet (1938), who separately surveyed citizens and businesses in Connecticut, United States, to explore “how the needs of the community for legal service were being met” during the 1930s recession at the U.S. Bar.

10 Landmark legal needs surveys in the 1980s and 1990s – the *Civil Litigation Research Project* (Trubek et al. 1983) and *Comprehensive Legal Needs Study* (Reece & Eldred 1994) in the United States, the *legal Advice and Assistance Survey* in New Zealand (Maxwell et al. 1999) and the *Paths to Justice* surveys in the United Kingdom (Genn 1999, Genn & Paterson 2001) – introduced “considerable momentum” (Coumarelos et al. 2012, p. 1) to the conduct of such surveys.


See Michelson (2008).

See ECOLEX (2014).

Details of the Russian survey kindly provided by Martin Gramatikov.

See Gramatikov et al. (2014).

See Barendrecht et al. (2014b).

See Gramatikov and Verdonschot (2010).

For example, surveys have recently been conducted in more than one-quarter of all U.S. states.

In Hong Kong, the Netherlands, Australia, Colombia, and England and Wales. See Asia Consulting Group Limited & Policy 21 Limited (2008), Croes and Maas (2009), Orima Research (2010), Croes (2012), Uprinmy et al. (2012), Pleasence & Balmer (2013b) and Blackburn et al. (2015), Larkin et al. (2018).


The concept of legal empowerment emerged in the field of law and development and now refers to the focus of developmental justice programmes on “empowering individuals to realise their rights and voice their demands more actively” (Kolisetty 2014, p. 9).

See Barendrecht & van Nipsen (2008).

A cross-sectional survey investigates a sample of a population at a single point in time. A longitudinal survey investigates the same sample of a population across time.

See, for example, http://a2jlab.org/.

Lay understanding of the phenomena and concepts involved can be extremely limited in relation to technical matters (such as technical aspects of litigation).

Surveys of users of particular services or processes are not be problematic in this regard. Similarly, general population surveys are inefficient in capturing data concerning rare justiciable problem types. For example, justiciable problems concerning compulsory hospitalisation for mental health issues were removed from the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey. Their rarity entailed population estimates were unreliable.
and it was recognised that surveys of people in hospital, or after discharge from hospital, would be more efficient and insightful.

30 In the context of the social sciences, the concept of triangulation is generally attributed to Denzin (1978), who also distinguished between methodological triangulation and data, investigator and theoretical triangulation. In this context, it is notable that many surveys capture qualitative data alongside quantitative data; albeit often in the hope of being able to code and quantify such data.

31 Although the impact of even small methodological differences on results precludes definitive incidence rates being determined across or within individual jurisdictions (Pleasence et al. 2016). Also see Chapters 2 and 3.

32 Demonstrating further the variation in estimates, and the impact of methodological differences on survey findings, the World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll put the figure for Colombia at 26% over one year, while the 2012 Colombian National Legal Needs Survey put the figure at 43% over 4 years. Similarly, the World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll put the Ugandan figure at 56% over one year. As is made evident in Chapter 3, great caution should be exercised in comparing estimates between surveys that have utilised different methodologies. Even small methodological differences can bring about substantial changes in response patterns.

33 Pleasence et al. (2004, p. 28) refer to these circumstances as the “defining circumstances” of problems. See, also, van Velthoven and ter Voert’s (2005) application of participation theory in this context.

34 Consumer problems have been found to be among the three most common justiciable problems by 27 of 37 surveys for which relevant findings are available, excluding crime victimisation, if reported, and, in the case of the English and Welsh online surveys, excluding non-contentious legal issues (such as conveyancing). The figures for problems concerning neighbours and money are 20 of 28 and 22 of 35, respectively.

35 For citizens of countries such as Mali and Uganda, “land is the most important economic, social and legal asset” (Piest 2016, p. 131). The 2017 Indian survey, which found problems concerning land to be second most common after those concerning money, also found that 71% of disputes concerned agricultural land (Baruah et al. 2018). Other notable differences in patterns of problem reporting include the high level of “elections” related problems reported in Kyrgyzstan (ACSSC 2012) and of religious/witchcraft related issues in Kenya (Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 2018).

36 Similar findings have also emerged in Indonesia, rural China and rural Taiwan (Gramatikov et al. 2014, Michelson (2007), Chen et al. (2012a). Although, demonstrating the complexity of social and problem patternation, consumer problems were found to be relatively prominent in Yemen (Barendrecht et al. 2014b).

37 While broadly accurate, in a global context it should be noted that factors of vulnerability to justiciable problems can be diametrically opposed, and vary (sometimes considerably) by problem type. Both elevated socio-economic activity and depressed socio-economic status may fuel problem experience – but in different ways. As Gramatikov (2012, p. 20) explained “On the one hand, poor people are more vulnerable because they have fewer resources to mitigate and cope with legal problems. On the other hand, those who are more affluent participate more in the economic, social and political life”.

38 See, for example, Balmer and Pleasence (2012a) and Coumarelos et al. (2013).

39 See, for example, Buck et al. (2004) and Pleasence et al. (2013a).

40 Crime victimisation has commonly been identified as associated with the experience of justiciable problems. For example, this was identified through multivariate analysis in Moldova (Gramatikov 2012). Less often reported is the strong association between experience of justiciable problems and criminal offending. See, for example, Kemp et al. (2007) and Pleasence & McDonald (2013).

41 Piest et al. (2016) identified internally displaced persons (as a result of partition and civil war) as being associated with much higher problem prevalence. Related to this, Pleasence et al. (2004) found those living in local council temporary accommodation to be associated with high problem prevalence.

42 Excluding domestic violence, that is consistently gendered across jurisdictions, significant gender based differences in justiciable problem experience have been found in only a minority of jurisdictions. However, some differences are notable.

43 In addition to the globally consistent gendered reporting of domestic violence, some gender differences have been reported in richer jurisdictions. For example, men in Slovakia were found to be more likely to have
experienced employment or personal injury problems but less likely to have experienced family problems (GfK Slovakia, 2004).

44 One aspect of this is that problems can have a different character for disadvantaged people. For example, what an affluent person might regard as a trivial consumer issue – such as the purchase of food that is unwholesome – might be highly problematic for someone living in poverty.

45 This was first described and quantified by Pleasence et al. (2004). Findings are consistent across jurisdictions. For example, in Moldova, 16.7% of respondents reported one problem, 3.5% reported two, 1.3% reported three and 0.6% reported 4 (Gramatikov, 2012).

46 For example, in Macedonia, 32% of survey respondents described non-trivial problems as “destroying my life” (Srbijanko et al. 2013, p. 82).

47 The most commonly identified problem clusters have been observed in the context of family breakdown, where domestic violence, divorce, ancillary issues and problems concerning children link closely. Other identified clusters include clusters centred on economic activity (e.g. problems concerning employment, money, consumer transactions, welfare benefits and housing), and problems centred on poor quality housing. See, for example, Pleasence (2006), Gramatikov (2008), Currie (2009), Coumarelos (2012).

48 Referring to the situation in Uganda.

49 The World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll suggested that in about one-third of jurisdictions courts were selected as the mechanism for resolving disputes on more than 10% and sometimes as few as 1% of occasions. (China, Myanmar and Thailand) (Adams et al. 2017). The 2017 General Population Poll suggested that in only a few jurisdictions did respondents report turning to an authority or third party to help resolve problems on more than 20% of occasions (Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Greece, Panama, Slovenia and the United States), while in Mongolia the figure was just 4% (Adams et al. 2018). Separately, findings from the 2017 Indian survey suggested that a significant majority of respondents would like to have resolved disputes through courts (Baruah et al. 2018).

50 For example, Argentina 2016, Australia 2012, England and Wales 2010, 2012, Japan 2005, Uganda 2015 and Ukraine 2015. Figures have been made available for fewer than half of the surveys, and the precise nature of figures has not always been clear.

51 The World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll found this to be the case in Bangladesh, Thailand and Uganda (Adams et al. 2017).

52 The 2009 Bangladesh survey found that a “modest” 16% of disputes involved courts, while 18% involved a village Shalish and 41% involved consultation with a political leader/chairman (Akmeemana 2011). The 2017 Bangladesh survey similarly found that courts were used less frequently for dispute resolution (8%) than the Shalish (23%) (Kind et al. 2018).

53 On the basis of 36 surveys for which details were provided.

54 Although, while court use was also low, local council courts were found to be a popular source of information.

55 For example, in Georgia, 60% of family problems involved legal consultation, while the figure was just 5% in the case of problems related to social assistance (Institute of Social Studies and Analysis 2012). Similarly, in Japan, where the help of lawyers is rarely sought, the National Survey of Everyday Life and the Law found that almost 40% of family problems involve lawyer consultation (Murayama, 2007, p. 31).

56 For example, personal injury problems are strongly associated with lawyers in the United Kingdom and Canada (e.g. Pleasence et al. 2004, Currie 2009), while the opposite is true in countries such as Japan, New Zealand and Hong Kong (e.g. Murayama 2007, Ignite Research 2006, Asia Consulting Group and Policy 21 Ltd, 2008).

57 It has been argued, for example, that the “remarkably small population of lawyers” in Japan is the reason for the relatively low level of lawyer use in that country (Sato et al. 2007, p. 11) and that the different levels of lawyer use for different problem types in England and Wales is partly a reflection of patterns of legal services supply (Pleasence & Balmer 2009).

58 It has been found that whether or not people characterise problems as “legal” is associated with whether or not lawyers are used. Characterisation has been found to substantially affect lawyer use both across and within problem types (Pleasence et al. 2011b). In fact, after controlling for other factors, lawyer use was
found to be 169% higher when problems were “characterised as legal” (Pleasence & Balmer 2014, p. 42). Murayama (2010) also reported a link between people’s consciousness of problems being “related to law” and the use of lawyers, though the association was much weaker than that between problem type and lawyer use. More recently, surveys in Argentina and Canada have explored this issue, although results have not yet been published. Murayama (2009, 2010) also found personal connections to the legal profession to be a key predictor of lawyer use.

In Australia, for example, people living in very remote areas and unaware of legal services tended to report very low levels of lawyer use (Pleasence et al. 2014). Even in relatively densely populated England and Wales, Patel et al. (2008) found that people without personal transport who lived five or more miles from a specialist advisor were the least likely to seek advice. Similarly, uneven regional availability and awareness of legal services was found to impact on problem resolving behaviour in Ecuador and Georgia ECOLEX (2014), Institute of Social Studies and Analysis (2012).

In England and Wales, citizens with the highest levels of legal confidence have been found to be 43% more likely to seek help from a lawyer than those with the lowest levels (Pleasence et al. 2015).

Many legal needs surveys have suggested a relationship between income and lawyer use, including surveys in Canada, Colombia, Jordan, Macedonia, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Scotland, Taiwan (Currie 2009, Prettittore 2014, van Velthoven & ter Voert 2005, Ignite Research 2006, Pleasence & Balmer 2009, Huang et al. 2014). Some of these find were U-shaped in form. For example, analyses of data from the 2008 Legal Australia-Wide Survey and 2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey point to a subtle relationship between income and lawyer use mediated by subsidy and payment mechanisms. Illustrating this mediated relationship, findings from the Australian survey suggested a U-shaped association in the case of family problems (where no cost or low cost legal assistance is available for those on a low income), no association in the case of personal injury (where no-win no-fee arrangements are available) and a positive association in other cases. Additionally, patterns of use of private lawyers and legal services aimed at those with low incomes provided a coherent structure for the findings overall (Pleasence & Macourt 2013). These findings conflict with those of an earlier review of survey findings from seven countries, which suggested that “income has relatively little relationship with the decision to use a legal professional to deal with a dispute or other legal need.” However, this earlier review “did not account for the relatively good availability of legal aid in some of the jurisdictions under study” (Pleasence & Balmer 2012a, p. 38).

With lawyer use increasing along with seriousness/value. See, for example, Huang et al. (2014), Pleasence & Balmer (2014). Evidently, “cost-benefit calculations” are applied in people’s choices about whether to use lawyers (Kritzer 2008).


Pleasence argued that the unpromising nature of many sources of help indicated “real uncertainty as to the most effective way of responding to [legal] problems”.

See, for example, Pleasence & Balmer (2013a)

See, for example, Murayama (2007).

See Gramatikov (2012).

Social Research Center (2012), Pleasence (2006), Piest (2016), Murayama (2007), Barendrecht (2014b), respectively. Importantly, in terms of the value of legal needs surveys, in Tajikistan it was found that “Despite the widespread opinion that religious leaders (Mullo/Bibiotun) are popular sources of information, data shows that they are the least popular sources” (Social Research Center 2012, p. 155).

See, for example, the Presidential announcement of the Federal Network for Legal Sponsorship available at http://www.vocesporlajusticia.gob.ar/actualidad/brindaran-asesorias-legal-gratuita-traves-los-ca/

Address by the Deputy Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, the Hon JH Jeffery, MP, at the National Symposium of Community Advice Offices, held at the Reef Hotel, Johannesburg, 24 November 2014, available at http://www.justice.gov.za/m_speeches/2014/20141124_CAO.html


For example, the Court Navigators Program in New York City Housing Courts https://www.nycourts.gov/courts/nyc/SJI/pdfs/AO-42-14.pdf.
“Signposting” and “referral” are distinguished on the basis of the extent to which the signposting/referring source liaises with the receiving source. Signposting generally refers to the process of providing a client with the details of a more appropriate (or further) source of help, but does not liaise with the other source to facilitate contact. Referral generally refers to the process of actively arranging contact with the other source.

Although the contrary was found in Taiwan (Chen et al. 2012b), and findings were mixed in the case of the 2008 Legal Australia-Wide Survey. Initial analysis suggested employment problems were associated with increased advice seeking (Coumarelos et al. 2012), but later analysis – incorporating a different and broader set of explanatory variables suggested employment problems were associated with less legal and non-legal advice (Pleasence et al. 2013b).

And, to a lesser extent, problems concerning debt.

Legal needs surveys suggest that people often struggle to find what they are looking for online (which generally goes beyond the details of offline sources of help), although it appears that most people obtain some useful information through their efforts (Pleasence et al. 2015).

In addition to “the first digital divide” (which relates to the ability of individuals to physically access the Internet), the second digital divide” (which relates to the capability of individuals to use Internet resources – see, for example, Attewell (2001)) acts to distort the profile of those who look to the Internet for help resolving problems. For example, Internet use increases along with educational attainment (Pleasence et al. 2015). Also, there is evidence that younger people, while having relatively high levels of Internet access, use the Internet to help resolve problems “to a lesser degree than similarly connected age cohorts, and are less successful when doing so” Denvir et al. (2011, p. 96).

This is similar to the estimate of 41% from the 2010 Legal Capacity of the Ukrainian Population Survey. Other Eastern European surveys have also uncovered high levels of inaction; for example, 36% in Macedonia in 2012, 29% in Georgia in 2012 and 21% in Moldova in 2011. High rates of inaction in Africa include 38% in Uganda in 2015 and 28% in Tunisia in 2016. In contrast, estimates as low as 4% have come from England and Wales in 2014, and 5% in Canada in 2014. Some of the difference is due to differences in what actions are asked about and the form of questions. In both these last jurisdictions, estimates have been higher in other surveys; and the World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll included dozens of country estimates, the lowest of which was 42%, for Liberia. The estimate for the United Kingdom was 57%.

The report of the 2012 Georgian KAP Survey Concerning Justiciable Events referred to this as “a nihilistic approach to the legal system” (Institute of Social Studies and Analysis 2012, p. 96).

Recent legal needs survey findings from England and Wales indicate that levels of understanding of legal rights and responsibilities are low (Pleasence and Balmer 2012b, Pleasence et al. 2015, 2017).

For example, in the case of Indonesia, Gramatikov et al. (2014, p. 89) reported that “a deeper look at three of the most frequent and serious categories of problems - land disputes, crimes and money related disputes - reveal that people are concerned about the time it takes, the stress and negative emotions as well as the fairness of the process.” And in Ukraine, Kobzin et al. (2011, pp. 57-61) have categorised the broad barriers to access to justice as including emotional, informational, physical, financial, effectiveness, bureaucratic, corruption, and secondary victimisation barriers.

And personal injury, although the picture was slightly mixed, with the Australian survey indicating the reverse.

For example, Barendrecht et al. (2014a, p. 82) report that some justice preferences in Mali differ from norms elsewhere, such as putting more weight on “obedience to the heads of families.”

For example, geography and language issues affect diverse population groups differently (e.g. Pleasence et al. 2014).
This monitoring function lies behind the repetition of surveys in, for example, the Netherlands (2003, 2009, 2013) and the United Kingdom (2001, 2004, 2006-9, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2015), and the ambition to do the same in Argentina in future.

It was also observed that findings connected policy with real people, and thus could “inspire staff.”

For example, the Legal Aid Interagency Round Table in the United States is working to raise consciousness of how legal problems affect federal agency objectives, from employment issues to homelessness. For more information, see, for example, White House Legal Aid Interagency Round Table (2016) or the Legal Aid Interagency Roundtable website: https://www.justice.gov/lair.

At a supranational level interest in the socio-economic aspects of is evident in the recent activities and outputs of organisations such as the OECD and World Bank. For example, the OECD (2015, p. 3), in exploring economic dimensions of access to justice, has observed that “improving access to justice is increasingly recognised as a critical dimension of inclusive growth and as a means for tackling inequality.”

Examples of non-probability samples include those of the four online Dutch surveys – which utilised opt-in panels – and of the 2008 Law Australia-Wide Survey can also be distinguished from others in its use of quota sampling, as opposed to probability sampling. Probability sampling can also be problematic in jurisdictions in which comprehensive sample frames are not available. As Kondo et al. (2014) observe, “random sampling of rural populations in developing nations can be challenged by incomplete enumeration of the base population.” This has affected sample designs in, for example, the recent surveys in Sierra Leone and Nepal. Various sample designs are used within the context of the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll.

The survey utilised the small user Postcode Address File (PAF), which represents the standard sample frame for face-to-face general population surveys in England and Wales.

The coverage limitations of telephone and online surveys are generally greater than those of face-to-face surveys such as the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and Colombian National Legal Needs Survey. Although the proportion of the world’s population with personal telephone and Internet access continues to grow, significant numbers of people still do not have such access, particularly in lower gross domestic product (GDP) per capita countries and among the most vulnerable population groups. Moreover, coverage problems are compounded for telephone and online surveys by the disruption of landline penetration by mobile phone services and the lack of comprehensive registers of telephone or Internet users. Thus, as is detailed in Chapter 2, dual-frame sampling (incorporating overlapping landline and mobile telephone sample frames) is increasingly used for telephone surveys, and “contact phase” mixed mode surveying (in which, for example, letters invite people to participate in online surveys) is being trialed for online surveys, despite their introduction of additional (practical and theoretical) complexity and cost to the survey process.
CHAPTER 1. ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND LEGAL NEEDS SURVEYS

See Forell et al. (2005).
See Karras et al. (2006).
See Grunseit et al. (2008).

Sample size must be considered in combination with survey reference period. A sample size can be smaller, if a reference period is longer. However, longer reference periods can be problematic, as is discussed in Chapter 2.

To maintain absolute levels of accuracy, sample size also needs to increase with prevalence. For example, based on an alpha level of 0.05 (which equates to a Z value of 1.96) – and referencing problem prevalence as reported through the 2008 Australian LAW Survey – an (absolute) margin of error of 1% would necessitate a sample size of 827 in relation to clinical negligence, 6,283 in relation to consumer problems and 9,604 in relation to any problem. If the margin of error were 2%, then the figures would change to 207, 1,571 and 2,401 respectively.

While different modes of conduct allow for different lengths of questionnaire – with face-to-face surveys having the potential to be much longer than telephone or online surveys – differences in mode are not the primary driver of the questionnaire length of Table 1.1 surveys. Many of the shorter surveys were conducted face-to-face, particularly in low GDP per capita countries where other modes are impractical.

As Pleasence et al. (2013) noted, differences in the mode of conduct of legal needs surveys are associated with differences in response rate, coverage, formulation of questions, interviewer effects, levels of satisficing behaviour and expectations as to the nature and importance of the subject matter of questions. An illustration of the impact of methodological differences on survey findings comes from the 2018 Nationwide Legal Needs and Access to Justice Survey in South Korea. This was conducted both in person and online, with the two modes of conduct delivering problem incidence rates of 15 per cent and 56 per cent, respectively (Kim & Choi, 2018).

See, for example, Sykes and Collins (1988), Bowling (2005) and Groves et al. (2009).

The authors went on, “Actual nonresponse is far greater than whether panel members respond to an invitation for a study (i.e. at the specific survey sampling point). Not surprisingly, studies comparing results from nonprobability samples and traditional methods almost always find major differences, though it can be difficult to determine whether sample bias (due to major undercoverage/nonresponse) or mode is the greater cause (Baker et al., 2010)“.
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Chapter 2. Framework for Conducting Legal Needs Surveys

This Chapter establishes a methodological and conceptual framework for the conduct of legal needs surveys, and offers illustrative taxonomies of legal problems, sources of help and dispute resolution processes; with multiple levels of detail. This chapter also addresses how surveys can be used to measure legal needs.
Legal needs surveys in context

Legal needs surveys constitute a specialised form of survey research. They should therefore adhere as far as is possible to good practice in the survey research field. Their conduct should involve consideration of the relative benefits of different modes of survey administration, determination of the most appropriate sample frame and sampling method, maximisation of validity and reliability in questionnaire design, review and testing of design elements ahead of full implementation, conduct of suitable forms of analysis, and timely and faithful reporting.

General guidance on survey research, and more particular guidance on its conduct in developing and transitional countries and in the justice sector, is readily available. This chapter complements this existing guidance by identifying and expanding upon a variety of considerations that are unique to legal needs surveys.

Legal needs surveys give rise to unique considerations because they are situated within a unique conceptual framework, at the heart of which is the concept of the “justiciable” problem. Legal needs surveys must therefore be framed appropriately and justiciable problems appropriately defined. There are also unique considerations concerning survey scope, units of measurement, and the operationalisation of other distinct concepts relating to justiciable problem experience, such as forms and sources of help, dispute resolution processes, outcomes, legal capability and legal need.

This chapter examines the concepts, framing, scope and units of measurement used in legal needs surveys and provides taxonomies of justiciable problems, sources of help and dispute resolution processes. These taxonomies can assist in the process of defining the subject matters of legal needs surveys, as well as supporting greater consistency and opportunity for comparison between surveys. This chapter also discusses how legal needs survey questionnaires are best structured.

“Justiciable” problems

The term “justiciable” has been used intermittently since the 15th Century to indicate an issue within the jurisdiction of a court of law, or one liable to be taken to court. However, in the context of legal needs surveys, the term has acquired a more particular meaning (coined in the reporting of the seminal Paths to Justice survey [Genn, 1999, p. 12]), arising from the recognition that beyond problems that become “legal” – through use of traditional legal services or processes, or simply through consideration in legal terms – there are many for which law provides a framework, and in which law could potentially be invoked, but for which no (explicit, at least) consideration is given to law (often appropriately and without cause for concern). Accordingly, throughout this document, the term “justiciable” is used to describe problems that raise legal issues, whether or not this is recognised by those facing them, and whether or not lawyers or legal processes are invoked in any action taken to deal with them.

Framing legal needs surveys: Defining the subject matter

The presentation of research and the formulation of questions can have a substantial impact on the nature of responses. This is called the “framing effect”, where framing refers to “the process by which people develop a particular conceptualisation of an issue or reorient their thinking about an issue” (Genn, 1999, p. 12). Framing is therefore a key consideration in designing a survey.
Thus, a primary consideration in designing a legal needs survey is how to communicate to respondents the subject matter of the survey. The concept of a justiciable problem, as defined above, is not commonly used or understood. It is also well documented that public understanding of law is generally low\(^3\) and that legal concepts tend to be narrowly conceived (often with an emphasis on criminal justice).\(^4\)

Framing legal needs surveys around the concept of “justiciable” problems is therefore problematic, but so too are references to “legal” problems or even to “law” in general. Such references risk constraining survey responses to problems that have involved the use of legal services or those commonly conceived of as being legal. Thus, around half of the large-scale national legal needs surveys detailed in Table 1.1 have eschewed references to law in their framing.\(^5\) For example, the 2016 Mongolian survey was introduced as being about “problems that citizens commonly face.”

The risk of references to ‘law’ was made evident by an experiment in which a survey was randomly presented to individuals as being about either ‘different kinds of legal problems or disputes’ or, less technically, about ‘different kinds of problems or disputes’. It was found that a single use of the word ‘legal’ when introducing the survey led to a substantial decrease in the likelihood of problems being reported:

> “Framing problems as ‘legal’ […] was associated with a significant reduction in problem prevalence when compared to introducing problems without any reference to them being legal … Where problems were introduced as legal, 50.8% reported one or more problem, with this rising to 62.6% where they were not.”

Furthermore, responses may be influenced simply by revealing the name of the survey sponsor if the name is legal in nature (Pleasence et al., 2013).

Good practice in the conduct of legal needs surveys avoids references to law, justiciable problems or other technical concepts, and instead introduces surveys by describing the subject matter in purely lay terms. For example, surveys can begin with generic reference to “common” and/or “everyday” problems, perhaps accompanied by examples (e.g. land grabbing, unfair dismissal by an employer, being injured as a result of someone else’s mistake, or being involved in a dispute over money in a divorce settlement). This has the benefit of focusing attention on to the types of issues that are justiciable, but using only lay language. As legal needs surveys are often conducted in different languages, a further benefit of using lay language is that there is less need to translate technical legal terms or the concept of justiciable problems, for which no direct equivalents exist.\(^6\)

The same considerations apply in relation to the drafting of questions seeking to identify justiciable problems. Around two-thirds of the national legal needs surveys detailed in Table 1.1 have sought to exclude references to law in the problem identification process, along with the use of legal terminology.\(^7\) Following this practice, justiciable problems detailed in questionnaires should be carefully described in lay terms to ensure that descriptions are both recognisable and justiciable. This requires both expert methodological and expert legal input.\(^8\)

As the report of the 2016 Argentinian survey explained:

> “Instead of referring to problems in legal terms, the circumstances of problems were presented: it was asked whether [respondents] had experienced a problem or situation of a certain kind, in colloquial and descriptive terms, rather than using legal language. This approach reduces underreporting of problems, including problems experienced by people who are not aware they have legal
The range of justiciable problems

The range of justiciable problems that could be studied is almost as broad as the range of people’s activities. While various categories of justiciable problems have been explored in most legal needs surveys, there has been significant variation in the mix of problem categories and types presented. All of the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, for which details are available, captured data concerning family, employment and housing related problems; problems central to people’s lives and welfare all around the globe. Almost all also collected data concerning consumer and money related problems, and the majority collected data concerning problems relating to discrimination, education, injuries (due to negligence), neighbours, treatment by the police and government services (particularly welfare provision).

Questions about certain problem types are more frequently posed in particular jurisdictions. Historically, for example, problems concerning identity documentation and land (as distinct from housing) have typically been explored in development contexts. In contrast, questions concerning immigration are usually addressed to people living in high income jurisdictions; the same is true of problems concerning the care of others. Some questions have been asked in relatively few jurisdictions, such as questions about defamation, or in very recent surveys - online harassment (included in the 2017 Sierra Leonean survey).

A number of surveys have included questions about “other” problems once questions about specific categories have been answered. This is not good practice, however, as it introduces uncertainty and ambiguity as to the nature and scope of problems under study. Problems should be defined as clearly as possible. An unspecified “other” category places the onus on respondents to determine the sort of things an “other” category might contain. This leads to frames of reference varying significantly among respondents (e.g. depending on their experience and interpretation of previous questions). It also affects the number of non-justiciable problems reported.

The great amount of time involved in identifying justiciable problems means that there is always pressure to limit the range of problems included in legal needs surveys. Ultimately the range of problems included in legal needs surveys must reflect the concerns and interests of stakeholders and the technical limitations of such surveys. These vary between surveys.

Certain criteria can help determine the range of problems included in surveys. One will be problem prevalence, which links – as was discussed in Chapter 1 – to the efficiency of legal needs surveys as a research tool. Problem prevalence also constitutes one of Barendrecht et al.’s six approaches to determining “priorities in the justice system” (Barendrecht et al., 2008). However, other criteria are likely to be equally or even more influential in the minds of survey sponsors. These include the value, impact and cost of problems (both to those affected and more widely; particularly to public services) – alluded to in Barendrecht et al.’s approaches concerning “severity” and “needs for protection” – and Barendrecht et al.’s other approaches, relating to the costs of self-protection, the cost of leaving a situation, and supply side features, such as specialised courts.
If legal needs survey type questions are incorporated into other types of surveys, then it may be appropriate to ask about only a very limited range of problem types. These might be those directly linked to the subject matter of the host survey (e.g. housing related problems) or, in the case of general surveys, to subjects of particular interest or concern to stakeholders.

Differences in the types of problems and the manner in which they are queried limit the extent to which findings in different jurisdictions can be compared. If comparison is important, particular care should be taken to use consistent problem identification questions, addressing equivalent problem types.

In the absence of any broad international standards for the conduct of legal needs surveys, efforts to achieve consistency among surveys have hitherto been possible only on a partial and ad hoc basis. Drawing on a comprehensive review of past surveys, Table 2.1 therefore sets out a taxonomy of all justiciable problems included in past national legal needs surveys. Eight primary problem categories are central: employment, family, accidental injury/illness, public services and administration, money and debt, consumer, community and natural resources, and land and housing. The use and evolution of such a taxonomy in constructing and analysing legal needs surveys would greatly increase the scope for comparison among future surveys’ findings.

Levels of detail

Questions aimed at identifying justiciable problems lie at the heart of legal needs surveys. However, such questions can be – and have been – delivered in many ways. For example, the 2005 Northern Irish survey presented respondents with 110 distinct problem types, while the 2017 Indian survey simply asked respondents whether they “had a dispute in the past 5 years” and followed-up by asking what disputes were about. The most common approach is to present respondents with descriptions of a broad range of problems. Indeed, around half of surveys for which details are available ask questions about 70 or more distinct problems; often – in the case of face-to-face surveys – by presenting them on show-cards. The presentation of distinct problem categories has both advantages and disadvantages.

On the positive side, it increases clarity of purpose, meaning and scope. The more detail provided, the less respondents are left to interpret the scope of questions, and the lower the risk of misinterpretation and/or of relevant memories being neglected. Neglecting areas of memory will reduce problem reporting, affecting accuracy and potentially limiting the prospects of statistical analysis. In the specific context of legal needs surveys, experimental evidence indicates that more detailed questions result in increased reporting of problems, although the experiments were not conclusive, and the impact of varying levels of detail differed depending on the problem type (Pleasence et al., 2016).

An example of misinterpretation resulting from lack of detail is provided by the 2006-2009 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey, in which “discrimination” was often misunderstood as referring to insensitive or unpleasant behaviour, rather than to prejudicial treatment in relation to opportunities and access, as was intended. As a result, later surveys in the series asked about discrimination in the context of other defined problems (Pleasence et al., 2011a). No “discrimination” problem category appears in Table 2.1, reflecting the fact that discrimination (and, separately, harassment) occurs in the context of many of the problems set out in Table 2.1. Discrimination can be easily incorporated into surveys by adopting the innovation of the English and Welsh Civil and
Social Justice Survey; namely, by asking about discrimination as a characteristic of the problems set out in Table 2.1.\textsuperscript{15}

On the negative side, presenting respondents with numerous problems increases the risk of fatigue and satisficing behaviour.\textsuperscript{16} It is also time consuming, making it impractical for shorter surveys or for surveys where time needs to be made available for other questions. Thus, as a compromise between accuracy and brevity, a number of surveys have approached problem identification by presenting respondents with relatively short lists of problem categories, providing examples to increase clarity and assist recall. Similarly, the 2017-2018 pilot of the South African Governance, Public Safety and Justice Survey presented respondents with a short list of disputant types (including family/relatives/friends, neighbours, other individuals, community/civic groups, employers, company or business officials, health/education institutions or officials, and government institutions or officials), with some examples to aid recall.\textsuperscript{17}

Given the centrality of problem identification, further experimental investigation into the impact of different approaches to problem identification on survey findings would be invaluable.

Exclusion of “trivial” problems

To avoid “being swamped with trivial matters” (Genn, 1999, p. 14), more than half of the national legal needs surveys detailed in Table 1.1\textsuperscript{18} have only asked respondents about “difficult to solve” problems (e.g. following the lead of the highly influential Paths to Justice surveys\textsuperscript{19}). This approach does reduce problem reporting to a significant extent, but such an approach is problematic and not recommended.

Experimental evidence shows that asking about only “difficult to solve” problems can decrease problem reporting by around 30\% (Pleasence et al., 2016). This hardly constitutes preventing “the floodgates opening” and is hugely problematic in conceptual terms; as it conflates problem occurrence, problem resolving strategy and legal capability. For example, what is difficult to solve for one person may not be for another. As was noted by the authors of the 2008 Australian survey, some problems will therefore not be captured by surveys using the “difficult to solve” filter, simply “because they were easy to handle” (Coumeralos et al., 2012, p. 11), and this ease of handling may have been a product of an individual’s greater legal capability (which is important to understand in relation to need) and/or the availability of more effective problem resolution mechanisms or services (which is also important to understand, and goes to the heart of access to justice policy). Even a problem leading to legal advice or a formal court process could potentially be viewed as “easy to solve” and not reported (e.g. as a result of delegating difficult decisions, good advice and representation). A far better approach to filtering out “trivial” problems is therefore to only follow-up problems that reach a minimum seriousness threshold, after all problems have been identified. This approach is explored further, below.
Table 2.1. Illustrative standard problem categories for legal needs surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem category</th>
<th>Primary sub-categories</th>
<th>Secondary sub-categories</th>
<th>Tertiary sub-categories</th>
<th>Quaternary sub-categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>Application and promotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disciplinary procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>Unfair dismissal</td>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rights at work</td>
<td>Pay, pension, etc. related</td>
<td>Working conditions</td>
<td>Maternity/paternity related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other rights (e.g. hours, leave, etc.)</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harassment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Relationships and care of children</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>Relationship breakdown</td>
<td>Divorce or separation (binary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other relationship problems</td>
<td>Alimony/division of property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Care of children</td>
<td>Child support, custody and contact</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Public law children</td>
<td>Adoption and guardianship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td>Child neglect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic violence (victim)</td>
<td>Wills and probate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accident injury / illness</td>
<td>Workplace</td>
<td>Industrial disease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Workplace accident</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic related</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Victim of crime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical negligence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public services and administration</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Other quality of medical care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Compulsory treatment/discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to health services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disease control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse by state officials</td>
<td></td>
<td>Unfair treatment by the police</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abuse by other state officials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (respondent)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fairness of assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suspension/exclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Access to education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to public services (excl. health)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizenship, ID and certification</td>
<td></td>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obtaining ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other state registration/certification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money and government</td>
<td></td>
<td>Government payments, loans and allowances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social safety net payments/loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Excluding pensions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State pension</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disability payments/loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Educational payments/loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other payments/loans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social safety net tax allowances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money and debt</td>
<td>Debit</td>
<td>Problems paying bills/repaying loans (excluding creditor action)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Creditors taking action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Legal action (or threat of)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Harassment / intimidation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Loss of collateral (excluding land)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Problem collecting money owed to you (loans (category excludes tenants))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Problem obtaining insurance pay-out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td></td>
<td>Problems recovering money owed (loans and insurance)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Consumer Services (excluding utilities)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Financial services</td>
<td>Inaccurate credit rating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Problems concerning banks, financial advisors, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misrepresentation / mis-selling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mismanagement (financial loss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorrect / disputed fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services (excluding utilities)</td>
<td>Other services (excluding utilities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other professional services (e.g. accountants, mechanics, plumbers, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other services (e.g. transport services, leisure services, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-delivery or inadequacy of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incorrect / disputed fees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Goods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-delivery of goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective / unsafe goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Utilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect / disputed billing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-delivery of contracted quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Community and Natural Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to natural resources</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access (e.g. rights of way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunting, fishing, foraging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Land and Housing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land grabbing, expropriation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of</td>
<td>Subsistence farming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building, conveyancing and boundaries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Building permissions, permits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conveyancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Home ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreclosure/repossession</td>
<td>Tenancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Other]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbours (anti-social)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems as a landlord</td>
<td>Rent related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Property damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Care (excl. children)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental (other)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development project related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet related</td>
<td>Abuse, harassment, bullying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Trading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulation, permits, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employment (of others)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land, business premises, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As with individuals acting in a private capacity, businesses – both individuals acting in a business capacity and distinct organisations – face justiciable problems, which impact on business functioning and sustainability, the wellbeing of workers, and the wider economy. As noted in Chapter 1, a number of dedicated legal needs surveys of businesses have been undertaken in recent years. Moreover, around one-third of past surveys of individuals have incorporated questions about problems faced by respondents in a business, as well as in a personal, capacity. For many self-employed persons, the two capacities can feel, and be, difficult to distinguish.

This raises the significance of business-related problems in many people’s lives. It is particularly relevant in countries in which a significant proportion of the population work on their “own account”. In general, in low income countries around half of all workers work on their own account.

The significance of business-related problems in people’s lives poses methodological challenges to ensuring that the nature of the universe of problems recorded by surveys is distinct and defined.

If business problems are in a general population legal needs survey’s scope, then – as business capacity is a distinct functional capacity and can have a distinct legal capacity, and as problems related to running a business generally have distinctive characteristics, questions should ideally be formulated to distinguish business and personal problems and enable samples of “individuals” and “businesses” to be separately identified. However, clear distinctions will not always be straightforward, or even possible, owing to the capacity-ambiguity inherent in some aspects of working on one’s own account (e.g. relating to finance where there is no separate business entity in law). The most coherent approach may therefore be to draw a distinction between problems that are solely an aspect of respondents’ work and problems that are at least to some extent personal.

In considering how business and personal problems can be distinguished, three basic approaches have been adopted in the past. The first has been to exclude all business-related problems from the scope of surveys. This was the approach of the Paths to Justice surveys of the late 1990s, which made it clear that problems experienced in a business capacity should not be reported. The second approach has been to ask questions about business related problems separately (as in, for example, the 2008 Australian LAW survey). If this approach is adopted, it should be made clear that questions about personal
problems exclude problems experienced in a business capacity (although this has rarely been the case). The third approach has been to ask, on follow-up after selection for detailed questioning, whether problems relate to business activities (as in, for example, the 2017 iteration of the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll and the 2017-18 Nepalese survey).\(^{24}\) Provided that problems selected for follow-up are randomly selected from those identified, reasonable estimates of the total incidence of personal and business related problems may be possible – provided sufficient problems are followed up – but a limitation of this approach is that data are not available across the full sample of identified problems.\(^{25}\)

Distinguishing business from personal problems provides conceptual coherence, provides greater flexibility in relation to analysis and facilitates the comparison of survey findings. However, in some – particularly low income – countries and social contexts, it may be difficult to draw the distinction and perhaps, in any event, valuable to include problems experienced by individuals working on their own account. A case in point is the 2017-18 Nepalese survey, in which respondents were asked to include only problems that they had faced themselves, but this was defined to include “problems experienced through a business that provides you with self-employment (but not an enterprise providing employment to others).”

**Crime victimisation and offending**

While not a primary focus of legal needs surveys, the majority of past legal needs surveys have asked about one or more aspects of respondents’ experience of crime. This is in addition to questions concerning civil dimensions of criminal behaviours (such as domestic violence, corruption, crime compensation, etc.). As with business related problems, the experience of crime is conceptually quite distinct from the experience of justiciable problems. However, there are commonalities between the criminal and civil justice system and associated sources of help. Furthermore, strong associations have been found between the social patterning of crime victimisation, offending and justiciable problem experience.\(^{26}\)

Aside from illuminating access to criminal justice issues, the primary benefit of including questions on crime in legal needs surveys is that it allows the investigation of overlapping service needs. If there is little survey sponsor interest in such matters, then questions concerning crime can be limited or excluded, as appropriate. This is particularly so in jurisdictions in which separate victimisation surveys are conducted. Currently, Statistics South Africa is exploring ways to gather victimisation data and legal needs data in rotating years to provide a more comprehensive picture of access to justice.\(^{27}\)

For reference, detailed guidance on the conduct of victimisation surveys has been produced elsewhere, including by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe.\(^ {28}\)

**Problem seriousness**

Justiciable problems vary in their seriousness; a matter relevant to prioritisation and action, both by individuals and public services. Accordingly, the great majority of surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, for which details are available,\(^ {29}\) have investigated relative seriousness in some way. However, conceptualisations of seriousness diverge.

Past surveys have variously sought to measure seriousness with reference to perceptions, economic value and impact; all of which are connected, but distinct. Problems perceived
as serious do not necessarily concern matters of high value and are not necessarily impactful; although they will often have substantial perceived value and potential impact. The 2011 Moldovan and 2016 Mongolian surveys, for example, asked (respectively) about perceived problem “importance” and “seriousness” in the abstract; while the 2012 Georgian survey, for example, asked about the perceived importance of resolving problems. The 2011 Taiwanese survey, which asked about both seriousness and importance of resolution, identified significant differences in reporting patterns between perceptions of seriousness in the abstract and of the importance of resolving problems (Chen et al., 2012b). Turning to economic value, the 2012 Macedonian and Taiwanese surveys asked about the monetary value of matters in dispute; while the 2006 English and Welsh survey adopted the approach of contingent valuation in asking about willingness to pay for problems to be resolved. As for impact, the 2004 Dutch survey, for example, asked about the extent to which respondents became preoccupied with problems; and the 2012 Tajik survey asked about the impact of problems on life in general. Increasingly, surveys are also following the lead of the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and investigating specific life-impacts (in various degrees of detail).

The broader impact of justiciable problems

Questions about the impact of justiciable problems on a wide range of life circumstances are important if there is interest in justiciable problems’ broader social and economic impact. This line of inquiry enables policymakers to connect legal problems to broader social and economic development policies and outcomes.

The principal life-impact question developed for the 2004 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey included nine impact areas: physical health, stress, relationships, violence (aimed at the respondent), property damage, the need to move home, loss of employment, loss of income, and loss of confidence. The form of the question has been widely adopted, with most surveys asking about a similar range of impacts.

However, some surveys have looked at a broader range of impacts. The 2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey and 2012 Georgian survey both covered 18 impact areas, with questions extending to alcohol and drug abuse, fear, and problems related to documentation. The 2017-8 Nepalese survey went further still. It asked about more than 50 impact areas, tailored to particular problem types. These extended to stigmatisation, denial of public and community services, and problems concerning documentation. However, there may be limited value to such detailed data if there are relatively few problems of relevant types or instances of particular impacts.

A small number of surveys have included follow-up questions designed to obtain further details of life changes, upon which estimates of the economic impact of problems on individuals and public services were based. For example, the 2004 survey included 23 follow-up questions, to establish, for example, the extent of lost income, receipt of state support (e.g. as a consequence of unemployment) and use of public services (e.g. medical services). On the basis of responses to these questions, the economic cost of justiciable problems to individuals and public services was estimated to be around US$5 billion per year (Pleasence, 2006, p. i). In the most recent exercise of this type, the 2014 Canadian survey incorporated 30 detailed follow-up impact questions. Here, the annual cost to public services was estimated to be “approximately $800 million (and perhaps significantly more)” (Farrow et al., 2016 p. 16).
Building on life-impact questions, some surveys – following the lead of the 2006 New Zealand survey – have also similarly asked about factors leading to the experience of reported justiciable problems (e.g. the 2016 Argentinian survey).

Abstract problem seriousness scales

A variety of abstract problem seriousness scale questions have been used in legal needs surveys in recent years.

Following a major methodological review, the 2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey introduced a simple visual analogue scale (VAS)\(^\text{30}\) (a technique used extensively in medicine\(^\text{31}\)) to assess problem seriousness. This involved presenting respondents with a single straight line with “anchor points” marked near the top and bottom (comprising short descriptions of a very serious and relatively trivial problem\(^\text{32}\)), and asking respondents to indicate where a problem sat on the line. The practice has since been adopted by other surveys, including the 2017 Sierra Leonean survey, and has been adapted into an equivalent numerical rating scale (NRS) in the case of, for example, the 2014 English and Welsh survey (conducted via telephone) and the World Justice Project’s 2017 General Population Poll (conducted via various channels). Simple NRS based questions have also been used in other surveys, such as the 2016 Argentinian and Mongolian surveys.

The psychometric properties of such VAS and NRS approaches have not been tested, and they are unlikely to be as reliable as a fully developed multiple item scale.\(^\text{33}\) However, a VAS can provide a simple, quick and adequate measure,\(^\text{34}\) as can an NRS, which has the additional advantage of being capable of oral administration. Indeed, in other fields NRS approaches have demonstrated excellent test-retest reliability;\(^\text{35}\) along with good sensitivity, without the practical difficulties of a VAS (Williamson and Hoggart (2005)).\(^\text{36}\)

Units of measurement

Contrasting with the “largely isolated” (Pleasence et al., 2016, p. 70) tradition of (largely sub-national) U.S. legal needs surveys that ask questions about household experience of justiciable problems, more than three-quarters of the national legal needs surveys detailed Table 1.1 asked about individual problem experience.\(^\text{37}\)

Just five surveys ask about household experience. These include the access to justice module of the World Justice Project’s 2016 General Population Poll; although the 2017 General Population Poll was then changed to ask about individual experience. In addition, a small number of surveys asked about the experience of respondents and their partners (the 2004, 2006 and 2008 Canadian surveys) or about respondents and their (non-adult) children (the 2005 Japanese survey, 1997 New Zealand survey and 2011 Taiwanese survey). And some individual experience-based surveys collected data from all adult members of households (such as the 2001, 2004 and 2006 to 2009 English and Welsh surveys), to enable household experience to be investigated alongside individual experience.\(^\text{38}\)

It can be argued that “there are distinct benefits to the collection of household data, [such as that it] may more accurately reflect the experience of shared problems (i.e. those that are faced by families together), the linking (and counting) of which can be problematic in individual surveys” (Pleasence et al., 2013, p. 24). However, not all problems within households are shared. Some problems are between members of a household (raising obstacles to both the fact and nature of reporting), and individual respondents may be
unaware or have a false impression of problems elsewhere within a household (especially when details are deliberately withheld). Moreover, households differ, and although individual data can in some cases be aggregated to household level (if information concerning whether problems are shared is collected), the reverse is generally not possible. Thus, surveys of individuals are generally preferable in the case of legal needs studies.

To properly reflect a population’s experience of justiciable problems, individual respondents should be randomly selected. If a sample frame is composed of households (or similar), and if all members of a household are not interviewed, then individual respondents should be selected at random within households. For reasons similar to those just set out, proxy interviews should be avoided wherever possible. If proxy interviews are deemed necessary, then some questions (e.g. questions concerning domestic violence) become inappropriate.

In the case of surveys of individuals, even if problems can be included twice (e.g. within households) the standard unit of measurement for problem level analyses should be individually experienced problems.

**Community problems**

Just as household members may share problems, problems may also be shared by other groups of individuals, such as work colleagues and members of the wider community.

Although no legal needs surveys have been designed to measure the experience of justiciable problems by communities (as distinct from within communities), many surveys have nonetheless asked about problems commonly experienced across communities (such as those concerning expropriation, environmental damage, access to public services, etc.). The 2017-2018 Nepal survey went further than most, and also asked about a category of problems concerning “community resources”.

As with problems shared within households, respondents can be asked whether their problems are shared more widely, and with whom. For example, the 2017 General Population Poll asked whether problems were shared with “other people, neighbours, or other members of your community” and whether people took the same position or collective action “to achieve a solution.” Thus, it was possible to identify whether identified problems were instances of larger community problems and whether a community response was taken to such problems.

Questioning along these lines builds up a picture of the volume of shared problems. With additional questioning concerning the extent to which problems are shared, questioning could also shed light on the scale of community problems and (theoretically, at least, subject to sample structure) differences between communities.

**Legal needs survey reference periods**

A legal needs survey’s reference period is “the time frame for which survey respondents are asked to report […] experiences of interest” (Lavrakas, 2008). Deciding on the appropriate reference period involves balancing two main factors: ensuring that a sufficient number of problems are reported to enable analysis and reporting as intended, and (particularly in the context of monitoring) the contemporaneity of survey data. In deciding how many years to go back, it is important to recognise that recall becomes increasingly unreliable the further back in time it is extended. Moreover, different types
of justiciable problems are associated with different “forgetting curves” (Tourangeau et al., 2000, p. 84) (i.e. patterns of recall error over time) (Pleasence et al., 2009). For example, consumer-related problems tend to be forgotten more quickly than personal injuries, which, in turn, tend to be forgotten more quickly than divorce (Pleasence et al., 2009). The net effect of this is that the composition of problem samples varies with survey reference periods, and the proportionate increase in volume of problems reported diminishes as reference periods are extended. Experimental evidence indicates that increasing a legal needs survey’s reference period from one to three years has only “a fairly modest” impact on problem reporting (Pleasence et al., 2016). Thus, the 2006 Hong Kong Demand & Supply of Legal & Related Services survey, which asked respondents to recall events from one year, five years and over the entire life course – within a single survey – recorded respective problem prevalence rates of 19%, 32% and 40%.

Looking at the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, slightly fewer than one-third have adopted a three-year reference period, and four more a three-and-a-half-year reference period (where January 1st was used to anchor the reference period three calendar years prior to interview). The next most common reference periods were five years and four years (the 10 HiLi Justice Needs and Satisfaction surveys), followed by one year. Drawing on the review informing this Guide, the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll access to justice module moved from a one-year to a two-year reference period between 2016 and 2017. In the context of the typical sample sizes of legal needs surveys, a one-year reference period is unlikely to yield sufficient problems to enable diverse or detailed analysis of respondents’ problem resolving behaviour. A two-year reference period was also implemented by the 2017-2018 Nepalese survey and the 2017-2018 South African Governance Public Safety and Justice Survey Pilot.

While the vast majority of past legal needs surveys have been cross-sectional in their design, the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey switched to a panel design in 2010. This change of design gave rise to additional considerations regarding the survey’s reference period and saw a switch from a three-year reference period to an 18-month reference period, to reflect the gap between surveys. Problems not concluded at the time of the 2010 survey were revisited in the 2012 survey.

Problem resolving behaviour

A central focus of legal needs surveys is problem resolving behaviour. This can extend to a broad range of activities, and past surveys have varied considerably in the types of activity and level of detail asked about.

Survey content is ultimately determined by the choice of questions, which reflect the interests and concerns of the survey’s sponsors and stakeholders. However, in order to generate a comprehensive picture of respondents’ problem resolving behaviour, three separate areas of activity must be addressed:

- Help seeking
- Use of processes
- Other activities that support problem resolution.

Process is discussed in the next section; being distinct in not requiring either initiation or engagement on the part of survey respondents. Help seeking and other activities that support problem resolution are discussed in this section.
**Sources of help**

All but one of the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, for which details are available, explicitly asked whether or not help had been sought from a lawyer, professional or other source. In the majority of surveys, respondents were presented with a list of potential sources of help and invited to respond to each individually. In all but one of the remaining surveys, an open question was used. The anomaly was the 2011 Jordanian survey, which asked only a narrow question about whether an attorney was hired.

The 2007 Bulgarian survey was the only survey not to explicitly ask whether or not help had been sought from a lawyer, professional or other source. However, it did ask (through a broad open question) what respondents had done when faced with problems and, separately, whether they had sought “additional information”. Thus, all of the surveys provided an opportunity for respondents to report help seeking.

As noted previously, more detailed questions can lower the risk of misinterpretation and/or neglect of relevant memories. However, when there are many potential answers, only limited specification may be possible, and care needs to be taken to avoid too narrow a focus. Care also needs to be taken to ensure that details are effectively communicated. Experimental evidence indicates that asking distinct and separate questions about sources of help can significantly increase reporting rates, compared to using a simple list format (Pleasence et al., 2016). In the context of online and other self-completion surveys – from which this evidence was drawn – this makes clear the importance of sustaining concentration across all question elements. In the context of other surveys, such as face-to-face surveys, it points to the value of presenting list items to respondents clearly and separately whenever possible.

The terminology used to describe sources of advice, in generic terms, has varied between surveys. Terms used to date have included “another person”, “someone”, “people”, “professionals” and “organisations”. The most common phrasing has been “people or organisations”, which was used in more than one-third of the surveys.

Past surveys have referenced numerous sources of help as examples or as the basis for lists: including lawyers, civil society organisations, the police, unions, community leaders and organisations, employers, politicians, government departments (central, regional and local), religious leaders, the media, health professionals, financial services, school staff, family and friends. It would be impossible to reference them all in any single survey, and inappropriate, as many are specific to particular places. Furthermore, terminology describing legal professionals and services varies from place to place. Consequently, more than 40 different terms have been used to do so in past surveys, including “lawyer”, “attorney”, “solicitor”, “barrister”, “notary”, “paralegal”, “legal executive”, “legal consultant”, “legal aid lawyer”, “government lawyer”, “insurance company legal service”, “legal clinic”, “legal advice office”, “legal aid”, “NGO with free legal advice”, as well as various named services.

Previous legal needs surveys suggest that respondents often struggle to recall the exact name or (professional) nature of a source of help. This is not just a memory, but a comprehension, issue. It is therefore often unreasonable to expect a respondent to understand and recall the precise name or nature of an organisation or other source of help. The question should be asked, but issues regarding validity and reliability need to be understood.
Table 2.2 sets out a suggested taxonomy of sources of help to inform the drafting of legal needs survey questions and coding of responses. As with types of justiciable problems, a consistent approach would greatly increase the scope for comparison of findings.

A typology of sources of help might focus on various source characteristics, such as sector (i.e. government, commercial, civil society, community, etc.), degree of specialisation, extent of assistance, cost to clients (e.g. free or paid for), regulatory framework, or manner of service delivery. However, mirroring the primary concern of the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, to establish respondents’ recourse to independent and expert help – Table 2.2 first distinguishes between help obtained from (i) non-expert friends, family and acquaintances, (ii) legal and professional advice services, and (iii) other sources. Importantly, advice services included in the legal and professional advice services category must provide some information, advice or representation of a legal nature. Table 2.2 then distinguishes further between sectors, and then on other bases.

The categories included in Table 2.2 reflect those most often referred to in the reports of the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Some categories of sources are conceptually complex and difficult to communicate. Here, the experience of past survey authors can be particularly helpful. For example, HiiL’s use of the phrase “designated formal authority”, in its Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys captures the idea of a range of organisations that includes regulators, Ombudsman schemes and civil enforcement authorities.

Table 2.2. Illustrative standard sources of help categories for legal needs surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Help category</th>
<th>Primary sub-categories</th>
<th>Secondary sub-categories</th>
<th>Tertiary sub-categories</th>
<th>Quaternary sub-categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Family, friends and acquaintances</td>
<td>With relevant expertise (code below)</td>
<td>Without relevant expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal and advice sector</td>
<td>Government provided legal/advice services</td>
<td>Legal aid</td>
<td>Legal aid staff service</td>
<td>Attorney/solicitor/barrister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provision through private practice</td>
<td>Paralegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other government legal services</td>
<td>Government legal/advice services</td>
<td>Public facing legal/advice service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Offender release legal/advice service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other targeted legal/advice service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Government legal department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispute resolution authorities (formal)</td>
<td>Police and prosecution authorities</td>
<td>Courts and tribunals</td>
<td>Judiciary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Designated formal authority/agency</td>
<td>Mediation, conciliation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other formal dispute</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution authorities</td>
<td>Arbitration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent legal services provided through membership or association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Through union / professional association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insurance legal/advice service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law centres, clinics and legal/advice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Law Centres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law centres, clinics and legal/advice agencies (excl. government)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent legal/advice agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO/Charity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University legal clinics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private sector lawyers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attorney/solicitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist advocate/barrister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other independent advice services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Issue specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other professionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health and welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social workers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Financial |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National, regional, local, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other civil society/charity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National, regional, local, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other community organisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-political</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade union / Professional body</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Media |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Information, advice and representation

The context and form of past legal needs surveys suggest that, when asking about sources of help, surveys have been principally concerned with help that is given personally (and sometimes only personalised forms of such help). This is particularly evident in relation to the (at least) 30 surveys, including all five iterations of the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and 10 iterations of the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey, which separately asked about information obtained from, for example, websites, books, leaflets, self-help guides and other media (i.e. mass communication) sources.

With the development of sophisticated and intelligent web and app-based services, distinctions between plain information, help given personally and personalised help is likely to become increasingly blurred, requiring questions to adapt and capture more data about help obtained from online resources.

As regards levels of services, while distinctions between information, advice and representation are in general well understood by legal professionals – the first is generic, the second tailored to individual clients’ circumstances, and the third involves action taken on behalf of clients – it is doubtful whether survey respondents easily recognise these sometimes subtle distinctions. Thus, if questions asking about help are intended to be restricted to particular levels of help, they must specify these levels clearly or inquire further into the matter through follow-up questions.

As with sources of help, the terminology used to describe help varies between surveys. Commonly used words have been “advice”, “help”, “information” and “assistance” (in order of prevalence), while the most used phrase has been “information or advice”. The phrase “information, advice or help” has also been used. Although not the most commonly used term, “help” has been the term most often used on its own. One problem with use of the term “help” is that it is too broad. So, for example, a respondent could report having obtained help from a court to resolve a problem, meaning that a court process helped to resolve the problem.

When drafting questions on sources of help, key considerations are which terms best reflect behaviour of interest, which will be best understood, and which will best assist recall.

Seeking, contacting and receiving

Past surveys have also varied in whether they have included a question or a combination of questions about help having been sought, contact having been made with sources of help, and help having been obtained. Initial questions concerning help have been phrased in terms of (in decreasing order of prevalence) “seeking”, “getting”, “contacting”, “obtaining”, “trying to obtain”, “receiving”, “consulting”, “hiring” and “trying to contact”.

With a significant minority of people who seek help failing to obtain it, asking only about whether help was sought, whether a source of (potential) help was contacted, or whether an attempt was made to obtain help, will leave unanswered the question of how many people managed to actually obtain help in resolving justiciable problems. Thus, most surveys which have asked about help seeking have also asked about whether help was obtained. However, some have not, such as the 2008 Australian and 2011 Moldovan surveys. This should be avoided.
Help from family, friends and the other party

Help from family and friends is generally very different in character to help received elsewhere. It is usually non-expert, not independent and informal. It is therefore important not to conflate such informal help with help sought from an independent source.

Some surveys, such as the 2016 Argentinian survey, have identified help from family and friends separately from help from other sources, while others have asked about all sources of help through the same question. In the case of surveys that have presented lists of potential sources of help to respondents, such as the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll, family and friends has generally been expressly included as a list item.

Occasionally, help from family or friends will be expert, and if so, it is useful to identify this. However, to date, only relatively detailed surveys, such as the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey, have asked about the expertise and nature of advice obtained from family and friends, as well as from elsewhere.

Also distinct from independent help is help received from the other party to a dispute. This cannot be regarded as independent, whether expert or not. Thus, it should be explicitly excluded, or delineated within core questions designed to identify sources of help. If help provided by the other party is of particular interest, it should be asked about elsewhere.

Reference to “legal” help

As discussed in the context of survey framing and identification of justiciable problems, reference to ‘legal’ help should be avoided. Again, it is likely to narrow respondents’ conceptions of the types of help being asked about and assumes they have an understanding of what constitutes ‘legal’. Knowing a source of help will provide good indication of the character of help provided, and it is also possible to use follow-up questions to explore this in greater detail. This does not mean there should be no references to help from ‘lawyers’ or other ‘legal’ or named sources; although, again, the range of sources of interest should ideally be indicated in lay terms.

Help obtained on behalf of respondents

Reflecting the general tendency to inquire into individual (rather than household, etc.) problem experience, the great majority of surveys have asked only whether respondents personally sought/obtained help. An exception was the 2008 Australian survey, which asked whether “you or a relative or friend on your behalf” had sought/obtained help. Widening the scope of the question can have advantages. Importantly, it recognises that some people may not be able to, or choose not to, access help themselves.

A complete picture of problem resolving behaviour

While some surveys display an interest in only certain aspects of problem resolving behaviour, others are designed to be comprehensive. If a comprehensive picture is sought, then questions should address activities that go beyond obtaining information or advice, or utilising processes. These include evidence gathering and consideration of options.

If residual problem resolving behaviour is not investigated, then it is not possible to identify those respondents who took no action to resolve problems; a group often of interest to stakeholders. Despite this limitation, many survey reports have discussed inaction without a basis for its identification.
Process

As detailed above, there is a distinction between respondents’ problem resolving behaviour and processes that form part of problem resolution. The latter can occur with or without initiation or engagement by the respondent. Thus, to maintain conceptual clarity, questions about processes should ideally be separate from those about other aspects of problem resolution.

To develop an accurate description of problem resolution, it is necessary to establish whether and what processes form part of problem resolving, who initiates them and whether different parties engage with them. This does not require detailed questioning about processes, only about whether process did or did not play a role in problem resolution. In fact, while some older surveys, most notably the Paths to Justice surveys, devoted significant questionnaire space to enquiring about respondents’ experiences and navigation of formal processes, the rarity of formal processes and lay people’s limited technical understanding and familiarity with them have resulted in more recent surveys shifting focus to early stage problem resolution decision-making.

The great majority of surveys listed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 have investigated processes used as part of problem resolution. The few exceptions, such as the 2006 New Zealand survey, have focused narrowly on respondents’ abilities to access help when needed.

Types of process

Surveys have asked about different types of processes. Surveys routinely include some focus on state courts and tribunals, as well as typically exploring “mediation” and “negotiation”. Some surveys have also explored other forms of resolution process.

Particular challenges face efforts both to draw up appropriate typologies of process in individual surveys and to compare the findings of different surveys. A great many different dispute resolution processes exist around the world, involving different forms of authority, different types of participant, different rules on standing, different approaches to resolution, and different rules of operation. Similar processes may be referred to using different names and dissimilar processes may be referred to using the same name. For example, although “mediation” may be technically defined as involvement of an independent third party to help different sides come to agreement, without taking sides, offering advice or imposing or requiring agreement, the term is commonly applied to many forms of intermediation, conciliation, arbitration and adjudication.

Table 2.3 sets out an illustrative taxonomy of process. Following the primary interest of past surveys in determining the identity of third parties involved in problem resolution, processes are initially split into five categories reflecting different identities (“state”, “community”, “religion”, “other” and “none”), but then further divided according to different approaches to resolution (e.g. intervention, investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.).

It is notable that past legal needs survey questions have often conflated different aspects of process, such as the identity of the individual or organisation responsible for the process and the nature of the process itself. In many cases, the result has been an inability to disaggregate these different aspects.
In contrast to Table 2.1, which lays out illustrative problem categories, Table 2.3 places substantial responsibility on survey authors to appropriately map different forms of locally available process into this taxonomy.

Table 2.3. Illustrative standard process categories for legal needs surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process category</th>
<th>Primary sub-categories</th>
<th>Secondary sub-categories</th>
<th>Tertiary sub-categories</th>
<th>Quaternary sub-categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No third party</td>
<td>Direct negotiation (personal)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect negotiation (through representatives)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Court/tribunal</td>
<td>Court</td>
<td>Hearing, paper based, online, etc.</td>
<td>Investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tribunal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Enforcement service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designated formal authority / agency (civil)</td>
<td>Regulator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ombudsman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other civil enforcement authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosecution authority</td>
<td>Police</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arrest / prosecution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other government</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community leader or organisation (informal)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indigenous/customary practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Court (Shariah tribunals, Beth Din, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Investigation, adjudication, mediation, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Family/friends</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independent third party (not connected to problem)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mediation or conciliation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conciliation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contact with process bodies, process initiation and participation

The ways in which parties trigger a process for resolution varies considerably, as does the level of potential engagement on the part of the parties. Perhaps because of this, the terminology used in past surveys to ask about respondents’ and others’ involvement in processes has also varied considerably. Indeed, the terminology used in these questions has differed far more than in relation to other core legal needs survey questions.

As the terminology used in questions seeking to identify processes can have a significant bearing on the nature of what is identified, great care must be taken in the selection of terms, and the appropriateness of terms will vary along with processes.

For example, “contact” with a process body does not equate to either initiation, the existence of or participation in a process. Contact may relate to information or advice seeking; and even in this case does not denote success in achieving what is sought. Despite this, contact has been the most common term used to identify the involvement of courts and tribunals in dispute resolution. Towards the other end of the scale, asking about “participation” in a process will not necessarily identify all instances of process being used.

In addition to these terms, other terms that have been used in relation to courts and tribunals have included (in descending order of prevalence) “appear at”, “go to”, “filed a case/lawsuit”, “turn to”, “appeal to”, “take to”, “make a claim or make use of” and “initiate”.

A narrower range of terms has been used to identify mediation and other processes in dispute resolution. For example, more than one-third of questions seeking to identify use of mediation have asked about “attendance” at mediation sessions, and another third about mediation being “arranged”.

If surveys are to ascertain which party, including third parties, initiated a process, this can most efficiently be asked about as an immediate follow-on question (in respect of each process identified). Similarly, ascertaining the extent of respondents’ involvement in processes is most efficiently addressed through follow-on questions.

Detail and specificity

As noted above, more detailed questions can lower the risk of misinterpretation and/or neglect of relevant memories. Also, as noted above, when questions centre upon lists, such as lists of processes, it is important to present each list item separately to respondents. Distinct and separate questions about processes have been found to substantially increase reporting rates, compared to the use of lists (unless items are
individually presented) (Pleasence et al., 2016). Mediation, for example, was reported around four times as frequently when asked about separately, rather than as part of a list in an online survey.

Over half of the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 used lists, which were usually read out to respondents, to ask about different processes. Most of the remaining surveys posed separate questions. A small number used open questions.49

Use of technical language and use of examples

Questions concerning resolution processes should also be constructed using lay language whenever possible. If specifically named processes are asked about or if technical language cannot be avoided, additional description should be provided, unless universal recognition can be assumed. If process categories are unclear, examples should be provided to clarify meaning using a range of examples broad enough to indicate a process’s scope.

Reflecting the broad range of lay interpretations of the terms “mediation” and “conciliation”, the Paths to Justice Scotland Survey provided 10 examples: Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS), Comprehensive Accredited Lawyer Mediators (CALM), Centre for Dispute Resolution (CEDR), Mediation Bureau, Academy of Experts, Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, National Family Mediation (NFM), Family Mediation Scotland (FMS), ACCORD and the SFLA. Evidently, fewer examples will generally suffice.

Whether and how justiciable problems have concluded

Whether or not problems have concluded

The majority of past surveys have asked whether identified problems have been concluded, with most using binary coding (concluded/ongoing) to record responses. The use of binary coding is inappropriate. There may be periods of time in which it is unclear whether problems have been concluded, or whether attempts to resolve them have been abandoned. Thus, a response option reflecting uncertainty is beneficial.

Moreover, there are aspects of problem conclusion that simplistic questioning may obfuscate. For example, disagreements or efforts to resolve problems may be concluded while problems persist, or the substance of problems may be concluded although disagreements persist. Moreover, respondents have sometimes reported that problems have been concluded, only to report them later in a survey as persisting but being “put up with” on a permanent basis.

To fully establish whether problems have been concluded, it is therefore necessary to inquire into whether problems are completely resolved (meaning they no longer exist, and there is no persisting active disagreement), otherwise settled (meaning that all parties have given up all actions to resolve them further), ongoing, or whether it is too early to tell.

The majority of past surveys with questions concerning conclusion have asked whether problems are “over” or “resolved”. An explicit definition of such terms is rare, despite their evident ambiguity.

The small number of surveys that have not enquired about whether problems were concluded have focussed on problem resolving behaviour and process. However, it is
important to determine whether problems have been concluded, as problem resolving behaviour and process related data can only be complete in respect of concluded problems. Reporting ongoing problems as if they were concluded will lead to under-estimation of help seeking and process use.

**Manner of problem conclusion**

In all, more than thirty different category descriptions have been used in the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 to ask about conclusion, although these can be reduced to eight principal categories, which are sometimes sub-divided and sometimes merged. These are:

- decision by a third party (often split between courts/tribunals and other third parties);
- mediation, conciliation and arbitration (often defined as being “formal” or “independent”);
- action by a third party;
- agreement between the parties (often split between agreements reached “directly”/“personally” and agreements through lawyers or other representatives);
- unilateral action by the other party;
- unilateral action by the respondent (often split between action to resolve the problem and action to avoid the problem (e.g. move home));
- the problem sorted itself out; and,
- the problem is being put up with.

**Perceptions of process and outcome**

To understand access to justice and legal need, one needs to know more than just the processes utilised and manner of conclusion. One must understand the quality of resolution process and outcome. Legal needs surveys can help to capture participants’ experiences of different justice processes as well as assessment of outcomes.

The fact that a legal problem has been resolved by an institution does not mean that justice has been done. Around half of the surveys in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 for which details are available included questions exploring respondents’ perceptions of “quality of process”, and a great majority included questions exploring perceptions of “quality of outcome”. The greater focus on outcomes suggests greater interest in perceptions of outcome among survey authors. However, “people's perceptions of procedural fairness are [...] very important” (Van den Bos et al., 2001, p. 49) in shaping overall judgments of fairness.

While the seminal surveys of the 1990s included questions concerning respondents’ perceptions of process and outcome (including eight process related questions in the *Paths to Justice* surveys), the most influential surveys in this topic area have been HiiL’s *Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys*. Historically, most past legal needs surveys have accommodated only a few questions in this area, but the ten *Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys* – informed by HiiL’s *Measuring Access to Justice in a Globalising World* project – have each devoted 19 questions to quality of process, and a further 23 to quality of outcome. Recognising the multidimensionality of process and outcome
quality and drawing on a theoretical framework derived from extensive reviews of the literature (Klaming and Giesen, 2008); Verdonschot et al., 2008), the core questions investigating and seeking to measure perceptions of process address “procedural”, “interpersonal” and “ informational” justice (14 questions). The core questions investigating and seeking to measure perceptions of outcome address “distributive” and “restorative” justice, along with outcome “functionality” and “transparency” (20 questions).

Procedural justice refers to various properties that a procedure should possess “in order to be perceived as fair by its user” (Klaming and Giesen, 2008, p. 3) including “voice, neutrality, trustworthiness, consistency, and accuracy” (Gramatikov et al., 2011, p. 361). Interpersonal justice “reflects the degree to which people are treated with politeness, dignity, and respect by authorities and third parties involved in executing procedures or determining outcomes” (Colquitt et al., 2001, p. 427). Informational justice is concerned with “explanations provided to people that convey information about why procedures were used in a certain way or why outcomes were distributed in a certain fashion” (Colquitt et al., 2001, p. 427). Distributive justice concerns the fair distribution of benefits and burdens (that in this context constitute a justiciable problem’s outcome), while restorative justice “is the dimension of the outcome which rectifies the damage or loss suffered … [as a result of the] problem” (Gramatikov et al., 2011, p. 363). Functionality of outcome “is the extent to which the outcome solves the problem” (Gramatikov et al., 2011, p. 363), and transparency of outcome concerns explanations for outcomes and the ability to compare the outcomes of similar problems.

Seen through this lens, the Paths to Justice surveys’ eight questions on perceptions of process concerned procedural and informational justice; while the United States Comprehensive Legal Needs Study focused on procedural and interpersonal justice. Among more recent surveys that have explored perceptions of process, the 2012 Colombian survey employed 21 questions to address multiple aspects of procedural, interpersonal and informational justice including “voice”, “neutrality” and “trustworthiness”. At the other end of the scale, the 2012 Georgian survey posed individual questions about procedural, interpersonal and informational justice respectively, while the 2016 Argentinian survey included single questions about interpersonal and informational justice. The 2011 Moldovan survey and World Justice Project’s 2016 and 2017 General Population Poll included single questions on overall process fairness.

Few surveys, other than the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys, have addressed the multiple dimensions of outcome quality, and while the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys have devoted around two-dozen questions to exploring the dimensions of outcome quality described above, the 2017 Sierra Leonean survey – notable in also addressing all four dimensions – asked just one question in respect to each. When surveys addressed respondents’ perceptions of outcomes, they usually asked only one or two questions using more or less the same format.

Among the 37 surveys known to have included supplementary questions on perceptions of outcomes, 36 asked about the extent to which outcomes were perceived to be “fair”, “satisfactory” or both (24, 21 and 11 surveys, respectively). A significant minority of surveys also sought to identify the extent to which outcomes were favourable to respondents (a task most appropriate to zero-sum disputes) and/or the extent to which they were seen to meet respondents’ objectives in acting (16 surveys, in both cases).
Defining the subject matter of process questions

With regard to the subject matter of inquiries into respondents’ perceptions of process and outcome, questions may deal with either (i) specified processes (such as specific court or mediation processes), of which a number may be involved in resolving a particular problem; or (ii) the problem resolution process as a whole.

In the first case, in order to address all identified processes, a greater number of questions must be asked. However, inquiring into specific processes allows for comparisons to be drawn between processes. Although inquiring into the problem resolution process as a whole also allows for comparisons, the relatively ill-defined subject matter of questioning (owing to the inability to isolate individual processes for those who use more than one) is problematic.

The cost of resolving justiciable problems

Cost is commonly considered “a central barrier to obtaining legal assistance” (Pleasence and Macourt, 2013, p. 1) and, hence, a significant barrier to accessing justice and a factor in unmet legal need. Questions about the costs of legal assistance are often of central importance to national policymakers. Almost all of the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 inquired directly or indirectly into the cost of resolving justiciable problems.58

Almost all the surveys obtained information about cost concerns; most often indirectly, in the context of problem resolution strategy decision-making.59 The great majority also asked direct questions about the financial costs incurred in seeking to resolve problems,60 with levels of expenditure,61 the nature of fee arrangements and subsidies commonly investigated. Very specific questions of interest to particular survey stakeholders have also sometimes been asked, such as whether costs were researched or negotiated.62 However, the number of questions devoted to inquiring into the cost of problem resolution varied considerably, from 31 in the Paths to Justice surveys to just one in the 2016 Mongolian survey. Across all the surveys, the median number of questions asked was seven.

Those surveys that included only a small number of dedicated cost-related questions usually sought to determine whether respondents had to pay for legal services and how much they paid (e.g. the 2005 Japanese survey),63 or how expensive services were considered to be (e.g. the 2015 Polish and 2016 Mongolian surveys). Some also asked about help or financial support obtained from legal aid or similar sources. This has been standard practice in surveys undertaken in jurisdictions with established legal aid schemes and in surveys intended to inform the institution or development legal aid.

Types of cost

HiiL’s Measuring Access to Justice in a Globalising World project made evident that “the costs a claimant encounters on a path to justice can be very diverse” (Barendrecht et al., 2006, p. 13). Moreover, they can be measured “not only in terms of money, but also in terms of time64 and emotional costs (e.g. stress)” (Barendrecht et al., 2006, p. 5). Just under half of the surveys reviewed sought to ascertain the total financial cost of resolving problems,65 two-fifths sought to ascertain the cost in time,66 and a similar number sought to establish the emotional cost.67 However, only the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys have sought to quantify all three of these costs types. They have also sought to quantify constituent costs of each type: first asking about respondents’ expenditure on various aspects of problem resolution, then about the time spent engaging in various
activities, and finally about the emotional impact of problem resolution processes and their impact on “important relationships”. Twenty-three questions, including sub-questions, were required to do this: nine on financial costs, nine on temporal costs, and five on emotional costs.

In quantifying the financial cost of resolving problems, specific cost items mentioned in past surveys have included: lawyer and other advisor fees, court and other process fees, travel costs, communication related costs, evidence and information collection costs (including the cost of professional witnesses), bribes/”kick-backs”, reimbursement of witnesses’ incidental costs, domestic costs (e.g. babysitter, house cleaner), and loss of salary/business (to enable problem resolution).

Sometimes, as with the two most recent Canadian surveys, respondents were given a list of cost items and asked to provide only their aggregate financial cost. This is likely to yield less accurate estimates than asking for the cost of the items separately, as was done in the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys, and the 2010 Ukrainian and 2011 Moldovan surveys. In any event, to arrive at an aggregate figure, respondents need to address each constituent item. Asking about them individually both prompts and provides time for appropriate recollection. In the case of the last two surveys mentioned, cost questions also extended to the broader economic impact of problems themselves. This form of questioning about financial costs can therefore be functionally similar to the more detailed forms of questioning about problem impact discussed above.

In quantifying the time cost of resolving problems, the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey asked the most detailed questions; seeking separate estimates for the time spent on activities such as searching for a legal advisor, communication with advisors (and others), document preparation, attending hearings and “hanging around” (e.g. in lines, for hearings, etc.).

In quantifying the emotional cost of resolving problems, the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey asked how stressful processes had been, to what extent they made respondents feel frustrated, to what extent they made respondents angry, and to what extent processes were humiliating.

“Free” services and financial support

The great majority of past surveys have sought to identify whether respondents had to personally pay for any legal services obtained, and half have sought to establish whether fees have been met, or contributed to, from elsewhere.

The question of personal payment is not as straightforward as it seems. There is ambiguity in the case of services funded from pooled resources, such as legal expenses insurance or membership subscriptions (e.g. union subscriptions). Here, there are both direct and indirect payments, and questions should specify which payments are relevant.

In the case of subsidies, if subsidies must be applied for, then their existence is within the purview of individual respondents. However, respondents will not always understand or recall applications for financial support or the identity of subsidising bodies. For example, respondents may confuse an application for financial support with other documents they or an intermediary prepared. When subsidies are provided on other bases, their existence is unlikely to be within the purview of individual respondents. The origins of the funding of ‘free’ services can be both opaque and multifarious. For instance, free services may be provided as part of a marketing strategy, on a voluntary basis, through charitable support
or from state subsidy. Respondents cannot ordinarily be expected to have insight into this matter.

Nor can respondents be expected to have insight into the amount of any subsidy if the subsidy is hidden from them. Indeed, even when financial support is provided from a source known to a respondent, and in relation to an individual case – whether through legal aid, by an employer or another source – details of the amount of support may never be known or, if known, may be forgotten more readily than for personal expenditure. Thus, in the context of a legal needs survey, extensive investigation into the nature and amount of financial support provided to respondents – along the lines of the 31 cost-related questions asked in the Paths to Justice surveys – is unlikely to deliver accurate results. It is noteworthy that the successor surveys to the Paths to Justice survey in England and Wales – the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey – included just 16 cost-related questions in 2001, 11 in 2004, 10 in 2006 and five in 2010.

While it is entirely appropriate to ask respondents whether they applied for/received support from legal aid, a union, legal expenses insurance, etc., further questioning can only reliably focus on costs personally met by respondents.

**Legal capability and legal empowerment**

The ability of individuals to respond effectively to justiciable problems – and, linked to this, the support that may be required to meet legal needs – varies with legal capability. The concept of legal capability centres on the “range of capabilities” (Pleasence et al., 2014, p. 136) necessary to make and carry through informed decisions to resolve justiciable problems. There is no consensus on the precise constituents of legal capability, but there is much agreement among recent accounts of the concept. All reference, to some extent, the following constituents: the ability to recognise legal issues; awareness of law, services and processes; the ability to research law, services and processes; and the ability to deal with law related problems (involving, for example, confidence, communication skills and resilience).

The great majority of surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 included questions concerning one or more of these four constituents of legal capability. Most asked respondents about their awareness or familiarity (through prior use) of legal services. The majority of questions concerned legal capability in general, rather than referencing reported problems. However, while a person’s general legal capability is increasingly understood to play a role in legal problem resolution behaviour, specific capability in handling individual legal problems is important to understand in the context of legal need (being relevant to, for example, whether people obtain appropriate support).

Although questions about awareness of (and, sometimes, also prior use of) services is routine, only a handful of surveys have asked about respondents’ professed knowledge of their legal position, and always in relation to reported problems. A few surveys (though not the same surveys) have also posed questions about respondents’ awareness of dispute resolution processes. This relative lack of questioning about legal understanding suggests a greater concern with people’s ability to obtain information and support when required, than with their ability to independently progress legal cases. This focus of concern may also partly explain the slightly greater number of surveys that have asked respondents whether they regarded justiciable problems as having a “legal” dimension, a matter now recognised as having a substantial bearing on whether help is sought from “legal” services.
As regards the ability of individuals to deal with law related problems, a significant number of surveys have investigated respondents’ confidence in resolving justiciable problems (although just two of these surveys have done this in relation to reported problems: the 2005 Japanese and 2012 Tajik survey). The majority of these surveys have adopted variants of the “subjective legal empowerment” (SLE) questions used in HiiL’s Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys. These have involved asking respondents how likely they think it would be that they would get a fair solution (or, separately, a solution and a solution that is fair) to a justiciable problem. The questions focus on problems involving six types of opposing party: a debtor, an employer, a family member, a neighbour, a government authority and a retailer.

Questions such as these are simple to implement and give some insight into legal confidence. They can also provide a foundation for supplementary questions concerning knowledge of law and awareness of legal services. However, questions seeking to measure underlying traits (such as legal confidence) rather than observable phenomena, involve significant conceptual and technical challenges and require substantial testing. In the case of questions such as those used so far to investigate SLE, exploratory analysis of data from two recent surveys – both undertaken for the specific purpose of developing standardised measures of legal confidence and attitudes to law – identified issues with their psychometric properties (Pleasence and Balmer, forthcoming), indicating that additional developmental work is needed in order for them to function appropriately as an effective SLE scale. Alternative approaches to measuring legal confidence that were tested through these surveys – one based on independent questions, and one based on unfolding scenarios – yielded three working standardised legal confidence scales: a 6-item (scenario escalation based) “General Legal Confidence” (GLC) scale, a 6-item legal self-efficacy (LEF) scale, and a 4-item legal anxiety (LAX) scale (Pleasence and Balmer, forthcoming).

**Generic aspects of legal capability**

In addition to the unique aspects of legal capability, some generic aspects are also commonly asked about in legal needs surveys through demographic questions. For example, past demographic questions have addressed level of education, income, technological resources, social capital and disability. Thus, in drafting demographic questions for use in legal needs surveys, consideration should be given to their appropriateness as potential capability proxies.

**Measuring legal need and unmet legal need**

Despite their name, few legal needs surveys have sought to operationalise the concepts of legal need and unmet legal need for the purposes of measurement. This reflects the fact that measures of legal need are inevitably both crude and contentious, since the concept “cannot be measured directly” (Ignite Research, 2006, p. 10), is complex, contested and to a large extent political. Rather than seek to define and measure legal need, recent surveys have therefore tended simply to investigate aspects of need, such as the relative seriousness of problems, legal capability, resolution strategy choices, and obstacles and regrets. This can provide a broad picture of the nature of the justiciable problems that people face, and people’s capability, behaviour, success or failure in resolving them. It also provides a basis for survey stakeholders to apply their own concepts of legal need and unmet legal need, within the constraints of the data collected. This may often be a
sensible approach. Although there are empirical aspects of legal need, evidently “there are normative aspects here as well” (Sandefur, 2016, p. 451).

Nevertheless, attempts continue to be made to develop and refine proxy measures of legal need and unmet legal need, with evident increasing complexity and sophistication (it being argued that “a more comprehensive approach … provides a better basis” for measurement69). Although competing definitions of legal need continue to be offered, the assumptions on which they are based are now far better appreciated and understood. While it may once have been assumed that the experience of “legal” problems without recourse to lawyers is equivalent to a “factual need” for legal services,90 it is now well-recognised there can be many appropriate responses to problems with a legal dimension, some of which may involve neither input from legal services nor any reference to law. Commentators have pointed out the relevance of context, highlighting the relevance of advantages and disadvantages (including cost) of different potential responses to “legal” problems in determining legal need.93 More recently, emphasis has also been placed on capability, options and choice.94

Thus, as described in Chapter 1, it is now broadly agreed that legal need arises whenever a deficit of legal capability necessitates legal support to enable a justiciable issue to be appropriately dealt with. A legal need is therefore unmet if a justiciable issue is inappropriately dealt with as a consequence of the unavailability of (suitable) legal support to make good a deficit of legal capability. But the question remains as to what constitutes appropriateness, what forms of support might be necessary, who should act as arbiter and what comprises legal capability.

Explicit operationalisations of the concepts of legal need and unmet legal need have been undertaken in the context of the 2006 New Zealand,95 2012 Colombia96 and 2016 Argentinian97 surveys. In 2017, Colombia’s Department of National Planning also developed an index of effective access to justice that relied heavily on legal needs measures.98

Recognising the limits of the proxy measures used, the New Zealand approach involved a three-way segmentation of need as “definitely having been met”, “definitely not having been met” and possibly either met or unmet. A further distinction was made in cases in which need was deemed to have been met into cases that involved difficulties in securing help and cases that did not. In simple terms, legal need was deemed to have been met if there was agreement between the parties, a problem concluded through mediation, or a problem concluded with the help of someone other than a mediator or family and friends, and the help was described as useful. Unmet legal need was taken to include cases where no action was taken because it was not known what to do, problem resolution was abandoned, and no help was sought because of specified barriers (including language, cost and fear). In addition, trivial problems and problems that resolved themselves were excluded from all calculations.

Also recognising the limits of the proxy measures used, the Colombian approach involved setting out various definitions of unmet legal need. In its widest interpretation, unmet legal need was taken to encompass all cases other than those in which parties were reported to have complied with a judgement. In its narrowest, it was taken to encompass only cases that either involved a judgement or settlement that was not complied with, involved no action being taken or action being abandoned and dissatisfaction with that decision, or were either concluded on still ongoing after a defined period of time. The authors commented, “even complex cases should have some kind of substantive decision after two years.” (La Rota et al., 2012, pp. 99-100).
Like the New Zealand approach, the Argentinian operationalisation encompassed all four elements of the definitions of legal need and unmet legal need set out above: appropriateness, necessity, legal support and legal capability. The questions it drew upon asked about respondents’ legal capabilities and satisfaction with assistance and outcomes, to enable unmet need to be measured as the proportion of respondents “who did not consider themselves capable of solving justiciable problems through their own knowledge and ability ... [and] were not satisfied with assistance received or with the outcome in cases in which they obtained no assistance” (Subsecretaría de Acceso a la Justicia (Ministerio de Justicia y Derechos Humanos), 2016, p. 23).

Figure 2.1 sets out a framework, in the form of a logic tree, for measuring legal need that draws upon the New Zealand, Colombian and Argentinian measures of legal need and unmet legal need. However, it references process fairness rather than outcomes – as process fairness can be addressed through policy, and fair outcomes are broadly reliant on fair processes – and introduces legal awareness/understanding.
Building on the New Zealand triviality filter, the framework not only excludes trivial problems from need calculations, but also assumes all of the most serious problems involve unmet need if expert help is not obtained. As has been argued in the case of advice in the police station (Pleasence et al., 2011c), some problems are so serious that a person will need legal support irrespective of their professed legal capability (at least in the “normative” or “comparative” senses set out in Bradshaw’s taxonomy of social need) (Bradshaw, 1972). For example, anybody arrested on suspicion of a serious offence, such as rape or murder, needs legal support.

As an initial step, the framework includes a definition of legal need, which is either “met” or “unmet”. No legal need arises in the case of trivial problems or in the case of moderately serious problems if respondents have legal knowledge, legal confidence and consider the resolution process fair.

Questions that can be used to populate the framework are detailed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4. also explores, more generally, how access to justice indicators can be constructed from legal needs surveys.

Consistency of approach and the comparability of legal needs survey findings

A broad range of factors affects the comparability of data from different legal needs surveys. The impact of methodological differences has been discussed extensively elsewhere (Pleasence et al., 2013a, 2016). However there has been relatively little discussion of how data might be specified to promote comparability.

Data comparability requires that data at different levels of detail are investigated within a consistent conceptual and taxonomical framework, and that more detailed data can be made equivalent to less detailed data. This is possible only if more detailed data encompasses all, but no more than, the elements of less detailed data. Figure 2.2 illustrates the necessary relationship between data at different levels of detail in order for it to be comparable. As can be seen, all 16 items (and only these 16) feature in all five category sets. Thus, any category set can be aggregated to any lower detail category set. The category sets need not be constructed symmetrically, as in Figure 2.2. But each new level of detail must involve sub-dividing lesser detail categories in order to maintain compatibility. If there is re-allocation of items between sub-categories, the sets may become incompatible.

In the case of justiciable problem types, if an investigation of more narrowly defined problems involves asking about all constituent problem types of a broader (i.e. less detailed) category (as defined in a Table 2.1 type taxonomy), and problems are asked about in a way that allows them to be aggregated to the broader category without the inclusion of any additional problems, then there is full comparability between the more and less detailed problem category data.

Asking survey questions at different levels of detail will impact on responses. As has been noted above, the provision of additional detail in relation to, say, justiciable problems, increases accuracy of reporting and reported incidence (Pleasence et al., 2016). The more detail provided, the less respondents are left to interpret the scope of questions, and the lower the risk of misinterpretation and/or that relevant memories will be neglected.
A framework for asking questions: survey structure

Legal needs surveys investigate people’s experience of justiciable problems and, in particular, the strategies, the type of help sought and the processes used in their resolution. This subject matter involves the collection of multiple levels of data. Justiciable problems are unevenly distributed among organisations, households and individuals; some experience few or none, while others experience many. In turn, strategies, help seeking, and processes are unevenly distributed across problems. For example, some problems may involve one source of help, while others involve none or multiple sources. So, data can relate to, say, households and, within them, people and, within them, problems and, within them, sources of help, etc.

This has two important implications. The first is that, if unique data is required for multiple individual problems, strategies, sources of help or processes, then surveys must include “loops” and “sub-loops” of questions to systematically address each of these. The second is that it is impracticable to ask follow-up questions about each and every
problem; nor, in the case of problems that are followed-up, detailed questions about each and every strategy, source of help or process. Numerical limits must be applied to avoid excessive length. The potential for follow-up is a function of the amount of detail sought and the duration of interviews.

**A modular survey approach**

Figure 2.3 illustrates the typical hierarchical structure of legal needs survey data. Sources of help and processes are nested within problems, which are nested within people, who are nested within households. Often legal needs survey data is compiled into separate person level and problem level datasets. Sources of help and process level datasets are also often possible.

**Figure 2.3. Example legal needs survey data structure**

Hierarchical data of the type typically collected through legal needs surveys is most naturally reflected in a modular questionnaire design. Within a modular design, the various data strata become distinct subjects of enquiry, and questions concerning them constitute distinct “modules”. Modules can be repeated within interviews, as necessary, in order to address, for example, multiple instances of problems. Within these modules, questions dealing with the same sub-topic can also be viewed as modules. These topic-based modules do not relate to distinct data levels, but this approach helps to give clarity to survey data, and facilitates survey design and analysis. Designing legal needs survey questionnaires as a combination of specific structural and topic-based modules – linking to data structure and the various topics of study – helps tie questionnaires to their defining research questions, clarify which topics are central and which peripheral, and make apparent the scale of sub-sampling required in order to keep interviews to a defined duration. If surveys are repeated, or questionnaires shared between surveys, a modular design makes the process of refinement relatively easy to manage, as modules can be worked on independently and substituted. Figure 2.4 illustrates a model legal needs survey questionnaire structure.
Figure 2.4. Model legal needs survey questionnaire structure

Sub-samples
Because some respondents report multiple problems – and, within problems, multiple sources of help or processes – and there is limited time available to ask follow-up questions, it is necessary to employ sub-sampling. This poses various methodological challenges. One example concerns how problems are reported. Respondents who report only one problem may provide data about “all” their problems, while those reporting many problems may provide data about only one or some. The resulting sample is far from representative of problems as a whole; and weighting down problems reported by those who report only one problem greatly reduces the effective sample size. Related to this is the challenge of determining an appropriate method of sub-sampling. No method is perfect (in practice, at least), but some methods are more problematic than others.

For the Paths to Justice surveys, single problems within problem categories were selected for follow-up, and when more than one problem was reported in a category, the second most recent was selected for follow-up. The reason for selecting the second most recent problem (in preference to the most recent) was the increased likelihood that sufficient time would have elapsed for resolution to have been achieved. Given that a significant proportion of justiciable problems reported by respondents are not concluded by the time of the interview, this is a reasonable approach. It delivers data for a reasonably diverse set of problems, although older problems may not always play out in the same way as newer
problems. Selection from only concluded problems is problematic, as many problems are ongoing at the time of interview. For example, the 2012 Macedonian survey – which adopted the *Paths to Justice* surveys’ approach of selecting second most recent problems for follow-up – found that only a “disappointing” (Srbijanko et al., 2013, p. 60) 38.6% of reported problems had been concluded. Thus, a sample of concluded problems is likely to be much smaller than a sample of all problems. Also, while most ongoing problems will be new, some will be atypical or intractable. Thus, a sample of concluded problems fails to shed light on these problems and may bias it towards easier to resolve or less severe issues.

Another problematic yet common form of problem sub-sampling involves only respondents’ most serious problems being followed-up. This has the superficial attraction of yielding a set of more serious problems for analysis. However, the resulting sample is even more difficult to characterise than samples obtained using the methods described above. The most serious problems of those respondents who report only one problem (a significant proportion of respondents) may be relatively trivial, and the most serious problems (overall) may cluster within individuals. Thus, samples of problems obtained via this approach are not samples of the most serious problems, but of the problems seen as being their most serious by each individual respondent. A better approach is to assess the seriousness of all problems at the time they are reported, and then randomly select from those that meet an appropriate seriousness threshold.

Compounding the difficulty of achieving a representative sample of problems for follow-up, the rarity of some problems means that aggressive sampling (in particular) can result in an unviable number of such problems being included in a sample, making analysis more difficult. Again, as many legal needs survey respondents report only one problem, this is a difficult issue to address. One approach that has been taken is to weight the probability of problem selection in favour of rarer problems, and thus select more of them. The disadvantage of this approach is that it further reduces sample efficiency.

Turning to sources of help, similar challenges are apparent to those just discussed in relation to problems. Surveys have asked about, for example, the first, last, most useful and most impactful source of help. All are problematic. The initial source of help is more likely to be inappropriate or a “stepping stone”, and samples of them will yield a picture reflecting this. Last sources are more likely to be legal, in part because a person may only consult a lawyer as a final step. And samples of the most useful or most impactful sources will paint too pretty a picture of every source. Sub-sampling of advisors should therefore be avoided, or, if necessary, carefully designed with a mind to the questions that will be asked of the data.

Finally, no previous surveys seem to have sub-sampled processes. This reflects the limited number of processes ordinarily associated with individual problems and the limited number of processes that are followed-up. In earlier surveys, processes were a key focus of investigation, but now only a limited number of questions are generally asked about individual processes.
Notes

1 For general guidance see, for example, Groves et al. (2009) and Wolf et al. (2016). For guidance in the context of developing and transition countries see, for example, UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2005). For guidance in the context of justice see, for example, Himelein et al. (2010).

2 See, for example, Webster’s New World College Dictionary.

3 See, for example, Pleasence and Balmer (2012b) and Pleasence et al. (2015, 2017).

4 As Genn (1997, p. 159) states, “For many people the law is the criminal law.” Similar ideas were apparent in the findings of focus groups run in connection with the 2010 Legal Capacity of the Ukrainian Population survey. One legal expert is reported to have said that “During the Soviet period people felt ashamed of going to courts. They believed that courts only deal with criminals” (Kobzin 2011, p. 73).

5 24 of 50 surveys for which details are available eschewed legal terminology in their introduction.

6 The difficulties involved in translating technical terms were evident in the case of the 2012 Georgian survey, about which it was observed, “at the initial stage of the survey, there was a problem of finding a Georgian term corresponding to the English ‘justiciable event’ that would be appropriate in the Georgian judiciary environment and clear to the public at large. After intensive consultations with experts, it was decided to use the term ‘სამართლებრივი პრობლემა’” (Institute of Social Studies and Analysis 2012, p. 53).

7 35 of 51 surveys for which information is available.

8 For example, in the case of the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey, problem descriptions were reviewed by lawyers working in the relevant fields, as well as being subjected to cognitive testing. In the case of the earlier Paths to Justice surveys, additional qualitative research was also undertaken to explore “the terminology used by the public when referring to ‘justiciable events’” (Genn 1999, p. 16).

9 51 surveys in total.

10 49 of 51 surveys for which details are available.

11 Mirroring this, these problems have tended to be asked about only in jurisdictions with a relatively low gross domestic product (GDP) (at purchasing power parity) per capita, as detailed in the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic Outlook Database, October 2016. In the case of land, there were notable exceptions in the cases of Japan, New Zealand and the United Arab Emirates.

12 The 2012 Tajikistan also asked about justiciable problem experience without reference to any problem categories or examples.

13 Or even in a booklet setting out a full list of problems, as in the case of the 2017 iteration of the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll.

14 See, for example, Groves et al. (2009) and Schaeffer and Presser (2003).

15 This practice also limits multiple counting of single problems. To avoid double counting, surveys have often adopted the practice, when asking about a series of problem types, of requesting that only problems that have not already been mentioned should be reported. This approach can distort the relative reporting rates of different problems. If possible, a better approach is to specify problems carefully (as in Table 2.1) to avoid overlaps between categories. This also more clearly allows for different aspects of problem clusters to be reported.

16 Satisficing is linked to respondent ability, motivation and difficulty. Increasing length through a very large amount of repetitive problem types may decrease motivation/increase burden. This can reduce response rates and the completion of questionnaires, as well as lead to faster/shorter answering as the interview progresses (Galesic and Bosnjak 2009). In the context of legal needs surveys, randomisation of problem order (for problem identification) is prudent to counter resulting (and more general) order effects. Commencing follow-up questions only after all problems have been identified is similarly prudent in order to avoid flagging the effect of responses on questionnaire length. This also allows greater flexibility in sub-sampling.

17 Although the questionnaire was later amended to include a more traditional list of problem types.

18 32 of 52 surveys for which information is available.
In addition to introducing the "difficult to solve" filter, the Paths to Justice surveys also excluded from follow-up problems about which respondents said that they had taken no action whatsoever … because the problem had not been regarded as important enough to warrant any action" (Genn 1999, p. 14).

See, for example, Pleasence and Balmer (2013b).

See, for example, Pleasence and Balmer (2017).

The OECD’s Glossary of Statistical terms defines “own account” workers as “self-employed persons without paid employees”.

Gindling and Newhouse (2013, p. 15) report that 52 per cent of workers in low income countries, and just 9 per cent in high income countries, work on their own account. This is largely associated with work in agriculture, with less of a difference if agriculture is excluded (18 per cent versus 8 per cent). Across all countries, 33 per cent of workers work on their own account (16 per cent if agriculture is excluded). As Gindling and Newhouse went on to explain, “as per capita income increases, the structure of employment shifts rapidly, first out of agriculture into unsuccessful non-agricultural self-employment, and then mainly into non-agricultural wage employment”.

For example, an owned business, self-employment, professional practice or farming.

Evidently, for less common problem types, it will be less likely that reasonable estimates of the total incidence of personal and business related problems are possible.

See, for example, Pleasence and McDonald (2013) and Kemp et al. (2007).

In England and Wales, the 2014 Legal Problem Resolution Survey used a sample frame that drew on the previous year’s Crime Survey for England and Wales, thus enabling links between victimisation survey data and legal needs survey data (Franklyn et al. 2017).


42 of 49 surveys for which information is available.

Visual analogue scales were introduced by Hayes and Patterson (1921) but took many years to gain popularity (Streiner et al. 2015).

For example, in the measurement of anxiety (Davey et al. 2007) and particularly pain (e.g. Hjermstad et al. 2011).

Selected following the conduct of an online survey designed to explore the perceived relative seriousness of a broad range of short problem descriptions through a version of the VAS.

The reliability of a scale is related to the number of items included.

For example, Davey et al. (2007) proposed that either a single 5-point Likert scale or VAS could provide a simple, quick and adequate measure of anxiety when compared to the 20-item State-Trait Anxiety Inventory.

For example, the field of pain research (Hawker et al. 2011).

There have also been some instances of NRSs being more responsive than VASs and Verbal Rating Scales (Ferreira-Valente et al. 2011).

43 of 54 surveys for which information is available.

While this form of cluster sampling allows for additional analyses of intra-household aspects on justiciable problem experience and problem resolving behaviour, this form of cluster sampling must be accounted for when conducting inferential statistical analyses. Some earlier surveys to adopt this data structure – including the original Paths to Justice survey – did not do so, resulting in the likelihood of underestimation of standard errors associated with model coefficients (Goldstein 2011, Rasbash et al. 2012). The appropriate approach for accounting for clustered data is to utilise multilevel models (Goldstein 2011, Rasbash et al. 2012).

In general, reference periods assume respondents can place events accurately in time, but dates are the hardest to remember with any precision (Wagenaar 1986). One common phenomenon is “telescoping” events into a reference period (i.e. they seem closer than they actually were), although backward telescoping out of a reference period is also common (Groves et al. 2009). As time passes (and as reference periods are longer) errors in both directions increase (Rubin and Baddeley 1989).
15 of 49 surveys for which information is available.

10 surveys.

5 surveys.

1 of 49 surveys for which information is available.

The need for terminology has occasionally been avoided in the case of list-based questions, by reference to “the following”.

Some jurisdictions, such as England and Wales, have relatively complex regulatory frameworks, reflected in some forms of segmentation. See, for example, Oxera Consulting Ltd. (2011).

Additional distinctions could be incorporated into Table 2.2 but have not been in this instance.

Although the 2006 New Zealand survey did ask about process in the context of outcomes, process would not necessarily have been identified in this manner.

Around three-quarters of surveys in each case.

Of the 45 surveys with relevant questions and for which details were available, 17 employed separate questions, 25 employed lists and 3 employed open questions.

26 of 48 surveys for which details are available.

To adopt the language of Barendrecht et al. (2006).

40 of 48 surveys for which details are available.

See, for example, Lind and Tyler (1988).

See, for example, Barendrecht et al. (2006, 2010). The project was directed to developing a methodology to measure the cost and quality of access to justice.

Verdonschot et al. (2008, pp. 7-8) summarise the potential criteria of distributive justice as being based on equity (proportionate to contribution), equality (equal shares), need (proportionate to individual needs), accountability (proportionate to volitional contribution) and efficiency (to maximise the welfare of the parties).

The survey included 21 questions focused on process, 9 relating to courts and 12 to conciliation.

The 2009 Bangladesh survey also notably included seven questions on process quality, including three on informational justice. It also asked about whether the community regarded the outcome as fair, although this would be beyond the purview of the respondent.

Just 1 survey for which details are available – the 2016 Moldovan survey – did not ask about costs in any way.

45 of 47 surveys for which details are available.

44 of 47 surveys for which details are available.

For reasons of sample efficiency, specificity and reliability, legal needs surveys are not well suited to establishing the typical or range of costs of different types of legal services. Thus, the Legal Services Board in England and Wales, the regulation authority for legal services, conducts supply side, in preference to demand side, research to establish these (Legal Services Board 2017).

Such questions were asked in, respectively, the 2015 Survey of Individuals’ Handling of Legal Issues Survey and 2012 Legal Services Benchmarking Survey, both commissioned by the Legal Services Board in England and Wales.

Overall, 24 of 45 surveys for which details are available asked how much was paid for legal services. In total, 30 surveys asked how much was paid for legal services or how much was paid/incurred in total to resolve problems.

And opportunity costs.

22 of 45 surveys.
66 12 surveys, comprising the 10 Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey and the 2010 and 2012 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Surveys.

67 13 surveys, comprising the Paths to Justice Surveys, the 2001 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and the 10 Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys.

68 Important relationships were defined as “the respondent’s relations with family, friends, colleagues, employer/s etc.”

69 A 5-point Likert scale was used for responses throughout. Other surveys, such as the earlier Paths to Justice surveys used blunter dichotomous questions.

70 This is slightly different from asking about whether help or financial support was obtained from legal aid, which was marginally more common.

71 Pleasence et al. (2014) for a definition and discussion of the concept of legal capability.

72 See, above, n. 28.

73 Which could be termed the “prefigurative” dimension of legal consciousness (McCann 2006).

74 See, for example, Parle (2009), Collard et al. (2011), Coumarelos et al. (2012), Canadian National Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters (2013), Pleasence et al. (2014), Pleasence and Balmer (forthcoming).

75 45 of 47 surveys.

76 22 and 14, respectively, of 47 surveys.

77 36 of 47 surveys.

78 18 of 47 surveys. Some general questions were asked about defined problem scenarios.

79 4 of 47 surveys, along with one further survey that asked respondents whether they had adequate knowledge for decision-making. The 2016 Argentinian survey asked about knowledge in this way, although there was no reference to law or rights within the question. In all, three surveys have asked whether respondents felt they had sufficient knowledge to act.

80 The 2010 and 2012 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Surveys also quizzed respondents about their knowledge of law relating to four hypothetical scenarios and their own problems.

81 Again 4 surveys. Only the 2016 Moldovan survey asked about knowledge of law and processes.

82 It may also reflect the difficulty of assessing understanding of law, particularly in relation to identified problems. Levels of self-assessed legal understanding differ markedly from actual levels of understanding (Pleasence et al. 2015), and it is infeasible to test people on their understanding of a broad range of legal issues.

83 8 of 47 surveys. Pleasence et al. (2011); Pleasence and Balmer (2014).

84 19 surveys.

85 Although the Japanese question was not framed in terms of confidence, it asked “Do you think you could obtain the desired outcome if you informed the other party of your claim?” See Murayama (2007).

86 Defined by Gramatikov and Porter (2011, p. 169) as “the subjective self-belief that a person possesses […] in their] ability to mobilise the necessary resources, competencies, and energies to solve particular problems of a legal nature.” Thus, subjective legal empowerment is a domain specific form of self-efficacy. It was most notably defined by Bandura (1997, p. 3) as referring to “beliefs in one's capabilities to organise and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments”.

87 As in the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys; thus involving 12 rather than 6 questions (in general).

88 Based principally on Rasch analysis, which is used to ascertain whether questions in a group form the basis of an effective measure of a unidimensional domain (such as subjective legal empowerment) and, if so, to specify a scale. See, for example, Bond and Fox (2015).
For example, in relation to person separation and differential item functioning. Person separation refers to the extent to which a scale discriminates between high and low scoring individuals. Differential item functioning refers to the extent to which a question may address different abilities for different sub-groups.

Of particular relevance in the context of limited resources and access to justice policy centred on relative need.


As Pleasence et al. (2001, p. 11) described the “background assumption” of much legal needs research in the 1960s and early 1970s.

Such as Lewis (1973), Marks (1976) and Griffiths (1980).

For example, the 1980 Hughes Commission (1980, paras. 2.09 and 2.10) influentially argued that legal need involves two distinct, staged, needs: the need for information about law and legal services to enable properly informed choices and the need for such support from legal services as is necessary if a legal solution is chosen: “In assessing the need for legal services, we must therefore think in terms of two stages - firstly enabling the client to identify and, if he judges it appropriate, to choose a legal solution; and secondly, enabling the client to pursue a chosen legal solution .... When we speak of 'unmet need' we are concerned about instances where a citizen is unaware that he has a legal right, or where he would prefer to assert or defend a right but fails to do so for want of legal services of adequate quality or supply."

The Hughes Commission’s definition of legal need centres on determining appropriate solutions by citizens in need. This reflects the Commission’s preference for “felt need” (defined by those in need) over “expressed need” (felt need that is acted upon), “normative need” (defined by experts) and “comparative need” (assessed by comparison of service use by those with similar characteristics), to use Bradshaw’s (1972) dominant taxonomy of social need. Aside from such a definition of legal need, there remain issues concerning the nature and extent of state responsibility to intervene to prevent individual needs going unmet, as described in the report of the 2005 Northern Irish survey (Dignan 2006, p. 4). Furthermore, given limited public resources, these issues must be considered alongside the effectiveness of services, citizens’ resources and prioritisation of needs. Attention must be given to a further dimension of need - relative need - and draw on the theories of the hierarchy of needs (as done, most famously, by Maslow (1943)). In practice, the prioritisation of legal needs may depend upon whether the responsibility to meet them is considered a constitutional matter (i.e. grounded in the rule of law) or a welfare matter (i.e. grounded in general welfare service provision).


See La Rota et al. (2012).

See Subsecretaría de Acceso a la Justicia (Ministerio de Justicia y Derechos Humanos) (2016).

See Colombia’s Department of National Planning: http://dnpsig.maps.arcgis.com/apps/Cascade/index.html?appid=b92a7ab21e66fa06a6ac88581d6873e

A stark illustration of the impact of methodological change on findings is provided at n. 183.

Subject to an overall cap on problems followed-up that was rarely exceeded.
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CHAPTER 2. FRAMEWORK FOR CONDUCTING LEGAL NEEDS SURVEYS


Chapter 3. Model Questions, Model Structure and Short-Form Illustrative Questionnaire

This Chapter sets out a series of model core legal needs survey questions, along with explanations of their form. It also describes the range of topics that have been addressed through past legal needs surveys, and then situates the model questions within an illustrative short-form questionnaire.
Model core legal needs survey questions

The following paragraphs introduce and explain model questions for: identifying justiciable problems, gauging problem seriousness, determining problem impact, identifying sources of help, categorising problem resolving behaviour, establishing the nature of processes used, ascertaining if and how problems have been concluded, investigating (if relevant) reasons for not obtaining independent advice, exploring people’s perceptions of dispute resolution processes and outcomes, estimating the cost of problem resolution, examining legal capability, and finding out problem start and end dates. The model questions are informed by the full range of legal needs surveys undertaken to date. Explanations link to the broader methodological discussion in Chapter 2.

The questions are primarily designed for use in short-form questionnaires but are also nested in the illustrative long-form questionnaire set out in Annex B. Indication is provided as to how questions can be adapted to collect more or less granular data if necessary.

The diversity of justice institutions, services, practices and norms around the world entails that questions may sometimes need to be adapted to reflect the understanding, experience and options available for specific sample populations. While the questions have been designed to be broadly applicable, appropriate scrutiny and testing should always be undertaken ahead of implementation.

**Problem identification (Annex A; Figure A.1)**

A model question for identifying justiciable problems is:

> I am going to read you a list of problems and disputes that people commonly experience in everyday life. In each case, can you tell me whether you have personally experienced such a problem in the past two years; by which I mean a problem that started since [DATE] or started before then, but continued afterwards?

> Please only include problems that you have had yourself, not problems experienced by a business you run, in the course of self-employment or by an employer, and not situations where you represented or helped somebody else with their problem. And please only mention problems once.

This question is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires. For longer questionnaires, all problems of interest should be presented to respondents individually. Show cards, or even comprehensive problem type booklets, have commonly been used to facilitate this process.¹ For shorter questionnaires, problem categories, along with brief descriptions and examples, can be presented instead. Care should be taken to ensure that descriptions and examples are sufficiently clear to indicate the full range of problems in a particular category, while minimising the likelihood that non-justiciable problems will be reported.²

The model question for problem identification uses the phrase “problems and disputes” to indicate the character of the issues under study. These terms have been adopted as a pair in more than half of the national legal needs surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2.³

To avoid any reference to law, the question refers to problems and disputes commonly experienced “in everyday life”. To promote reliability, respondents are presented with a
simple (dichotomous) question asking whether they have experienced problems, rather than how many problems they have experienced. If, as is generally the case, the total number of problems experienced is of interest, this can be ascertained through an immediate follow-up question (e.g. “How many such problems have you experienced in the past two years?”)

The reference period is two years. Although uncommon in the past, a two-year period is increasingly considered a good timeframe for achieving a balance between maximising problem reporting, data accuracy and contemporaneity. Reflecting this, the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll moved to a two-year reference period in 2017, and the same was adopted for the 2017-2018 Nepalese survey and 2017-2018 South African Governance Public Safety and Justice Survey Pilot.

Allied to the reference period, the model question makes clear that problems should be reported if they existed within the reference period, irrespective of when they started. Many of the surveys detailed in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 have followed this Paths to Justice survey inspired rule of inclusion, but others have been silent on the matter. Here, a rule is made explicit to ensure clarity, and the choice of rule reflects the fact that the main focus of interest in legal needs surveys tends to be on problem resolving behaviour and experience, which manifests across the full lifetime of a problem. The rule increases the number of problems that will be reported. Importantly, it also increases the number of problems that have been concluded and problems of a more serious nature about which data is captured in a manner that does not undermine the coherence of the sample.

The question is directed to identifying problems experienced by respondents personally, rather than within households, etc., to promote data accuracy, best reflect the general nature of experience and provide flexibility for data disaggregation and aggregation, as discussed in the previous chapter.

The question clearly excludes problems experienced by a respondent in running a business, an employer, or anyone respondents may have represented or helped to resolve a problem. It also emphasises that problems should only be reported once, as there is a significant risk of double-counting when potentially overlapping problem types or categories are presented to respondents. This is often the case when problems are defined in broad terms but can also occur with multi-dimensional problems.

An example set of 12 core problem categories, descriptions and examples – for use in short-form questionnaires – is set out in Table 3.1. The examples used to illustrate the categories have been drawn from previous surveys, with phrasing modified for greater relevance across all jurisdictions. If individual problem types need to be identified, this can be done through follow-up.

Randomisation should be employed when presenting problem types or categories to respondents in order to mitigate issues stemming from fatigue and satisficing behaviour.
### Table 3.1. Example categories with forms of presentation and illustrative examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Form of presentation</th>
<th>Illustrative examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with defective or undelivered goods or services</td>
<td>Such as difficulties obtaining a refund, billing errors, or disputes with utility providers (such as water, electricity, gas, telephone or Internet), or professionals (such as accountants, lawyers, mechanics, plumbers, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community resources</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with community resources</td>
<td>Such as denial of or unfair access to the benefits of community land/forest/water groups, disputes over community resource governance, and disputes over fees and revenues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with land or buying and selling property</td>
<td>Such as disputes over title or boundaries, problems to do with land grabbing, expropriation, mining, or environmental damage, or problems to do with land transfers or building permits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with housing</td>
<td>Such as problems or disputes with a landlord or tenant, concerning, for example: poor maintenance, the terms of a lease, eviction or becoming homeless; also problems concerning an owners’ corporation, problems with neighbours (for example, excessive noise or threatening behaviour).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with family and relationship break ups</td>
<td>Such as divorce, access to or custody of children, child support, disputes over property division, children being taken into care, [violence or harassment]*, guardianship or adoption, or inheritance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Injury / Illness</strong></td>
<td>An injury caused by someone else, or injury or illness caused by an accident at work, working conditions, or negligent or wrong medical treatment (including dental and other healthcare treatment).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment / labour</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with employment or labour</td>
<td>Such as dismissal, unpaid wages, poor working conditions, denial of rights, discrimination, harassment, unfair disciplinary procedures, changes to contract terms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social protection</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with government payments</td>
<td>Such as disputes concerning your entitlement to, or the amount of, suspension of, or registration for government payments; for example, social safety net assistance, state pension and education grants or loans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Abuse by state officials</strong></td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with abuse by state officials</td>
<td>Such as threatening, discriminatory or corrupt treatment by the police, [military]<em>, [a customary authority]</em>, or other government official.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public services/ administration</strong></td>
<td>Other problems or disputes to do with government and public services</td>
<td>Such as problems to do with citizenship or residency status, obtaining a passport, [identity document]* or other public documentation; obtaining access to or being excluded from public services, such as healthcare and education; fairness of examinations; tax disputes or disputes with other government bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Debt</strong></td>
<td>Problems to do with debt</td>
<td>Such as being behind and unable to pay money you owe, action by a creditor for non-payment (including harassment), or the prospect of bankruptcy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Money</strong></td>
<td>Other problems or disputes to do with money and with financial services</td>
<td>Such as insurance claims being denied, repeated unfair bank charges, credit rating inaccuracy, problems collecting money owed to you, or being misled about insurance, a pension, or other financial product you acquired.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, when a problem might reasonably fall within a number of categories or types, questions should be designed to ensure reliability. To do this, some categories or types may need to be presented in a particular order. If this is the case, randomisation should apply to the groups so constituted, rather than to individual categories.

Table 3.2 sets out additional categories that are often incorporated into legal needs surveys, but which are distinct in character from the categories set out in Figure 2.1. These additional categories are concerned with business and crime. As well as being distinct, the three categories in Figure 2.1 should be asked about separately, unless measures have been taken to prevent conceptual conflation as discussed in Chapter 2. Reflecting this, the model question expressly excludes business related problems from its scope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem category</th>
<th>Model question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>Problems or disputes to do with a business that you own. Such as disputes concerning sales, purchases, or business premises; or problems concerning permits, regulations, tax assessment, insolvency, employees, corruption, demands for “protection”, intellectual property or the use, acquisition or expropriation of land or property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime: Victimation</td>
<td>Being a victim of any crime. Such as theft, attempted theft, fraud, threats, violence or sexual violence or abuse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime: Arrest</td>
<td>Have you been arrested, charged or prosecuted for any alleged offence (other than a motoring offence that cannot lead to disqualification)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problem descriptions in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 are drafted in lay terms to promote recognition and avoid overly narrow interpretations that might stem from public misconceptions of law. As far as is possible, they are drafted to make a legal dimension inevitable.

As the law varies between jurisdictions, some problem descriptions will not be appropriate universally and others may require further explanation. However, care has been taken to select examples that have broad applicability. Nevertheless, when using the descriptions in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, they should always be reviewed by legal and community experts ahead of use.

As sociocultural norms vary among jurisdictions, errors introduced into surveys by inaccurate responses (respondent error) will also vary. For example, social desirability bias is likely to vary considerably among jurisdictions in relation to domestic violence. It is known that “in countries with strong cultural pressure to keep violence behind closed doors or simply to accept is as natural, non-fatal violence is likely to be underreported” (Fraga, 2016, p. 78).

While the majority of past legal needs surveys have included domestic violence – domestic violence has been found to be catalytic in relation to wider population experience (Pleasence et al., 2003) – it is to be noted that the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs Guidelines for Producing Statistics on Violence Against Women – Statistical Surveys argue that “surveys designed to address a broad array of crime- or health-related or other issues cannot accommodate the broad range of questions needed to study violence against women in all its complexity” (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2014, p. 8). They continue:
“Certain drawbacks are evident when a module on violence against women is inserted into an already lengthy questionnaire on other topics. For example, the question wording and ordering may not facilitate disclosures of violence, especially if introductory statements or questions that cue respondents to think about violence occurring in private settings or incidents involving intimate partners have not been introduced. Compared to dedicated surveys, the breadth of questions that can be included in surveys on other topics is also limited, thereby reducing the opportunities for disclosure of experiences of violence. Finally, less attention is usually paid to the sensitisation of interviewers to violence-related issues during their training, the need for interviewers to develop a rapport with respondents, privacy and confidentiality issues surrounding the interview and other ethical and safety issues, all of which can have a significant negative impact on the willingness of respondents to report violence.” (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2014, p. 8-9)

Importantly, if domestic violence (or other forms of violence or harassment in, say, a neighbourhood or employment context) is included in legal needs surveys, then – as the guidelines further add – “ethical considerations are of upmost importance … [and] care must be taken … to consider how each aspect of the survey design and implementation will affect the safety and well-being of the respondents and, indeed, of the interviewers.” (United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2014, p. 7).

To obtain a clearer picture of the nature of problems reported through the model problem identification question, the simplest method is to follow it up, for example, with questions asking what problems were about and/or whether and with whom the problems were shared.

**Problem seriousness (Annex A; Figure A.2)**

A model question for gauging problem seriousness is:

*Thinking about the problem as a whole, consider a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 represents the least serious type of problem you could face and 10 represents the most serious.*

*To provide some examples, a score of 8 might be [ANCHOR 1] and a score of 2 might be [ANCHOR 2].*

*What number best represents the seriousness of your problem?*

Again, this question is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires. It provides a basis for both substantive analysis and the filtering out of trivial problems from follow-up (i.e. by omitting from follow-up any problem not perceived to be as serious as the lower anchor problem description). It is based on the seriousness question developed for the 2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey. While the psychometric properties of the scale have not been tested, and the question is likely to be less reliable than a multiple item scale (no examples of which have yet been developed), it has proved to be simple to implement.

The form of the question is textual, rather than graphical, so that it can be used across surveys delivery via different means without the need for adaptation.

No anchor problem descriptions are included in the model question text, as suitable problem descriptions are likely to vary between populations. It is important to have a high degree of accord as to the seriousness of selected problem descriptions. Moreover,
the wording of anchors must be considered carefully, as it can make a significant difference to measurement.\textsuperscript{11}

**Problem impact (Annex A; Figure A.3)**

A model question for determining problem impact is:

\textit{Did you experience any of the following as part of or as a result of this problem?}

\begin{itemize}
  \item [a)] ill-health or injury
  \item [b)] high levels of stress
  \item [c)] damage to a family relationship
  \item [d)] being harassed, threatened or assaulted
  \item [e)] damage to your property
  \item [f)] loss of employment
  \item [g)] having to move home
  \item [h)] financial loss
  \item [i)] fear or loss of confidence
\end{itemize}

This question is fairly concise, but can be lengthened or shortened if required. Some surveys have investigated a greater range of impact areas – including stigma, alcohol/drug problems, denial of public services, problems concerning education and problems concerning documentation – but those in the model question represent the most common (and commonly asked about).

There may also be interest in particular aspects of model question impact areas, such as unemployment (as an aspect of loss of employment) and homelessness (as an aspect of moving home).

The model question extends to elements of justiciable problems, as well as impacts that follow from justiciable problems. Both are relevant to the cost of justiciable problems, as well as to the potential benefits of interventions that might prevent justiciable problems from arising. If interest is only in impacts following from justiciable problems, the words “as part of” can be removed. However, if this is done, it should be emphasised that harms experienced “as part of” problems should not be reported.

**Identifying sources of help (Annex A; Figure A.4; Figure A.5; Figure A.6)**

Two model questions which together can be used to identify sources of help are:

1. Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, obtain information from any of the following sources, to help you better understand, resolve or prepare to resolve [the problem]?

   \begin{itemize}
     \item [a)] A website or “app”
     \item [b)] A leaflet, book or self-help guide
     \item [c)] Newspapers or magazines
     \item [d)] Television, video or radio
   \end{itemize}
2. (Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtain information, advice or representation from any of the following people or organisations to help you better understand or resolve [the problem]?

Please exclude any help provided by the other party.

The first question asks about information obtained via the media (i.e. all modes of mass communication); the second about information, advice and representation otherwise obtained from people or organisations.

Both questions ask about help obtained personally or through someone acting on the respondent’s behalf. This is to more fully capture the totality of help seeking. The questions also require help to have been “obtained” so as to exclude instances of unsuccessful help seeking. In the absence of additional questions in this area, this formulation provides greatest insight into unmet legal needs. In a longer questionnaire, a more comprehensive account of problem resolving behaviour can be acquired by asking about both successful and unsuccessful attempts to obtain help. Unsuccessful attempts to obtain help may also be investigated through the model residual activity question presented in the next chapter, although details will be limited.

Both questions refer to help obtained “to help better understand or resolve” problems rather than “to try to resolve” problems to clearly incorporate help obtained prior to, or separate from, decisions to take action.

The second question asks about “information, advice or representation” to clarify the types of help of interest and prevent reporting of people or organisations responsible for dispute resolution processes. The term “help” has been avoided, as it is broader in scope than information, advice and representation.

The second question also uses the phrase “people or organisations”. Although not a critical design issue in the case of closed questions, the phrase is the most appropriate for open ones. It indicates that all sources of help should be included. However, the question explicitly states that help obtained from the other party should be excluded. The question will also naturally exclude information obtained via mass media, which was asked about in the first question. To emphasise the distinction, the second question starts by excluding anything respondents have already reported.

As always, questions concerning sources of help should be constructed using lay language whenever possible. If the identity of a particular, say, legal service needs to be known, then it is preferable to use generic terminology in the first instance and follow-up with more specific questions about identity.

Finally, the second question centres upon a list of categories of sources of help, an example of which is set out in Figure A.6. Figure A.6 list will prompt respondents to recall help sought from the full range of sources in Figure 2.3 and thus enable data to be recorded in a manner that is consistent with that table’s structure.

For shorter-form questionnaires, an open version of the second question could be used instead. If an open question is adopted, additional sources of help should be probed for. An open form of the second question is:

(Apart from anything you have told me about already) did you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtain information, advice or representation from any person or organisation to help you better understand or resolve [the problem]? For
example, from family or friends; from a lawyer, professional advisor or advice service; a court, government body, or the police; a trade union or employer; a religious or community leader or organisation; an [NGO/civil society organisation/charity] a trusted person or organisation or anybody else?

Please exclude any help provided by the other party.

Process (Annex A; Box A.1)

A model question and follow-ups for establishing the nature, and initiator, of processes are:

1. (Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did any of the following things happen as part of [the problem] or sorting it out? When I say “you” here, I mean you or somebody acting on your behalf.
   a) You communicated with the other party
   b) You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, a court (or tribunal)
   c) [If applicable] You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, an [Indigenous/customary] dispute resolution process (e.g. [examples])
   d) [The problem] was reported to the police (or other prosecution authority)
   e) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a formal designated authority or agency, such as [examples, e.g. Ombudsman, regulator (e.g. example]) or enforcement authority (e.g. consumer protection authority)
   f) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, another state authority (e.g. [examples])
   g) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a religious authority
   h) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a community leader or organisation (e.g. [example])
   i) You participated in formal mediation, conciliation or arbitration (e.g. [examples])
   j) You or the other party made use of a formal appeals process operated by the other party or independently
   k) You, the other party or somebody else turned to, or action was taken by, another third party for adjudication, mediation or intervention
   l) There was no negotiation or third party involvement

2. [For each positive response (a to k), respondents to then be asked]
   Who initiated this action? [PROMPT ONLY IF NECESSARY]
   a) You
   b) The other party
   c) The third party responsible for the process
   d) Another third party.
3. [If the respondent did not initiate processes b to h or j and k]

Did you respond to this action?

The model process question begins by excluding anything that respondents have already reported. This emphasises that the question concerns processes and not information, advice or representation, already addressed in earlier questions.

The question then asks whether any of 11 distinct processes “happen[ed] as part of [the problem] or sorting it out”. These processes follow the typology set out in Table 2.3 and are defined with reference to the body responsible for the process rather than with the process (which is often but not always implicit). The 11 process categories in the question include four state provided processes, two community processes, one religious authority process, negotiation between the parties and three “other” categories of process. In five of the 11 categories, the question requires examples or detail to be included, so as to make clear the types of authority/ process. For example, category (c) refers to traditional dispute resolution processes, which are still common in many jurisdictions.

Reflecting the need for appropriate terms and phrases, the model process question uses seven different phrases to identify the 11 process. The most common phrase, “turn to”, appears five times, “made use of” three times and “made a claim to” twice. The term “contact” is too general. Phrases such as “appear at” and “participate in” are also inappropriate in all cases other than mediation (which requires engagement), as they suggest a need for engagement on the part of the respondent. The phrase “appeal to” may be inappropriate if it suggests prior process when there need be none.

Some of the response categories for the model process question refer only to respondents’ activities, some to the activities of respondents and the other party, and some to any activity. The distinctions mirror the nature of the processes concerned. Thus, only the respondent and other party in a dispute are relevant to the advancement of civil court process; the same is not true of, for example, criminal investigation.

For each process identified, the first follow-up question asks who initiated the process. The appropriate options will vary depending upon the nature of the process.

If a respondent did not initiate an identified process, the second follow-up question asks whether the respondent responded to any action.

For shorter-form questionnaires an open process question may be necessary. A model open process question and follow-up are:

1. Did you, somebody acting on your behalf, the other party or anybody else, make a claim to a court (or tribunal), or turn to any other third-party individual or organisation – such as [institutional examples] or a community or religious leader [or respected family member] – to adjudicate, mediate or intervene to help resolve [the problem]?

2. [For each process specified]

Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, initiate or respond to this action?

a) Initiated action
b) Responded to action
c) Neither initiated, nor responded to, action
If necessary, a further follow-up question could be used to identify who initiated processes, if not respondents.

The reference to a respected family member should be included if a family member might potentially act to adjudicate, mediate or intervene to resolve a problem (other than by representing the respondent in negotiation or another dispute resolution process; which should be coded accordingly). As the report of the 2015 Uganda survey commented, “The family is a central institution for dispute resolution in Uganda, along with the broader informal network consisting of friends and neighbours. This is not surprising given the traditional value of the family in dispute resolution as well as the lack of access to the formal justice system, which incentivises a heterogeneity of responses to justice problems, particularly for women and especially for those who are poor” (Piest et al., 2016, p. 80).

Given the complexity of the model process question, and sometimes substantial variation in the nature of dispute processes between jurisdictions, it is particularly important to review process questions through cognitive testing and piloting.

**Residual problem resolving behaviour (Annex A; Figure A.7)**

In order to appropriately categorise problem resolving behaviour, it is necessary to capture data concerning any form of problem resolving behaviour on the part of the respondent that is not captured by the model sources of help questions or the model process question.

A model question for identifying residual problem resolving behaviour is:

(Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, do anything else to help you better understand or resolve [the problem], such as obtain or organise evidence or make an insurance claim?

The question is presented so as not to limit responses to pre-determined behaviours. A similar question was used in the Paths to Justice surveys, to ask about the residual activity of those who did not contact sources of help. The examples provided (namely, “obtaining or organising evidence” and “making an insurance claim”) represent a potentially significant component of problem resolving behaviour. Consideration of options, and communication with the other side that falls short of “trying to resolve the problem” (asked about in the model process question), might also fall within residual activity.

Importantly, the residual problem resolving behaviour question should be asked after the model process question. If the short form of model process question is used, then the residual problem resolving behaviour question should also include the example of “communicate with the other party”.

**Fact and manner of conclusion (Annex A; Figure A.8 and Figure A.9)**

A model question for identifying the fact of problem conclusion is:

*Is [the problem] ongoing or done with? By “done with” I mean that the problem is either resolved or that it persists, but you and everybody else have permanently given up all efforts to resolve it further. [PROBE FULLY]*

a) Ongoing

b) Too early to say
c) Done with - problem persists, but all have given up trying to resolve it further

d) Done with - problem resolved

This question is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires. It seeks to ascertain whether or not problems are ongoing or “done with”, in the sense that there is no prospect of any future attempts being made to resolve them. The question requires careful coding and – if relevant – careful follow-up, as it allows for problems to be treated as if they have been concluded, even though they may persist. This accurately reflects the reality of lived problems, which are often simply “put up with”.

The phrase “done with” is preferred to other previously used wording (notably “over” or “resolved”), as it suggests no change in the future rather than the non-existence of a problem. However, as the intended meaning is relatively complex, the question goes on to provide a definition. The definition of “done with” is central to the question, so it should not be shortened or removed to save time. It is important that it refers to the intentions of both the respondent and the other party and that the intentions be “permanent” in nature.

A model question for identifying the manner of problem conclusion is:

*Which of the following statements best reflects how the problem outcome was ultimately brought about?*

The problem outcome was ultimately brought about by:

- a) a court (or tribunal) judgment
- b) a decision or intervention by another formal authority
- c) mediation, conciliation or arbitration
- d) action by another third party
- e) agreement between you and the other party
- f) the other party independently doing what you wanted
- g) you independently doing what the other party wanted
- h) your moving away from the problem (e.g. moving home, changing job)
- i) the problem sorting itself out
- j) you and/or all other parties giving up trying to resolve the problem

Again, the question is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires. It is presented in a closed form, as the data sought is particular and an open question is less conducive to a succinct and relevant response.

The question is designed to be comprehensive. The model covers all 30 categories referenced in past surveys.

There is some scope for more succinct delivery of the question. For example, process questions can be used to restrict the categories read/shown to respondents. For instance, if there has been no court process, then the corresponding (first) outcome category is redundant. However, such efficiencies place additional burden on earlier questions and must be carefully considered.13
Reasons for advice not being obtained (Annex A; Figure A.10)

A model question for investigating, if relevant, reasons for independent advice having not been obtained is:

Why didn’t you obtain independent advice to help resolve the problem?

The question can be either open or closed. In the above instance, the range of potential responses is well understood (with model categories set out in Figure A.10). The main considerations concerning the form of the question will be the length of the question and data quality. A speedily delivered open question is likely to be quicker, while a closed question is likely to generate a broader range of responses from individual respondents.

The question is designed to allow multiple responses. If there is interest in the relative significance of response items in individual cases, then respondents could be asked to identify the main reason, rank responses or indicate the degree of importance of each reason. Although each of these requires more time, they yield a greater level of insight.

Perceptions of the quality of process and outcome (Annex A); Model questions for exploring perceptions of the dispute resolution process and problem outcome are:

Do you feel the outcome of this problem was basically fair to everybody concerned?

Regardless of the outcome of this problem, do you feel the process through which the outcome was reached was basically fair to everybody concerned?

The model questions are most suited to short-form questionnaires. In their suggested form, they are best suited to capturing binary data. If the aim is to investigate multiple dimensions of perceptions of process and outcome, longer-form questionnaires are preferable because of their greater scope. They can also be used in addition to a shorter questionnaire.

The model questions explore the dispute resolution process and problem outcome as a whole rather than individual processes (e.g. specific court processes, mediation, etc.) and individual process outcomes. Past legal needs surveys have tended to adopt this approach, as it requires fewer questions and reflects the relative rarity of most processes (thus limiting options for analysis and reporting). If, as in the Paths to Justice surveys, there is interest in the quality of individual processes and process outcomes, then the model questions should be prefaced by explicit reference to those processes. For example, they could be prefaced in a manner such as, “Thinking about the claim made to a court as part of this problem …”

Both model questions ask about fairness; the most fundamental dimension of process and outcome quality. They ask about “basic” fairness, to indicate that minor deficiencies of fairness should be disregarded. They also ask about fairness “to everybody concerned”, to shift the focus away from respondents’ personal satisfaction.

The process question is clearly differentiated from the outcome question by an explicit instruction to disregard outcome.

To provide a degree of measurement, the model questions can be reformulated to use, say, a 4-point Likert scale (e.g. “very fair”, “somewhat fair”, “somewhat unfair” and “not fair at all”):

How fair do you feel the outcome of this problem was to everybody concerned?
Regardless of the outcome, how fair do you feel the process through which the outcome was reached was to everybody concerned?

Again using a Likert scale (e.g. “strongly agree”, “agree”, “disagree”, “strongly disagree”), the model questions can also be incorporated into a question matrix:

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the problem?

- The outcome of this problem was fair to everybody concerned.
- Regardless of the outcome, the process through which the outcome was reached was fair to everybody concerned.

If there is interest in investigating the different dimensions of process quality and outcome, then additional questions are required. The Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys have included a substantial question-set to permit relatively complex measurement of process and outcome quality. Other surveys have sought only a basic indication of one or more quality dimensions. This requires fewer questions, but care must be taken to align questions with the concepts of interest.

If single questions are used to reflect the dimensions of process and outcome quality detailed in Chapter 2 (procedural, interpersonal, informational, distributive and restorative justice, along with outcome functionality and transparency), the starting point for question design should be definitions of these dimensions. This was the approach taken for the 2017 Sierra Leonean survey, in which the questions concerning outcome quality were closely tied to the “criteria for evaluating outcomes of paths to justice” (Verdonschot et al., 2008, p. 12). set out in the course of the Measuring Access to Justice in a Globalising World project.

Example questions covering the seven dimensions, again using a Likert scale for responses, are:

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

a) The process was fair, and I had opportunity to explain my position.

b) I was treated with respect.

c) Processes and decisions made were clearly explained.

d) The outcome involved a fair distribution of benefits and burdens.

e) Any loss or harm arising from the problem (e.g. financial or concerning relationships) has been made good.

f) The problem was solved in a timely matter and is unlikely to recur.

g) The outcome was much the same as for other people in similar situations.

The cost of justiciable problem resolution (Annex A; Figure A.12)

A model question for estimating the cost of justiciable problem resolution is:

Excluding indirect payments – such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions – but including payments made by family members and friends

Did you, personally, have to pay for any of the following in order to resolve the problem?
a) Lawyer and other advisor fees
b) Court, mediation or other administrative fees
c) Telephone calls and correspondence
d) Collecting information or obtaining evidence (incl. reimbursement of witnesses’ costs)
e) Travel (e.g. bus fares or petrol to visit an advisor)
f) Lost business or salary, from taking time off work (e.g. to obtain advice)
g) Bribes / kick-backs (Remember, your answer is confidential)
h) Incidental domestic costs (e.g. childcare)

The model cost question provides a platform for investigating both the affordability and proportionality of the cost of problem resolution. The question is designed to establish whether respondents have personally incurred any financial costs in acting to resolve a specific justiciable problem. The form of the question was inspired by the approach taken by HiIL’s Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys and the 2014 Everyday Legal Problems and the Cost of Justice in Canada Survey. The wording of the question also draws on the 2010 Ukrainian, 2014 English and Welsh and 2017 Indian surveys.

The scope of the question is defined and clarified in the preamble, which states that it relates to payments made “in order to resolve” a specified problem, rather than costs incurred simply as a result of encountering a problem. The preamble also excludes indirect payments by respondents, such as insurance premiums or membership (e.g. union) subscriptions, but it includes payments made by family members and friends. In both cases, if the scope of the question is not explicitly stated, there is a risk that respondents will interpret the question inconsistently.

The question centres on a list of cost items. The item list serves both to define the scope of the question and to assist respondents in recalling expenditures they may have incurred. The question permits data to be captured for each list item, although global data could also be captured. If interest only extends to legal costs, the list can be shortened or the question adapted to reference legal costs without a list being used.

In asking about bribes and kick-backs, the question includes a confidentiality reminder to allay concerns respondents may have.

To establish the level of costs incurred by respondents, one of three approaches can be adopted. The first is subjective. Respondents are asked how expensive, or difficult to meet, the costs were (similar to in the 2015 Polish survey and 2016 Argentinian survey). This gives insight into the extent to which costs present an obstacle to accessing justice. If this approach is adopted, the follow-up question might be: “How difficult was it to find the money to pay for this/these things?”

The second approach is more objective. The respondent is asked a single question in order to establish the aggregate costs incurred. For example, the 2014 Canadian survey simply asked, “Approximately how much in total did it cost to deal with this problem?”

This question may be harder for respondents who have incurred costs of multiple types and so may be less reliable than the third approach.
The third approach is to ask about the amount of each type of cost separately, as was done in the *Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys*, and calculate the total from the figures supplied: “Approximately how much did you have to pay for [cost item]?”

The last two approaches are attractive in that they provide a basis for cost-benefit type calculations. However, they do not naturally indicate the extent to which costs were a burden to respondents.

Beyond affordability and proportionality – the latter of which can be investigated either through a subjective value-for-money type question, such as employed in the 2012 Colombian survey, or through enquiring as to respondents’ objectives and/or seeking to quantify outcomes – if there is interest in particular forms of financial support for legal services or processes, these can be asked about in a number of ways. One way is to ask:

> Apart from family or friends, did anybody, or any organisation, pay or part-pay for [the help you received from [advisor]/[process] fees]?

Then an open question can be used to ask who provided the financial support. Alternatively, specific forms of support can be enquired about through single questions, such as:

> Did you receive financial assistance from legal aid?

Or, a list-based question can be used:

> Did any of the following pay or part-pay for [the help you received from [advisor]/[process] fees]?

**Legal capability (Annex A; Figure A.13)**

A first model question for examining legal capability in relation to an identified problem is:

> To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the problem?

  a) I understood or came to understand my legal rights and responsibilities.

  b) I knew where to get good information and advice about resolving the problems.

  c) I was able to get all the expert help I needed.

  d) I was confident I could achieve a fair outcome.

This question is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires. It addresses a respondent’s awareness of legal rights and responsibilities, awareness of services and legal confidence in relation to an identified problem. It is optimised for identifying unmet legal need. For speed and efficiency, the question employs a common stem to ask respondents about the extent to which they agree with statements relating to these three aspects of legal capability, along with a further statement that concerns whether respondents obtained all the help they felt they needed. The first statement contains elements of questions used in past surveys to investigate knowledge of rights and responsibilities at the time the problem arose, modified to incorporate knowledge acquired subsequently. This is because, if seeking to identify unmet legal need, it is important to recognise knowledge acquired during the problem resolution process. The second statement investigates knowledge of legal services. It adopts phrasing from the
2014 Canadian survey. The third statement concerns legal confidence and uses phrasing similar to that used in the 2016 Tajik survey.

A second, complementary, model question for examining legal capability in relation to an identified problem is:

Which of the following describe the problem? You can choose more than one option, or none.

- Bad luck / part of life
- Bureaucratic
- A family or private matter
- Legal
- Political
- A social or community matter
- Economic
- None of these

This question concerns the ability of respondents to recognise legal issues. It is appropriate for both long- and short-form questionnaires, but its length means its inclusion in shorter questionnaires may be problematic.

The question is based on one introduced in the 2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey, a version of which was also included in the 2016 Argentinian survey. It gives insight into both awareness of law and the way in which problems are characterised. This links to perceptions of appropriate fora for problem resolution. By mixing the “legal” response category with other potential descriptions, the question avoids being leading. The other potential descriptions included in the question constitute common characterisations of justiciable problems. Other descriptions, such as “criminal”, have also been included in the past. If there is particular interest in characterisation, then a response of “none of these” could be followed up with a question such as, “How would you characterise the problem?”

An issue with the question as formulated is that it is set in the present, meaning it reveals characterisation in hindsight rather than when the problem began. However, the question is simpler to administer in this form and is likely to benefit from greater accuracy than one seeking to situate respondents at the time when a problem began. Moreover, characterisation is of significant interest at all stages of problem experience.

Together, the two model legal capability questions address the four broad aspects of legal capability discussed in Chapter 2. The questions do this in relation to particular problems, but legal capability can also be asked about in general.

Questions concerning general recognition of legal issues have never been asked, and only the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey has asked about general legal understanding. This was done through a series of lengthy vignettes in which legal knowledge questions were embedded. Past general capability questions have tended to relate to only awareness of services and legal confidence.

In the case of awareness of services, a mixture of open and closed questions have been used. The former have asked respondents where they might get help to deal with specific problems (e.g. the 2016 Moldovan survey), the latter whether they have heard of (or
“know something about”22) services presented to them in a list or whether they know where they could get help, if needed (e.g. the 2012 Tajik survey). There are advantages and disadvantages to using both open and closed questions. For example, “the strength of the open questions is that there are virtually no false positives,” while “the disadvantage of the open form of the question is that it may provide a low estimate of active knowledge, because some people who could recognise the correct answer, or retrieve it given more time, will fail to retrieve it in a survey situation” (Fowler, 1995, p. 69).

As regards the form of open questions, the 2016 Argentinian survey asked about sources of “legal advice”, the 2016 Mongolian survey asked about help for problems such as those detailed in earlier problem identification questions, and the 2014 English and Welsh survey asked about help for hypothetical problems. All three approaches are legitimate, but because of people’s generally narrow interpretation of things “legal”, there are concerns about using the first approach in jurisdictions in which legal advice is frequently provided outside traditional legal services. A model form of question, which can be easily adopted to each approach, is:

Where can people get independent expert advice about X? ”

Turning to closed questions, past surveys have sometimes presented respondents with a list of sources of help to determine their knowledge about them. A model form of such a question is:

Which of the following do you know something about?23

It is also possible to ask respondents how much they known about where help can be obtained, although this again requires clarifying the nature of the help and/or the problems it relates to. A model form of such a question is:

How well do you know where people can get independent expert advice about [problem description]?  

In relation to legal confidence, both the HiiL SLE questions (which are presented in blocks) and the recently developed standardised measures of legal confidence (such as the GLC scale) provide excellent models.24 An example of the SLE form of question is:

Imagine you had a conflict with your employer, for example, a conflict over your dismissal. How likely is it that you would get a fair solution to the problem?

The GLC scale, the most robust of three standardised legal confidence scales – at least, for use in the United Kingdom – is constructed as follows (with a 4-point Likert scale response-set: “very confident”, “quite confident”, “not very confident”, “not confident at all”):

If you found yourself facing a significant legal dispute – such as being unreasonably sacked by your employer, injured as a result of someone else’s negligence, involved in a dispute over money as part of a divorce, or facing eviction from your home – how confident are you that you could achieve an outcome that is fair and you would be happy with in the following situations?

a) Disagreement is substantial and tensions are running high.  
b) The other side says they “will not rest until justice is done”.  
c) The other side refuses to speak to you except through their solicitor.  
d) A notice from court says you must complete certain forms, including setting out your case.
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Finding out problem start and end dates

Model questions for finding out the start and end dates of identified problems are:

1. Can you tell me roughly what month and year the problem started?
2. [If the problem is done with, but persists]
   And when did you and everybody else give up all actions to resolve the problem?
3. [If the problem is done with and fully resolved]
   And when did it conclude?

Beyond core questions

The model questions presented above are intended to serve as a core set of questions relevant for national and global statisticians and policymakers. They are not intended to inhibit the collection of more in-depth data, nor are they intended to limit the scope of future legal needs surveys. Rather, they are intended to provide a form and phraseology for key questions that heeds the lessons of past surveys. They are also intended to provide a sufficient basis for meaningful indicators of access to justice, including basic measurement of levels of legal need and unmet legal need. This is discussed further in Chapter 4.

Legal needs surveys: additional topics of investigation

Past legal needs surveys have investigated a broad array of topics. Many of these topics have been explored in this and the previous chapter. However, there are many others that legal needs surveys have and can legitimately explore. Annex C sets out a complete list of topics addressed in past surveys. The following paragraphs provide a summary.

In relation to problem experience, aside from topics already discussed in this chapter, topics have included:

- The substance of problem (e.g. money, property, changing behaviour, apology, etc.)
- Who is considered to be responsible for the problem
- Links to other identified justiciable problems (including “problem clustering”)
- The nature of other party/parties (including their demographics and relative power)
- Relationships with other party/parties
- Whether problems involve discrimination
- The existence and extent of disagreement
- Whether problems are shared with other people (households and communities)
In relation to obtaining help, aside from topics already discussed in this chapter, topics have included:

- How respondents find out about/chose sources of information and help
- Factors in choice (e.g. distance, cost, reputation, ethnicity, etc.)
- The extent to which options are researched
- Nature of Internet use
- Obstacles/barriers to access (e.g. opening hours, distance, cost, language, etc.)
- Distance and mode of travel to sources of help
- When help is obtained
- The timeliness of assistance
- The sequence of sources of information/help
- Links between the use of different sources (e.g. signposting, referral, etc.)
- The nature of information/help sought
- The nature of information/help obtained
- Whether any information/advice suggests objectives would not be met
- The form of communication with sources of help
- Whether help is obtained through an intermediary
- Satisfaction with/utility of information/help obtained
- Reasons for satisfaction/dissatisfaction
- Responses to being dissatisfied (complaint, advice, etc.)
- The impact of obtaining help on social, health, and economic circumstances
- Details of unsuccessful attempts to obtain information/help
- Whether there was consideration of (any/further) information/help

In relation to dispute resolution processes, aside from topics already discussed in this chapter, topics have included:

- Whether and how many hearings/sessions
- Whether respondent attends hearings/sessions
- Tasks undertaken by respondent in hearings/sessions
- Whether the respondent (and other party) is represented, and by who
- Whether the respondent is pressed to give particular testimony
- Bribery/threats as part of processes
- Reasons for choice of process
- The duration of process
- The sequence of processes
• The language used in processes and availability of translation
• Whether processes are discriminatory
• The utility of processes

And in relation to problem resolution in general, aside from topics already discussed in this chapter, topics have included:
• Whether respondents thought problems would be resolve without action
• The delay until first action was taken
• Whether previous experience influenced strategy
• Whether respondents regret how they handled problems
• What they wish they had done/had known
• Whether and what help would have improved outcome

By and large, legal needs surveys routinely ask a bank of general attitudinal questions concerning the justice system. Some mirror the questions discussed in relation to perspectives on process or outcome; others are concerned with trust in the justice system, equality of justice and accessibility of justice.25

And, apart from justiciable problem related data, all surveys collect (sometimes extensively26) demographic data, which is used to explore the social patterning of problem experience and behaviour. Demographic data has also been incorporated into analyses of the impact of justiciable problems, the general clustering of problems (both justiciable and other), and links between justiciable problems and wider social, economic and health problems.

Given the strong association between justiciable problem experience and morbidity/disability, there is good reason to consider health/disability status a core aspect of demographic data. Similarly, broader associations between justiciable problem experience, disadvantage and poverty make a similar case for data relating to employment, family status, housing type, income, language, migration, social safety net assistance, etc.

As with other data, for demographic data to be comparable between surveys, it must be collected in comparable form. Thus, unless there is good reason to do otherwise, standard/common forms of demographic questions should be adopted whenever possible; and if international norms exist, they should be adopted. Not only does this promote comparability, it also promotes data quality – as significant focus is placed on refining demographic questions by national and supranational statistical agencies.

From questions to questionnaire

As discussed in relation to the model legal needs survey structure in Figure 2.4, longer legal needs survey questionnaires are best constructed as a combination of specific structural and topic-based modules, which link to data structure and the various topics of study discussed in the preceding text. This helps to appropriately represent data structure within questionnaires and tie questionnaires to their defining research questions; clarifying which topics are central and which are peripheral.
This section situates the model questions discussed above in an illustrative short-form questionnaire, which is introduced with an explanation of the content and ordering of the questionnaire. Summary explanatory notes are also provided alongside the questionnaire components in Table 3.3. The questionnaire set out in Table 3.3 collects only the smallest amount of data required to build a basic picture of the experience of justiciable problems. This is done in a conceptually coherent manner, and it permits a rudimentary measurement of legal and unmet legal needs using the framework set out in Figure 2.1. Such measurement would involve data from questions 3, 6, 14, 17, 18, 21, 22 and 23. It is not suggested that these questions represent the ideal measurement tool - far from it. Professed knowledge of rights is a poor substitute for an objective test of legal knowledge. Thus, the latter is preferable. However, an objective test – even a short quiz – is unlikely to be practicable in any but the most comprehensive (or narrow) surveys. In fact, professed knowledge can be “disastrously wrong” (Sandefur, 2016, p. 453). Similarly, legal confidence would best be assessed with a standardised measure, such as those recently developed in England and Wales (Pleasence and Balmer, forthcoming), and process fairness would be best addressed through detailed measures rather than single questions.

Measurement of legal needs and access to justice is discussed further in Chapters 2 and 4. The questionnaire set out in Table 3.3 is too short to fully reflect the model legal needs survey structure in Figure 2.4, but it is built on the same conceptual foundations. Moreover, indication is provided of the points at which supplementary questions and looping question modules might be added.

While care has been taken to draft questions suitable to a variety of modes of delivery, the illustrative short-form questionnaire is most suited to face-to-face delivery, with show-cards to assist delivery. Adaptation to other modes of delivery should be relatively straightforward.

An illustrative expanded version of the questionnaire is set out in Annex B.

As noted in relation to the model questions, the diversity of justice institutions, services, practices and norms around the world means that questions may need to be adapted to specific populations. As with all questionnaires, questions should be carefully scrutinised and tested. The complexity of the subject matter also increases the importance of training for those collecting and/or coding data.

**Illustrative short-form legal needs survey questionnaire**

The illustrative short-form legal needs survey questionnaire set out in Table 3.3 commences with an introduction that sets the scene for the survey. It introduces the interviewer and the nature of the survey, and provides information necessary to ensure that the ethical requirements for personal interviews and collection of personal data are met. These requirements vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and care should always be taken to use appropriate text when introducing a survey.

Following the introduction, initial demographics are obtained. If there is an interest in general legal capability, questions addressing that should be included at this point, as long as they are formulated to avoid drawing attention to the “legal” focus of the questionnaire. Placing such questions here will help to engage respondents, particularly those who go on to report no justiciable problems. It also means that respondents will not have been exposed to questions providing names of sources of help, processes, etc.
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Then comes the foundation question upon which the remainder of the questionnaire is built, namely the problem identification question (Q1). This question determines the scope of the survey. If the question is poorly worded, then out-of-scope problems will be followed-up and/or in-scope problems will be missed. The greater and more accurate the detail of problem descriptions, the more effective the question. Q1 references the problem descriptions set out in Table 3.1.

For each category in which problems are reported, Q2 ascertains the number of problems that have been experienced. This then leads to Q3, which asks about the seriousness of problems. Q3 is asked at this early point in the questionnaire as the data it generates will be used to identify the pool of problems sufficiently serious for follow-up. Data generated by this question is also of broader interest. It can contribute to measuring unmet legal need using the framework set out in Figure 2.1, enable the relative seriousness of problems to be investigated, and explored as a predictor of strategy choices, etc. For efficiency, Q2 and Q3 should be asked immediately after respondents report problems in any problem category.

If there is interest in asking about problems experienced in a business capacity, an appropriate identification question should be asked at this point.

Q4 asks about the nature of those problems selected for follow-up. These are randomly selected from the pool of identified problems with seriousness scores over a defined threshold. The number of problems followed-up will depend upon the time available for interviews. Although Q4 is not one of the core model questions discussed above, it validates Q3 data and provides examples for reporting.

If there is interest in identifying problems that are shared (e.g. within households, communities, etc.), this should be asked about at this point, when the focus is on the nature of problems.

Q5 and Q6 ask about information, advice and representation. As discussed above, these two questions are used to distinguish between help obtained via mass communication channels and help received personally. For respondents who received no help, Q20 later asks for reasons, provided that problems have concluded. Although it is possible to ask a variant of Q20 immediately after Q6, it is not known at this point whether the problems have been concluded, so further response categories would need to be added to reflect that respondents may intend to obtain advice in the future. When interest is primarily in legal advice, then the routing for this section can be amended to ask about only that. Q6 also contributes to measuring unmet legal need using the Figure 2.1 framework.

Q7 then asks about process. As discussed above, questions about process should be asked separately to questions about help and other problem-solving behaviour. This is important because people do not necessarily choose or even engage with process. When processes are identified in Q7, the following question establishes who initiated them. For the sake of efficiency, Q8 should be asked of each process type as soon as it is reported. Likewise, Q9 – which asks whether respondents responded to formal process brought against them – should immediately follow all instances of Q8 in the manner of a loop.

Q10 is the problem and resolving behaviour “catch-all” question, without which it is impossible to be certain whether respondents took any action to understand or resolve their problems.

Q11 determines whether problems have been concluded. If they have, Q12 establishes the manner of conclusion. It is important not to conflate process (addressed in previous
questions) with the manner in which problems are concluded. They are linked but distinct.

Q13 and Q14 concern quality of outcome and process. Q14 can also contribute to measuring unmet legal need using the Figure 2.1 framework.

Q15 and Q16 ask about the costs of problem resolution. First, respondents are presented with a series of cost items and asked if they incurred them. Then, they are asked to estimate associated costs. If interest is limited to legal service costs and process fees, then a shorter Q15 is appropriate, although it will not provide the same insight in benefit-cost analysis. Q15 can also be shortened by not asking about each cost item separately, but the breadth of items will result in the data being ambiguous.

Together, Q17 and Q18 address the four broad aspects of legal capability discussed in Chapter 2. The two questions also provide data that can be used as part of the process of measuring unmet legal need using the Figure 2.1 framework. Q18 comprises a question matrix, which can be expanded to explore further aspects of legal capability.

Q19 asks about problem impact. If there is a particular interest in benefit-cost analysis, Q19 items can be followed-up for the purposes of estimating costs. For example, use of health services can be investigated, or welfare claims.

Finally, in terms of problem data, Q21 to Q23 establish problem start and (if relevant) end dates. This provides reasonable estimates of problem duration that, as well as being of interest in their own right, provide greater flexibility in the forms of analysis that can be employed with legal needs survey data. Sampling both ongoing and concluded problems raises the issue of how to deal with ongoing problems in analysis and reporting. Including ongoing problems in estimates of, say, use of lawyers poses the problem that ongoing problems may involve lawyer use after the time of interview. Analysis needs to consider “censored” observations to arrive at an accurate estimate. This can be achieved by using appropriate forms of analysis, such as event history analysis, which takes into account both concluded and on-going problems when modelling problem duration.

If there is interest in asking about attitudes to the justice system, the appropriate place to do so is after the problem data has all been collected. This placement means that responses will benefit from respondents’ reflections on their own experience of justiciable issues. Attitudinal questions usually concern levels of access to justice, equality of justice and trust in the justice system. They can be asked globally or of constituent elements of the justice system. Care should be taken to avoid technical language, for the reasons set out elsewhere in this Guide.

Finally, in terms of substantive data, core demographic data is obtained (other than that already obtained at the outset). If there is interest in the social patterning of problems and/or links between justiciable problems and wider social, economic and health problems, then core demographic data should cover age, gender, ethnicity, employment status, family status, health/disability status, housing type, income, language, migration status, social safety net assistance, etc.

The questionnaire ends with closing remarks and, if necessary, a request for permission to recontact the respondent.
### Table 3.3. Illustrative short-form legal needs survey questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>An introduction serves to frame a survey and to ensure that ethical requirements for personal interviews and the collection of personal data are met. An introduction should also engage respondents, motivating them to complete the questionnaire. Thus, text should be added to explain the importance of the survey in a manner likely to resonate with potential respondents. As discussed in Chapter 2, reference to law and the use of technical language should be avoided in the introduction to a legal needs survey, and justiciable problems should be described in lay terms. If incentives are offered for participation in a survey, details should also be included in the introduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is … and I am with … who have been commissioned by … to conduct a survey to find out how people deal with a range of issues people can face in everyday life, such as with housing, work, or within families; and the types of help that are needed and used to do this. Your [address/telephone number] has been randomly selected for inclusion in the survey, as one of an intended sample of x [addresses/ telephone numbers across the country], as it is important that we collect information about the experience of a representative group of people. The questions should take about … minutes, and to achieve a fully random sample I would like to ask them of the person at this address who will be the next to have a birthday and is currently y years old or above. Would that be you, and if not, could I speak to that person? [Repeat if necessary] Any answers you give are confidential, and participation in the survey is entirely voluntary. If you agree to participate, you may choose to skip a question if you do not wish to answer it or to end the interview. No information that identifies you will be shared or used in any report of the survey’s findings. [Additional text to meet ethical requirements, as required] Do you agree to participate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial demographics</strong></td>
<td>For efficiency, some legal needs survey questions can be filtered by demographics. For example, if business related problems are asked about following Q3, then an initial demographic question could be used to identify who is to be asked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Basic demographics and demographics for routing]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If general legal capability questions are included in a questionnaire, they should be placed either here or ahead of the additional demographics section (at the end of the questionnaire). A benefit of including general legal capability questions here is that they can help to engage respondents; particularly those who go on to report no justiciable problems. Placing questions here also means that respondents will not have been exposed to questions providing names of sources of help, processes, etc. However, if capability questions are placed here they must be formulated to avoid drawing attention to the ‘legal’ focus of the questionnaire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Problem identification</strong></td>
<td>This is the most important question in the questionnaire. It determines the scope of the survey. If the question is poorly worded, then out-of-scope problems will be followed-up and/or in-scope problems will be missed. The greater and more accurate the detail of problem descriptions, the more effective the question will be. The question is the first asked, as all other questions rely upon data obtained from it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I am going to read you a list of problems and disputes that people commonly experience in everyday life. In each case, tell me whether or not you have personally experienced any such problem in the past two years, by which I mean a problem that started since [DATE] or started before then, but continued afterwards. (Please only include problems that you have had yourself, in a private capacity, not problems experienced by a business you run, in the course of self-employment or by your employer, and not situations where you represented or helped somebody else with their problem.) Please only mention problems once. a) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with defective or undelivered goods or services – such as difficulties obtaining a refund, billing errors, or disputes with utility providers (such as water, electricity, gas, telephone or Internet), or professionals (such as accountants, lawyers, mechanics, plumbers, etc.)? b) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with community services – such as denial of or unfair access to the benefits of community land/forest/water groups, disputes over community resource governance, and disputes over fees and revenues?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Explanatory notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with land or buying and selling property – such as disputes over title or boundaries, problems to do with land grabbing, expropriation, mining, or environmental damage, or problems to do with land transfers or building permits?</td>
<td>Show cards can speed up the process of running through lists for some respondents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with housing – such as problems or disputes with a landlord or tenant, concerning (for example), poor maintenance, the terms of a lease, eviction, becoming homeless; or problems concerning an owners’ corporation; or with neighbours (over, for example, excessive noise or threatening behaviour)?</td>
<td>If there is interest in including business related problems, then one of the strategies outlined in Chapter 2 should be adopted. Either business problems can be asked about separately, following completion of initial problem identification, or the text that excludes business problems can be removed or modified, along the lines of the 2017-18 Nepalese survey, to include “problems experienced through a business that provides you with self-employment (but not an enterprise providing employment to others)”. Respondents can then be asked whether problems were faced in a personal or business capacity during follow-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with family and relationship break ups – such as divorce, access to or custody of children, child support, disputes over property division, children being taken into care, guardianship or adoption, or inheritance?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with an injury caused by someone else, or an injury or illness caused by an accident at work, working conditions, or negligent or wrong medical treatment (including dental and other healthcare treatment)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with employment or labour – such as dismissal, unpaid wages, poor working conditions, denial of rights, discrimination, harassment, unfair disciplinary procedures, and changes to contract terms?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with government payments – such as disputes concerning your entitlement to, the amount of, suspension of or registration for government payments having to do with, for example, social safety net assistance, state pension and education grants or loans?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with abuse by state officials – such as threatening, discriminatory or corrupt treatment by the police or another government official?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with government and public services – such as problems to do with citizenship or residency status; obtaining a passport or other public documentation; obtaining access to or being excluded from public services, such as healthcare and education; fairness of examinations; tax disputes or disputes with other government bodies?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k) Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with debt – such as being behind and unable to pay money you owe, action by a creditor for non-payment (including harassment), or the prospect of bankruptcy?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l) Since [DATE] have you had any other problems or disputes to do with money and with financial services – such as insurance claims being denied, repeated unfair bank charges, credit rating inaccuracy, problems collecting money owed to you, or being misled about insurance, a pension, or other financial product you acquired?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. [For each Q1 problem category reported, ASK IMMEDIATELY (i.e. do not wait until all Q1 categories have been asked about)]

How many such problems have you experienced in the past two years? Please count problems of the same type, where the other party remains the same, as one problem.

3. [For each Q1 problem category reported, ASK IMMEDIATELY for all / up to x number of problems. If Q2 > 1 ask about problems in order of recency, starting with the most recent]

Thinking about the problem as a whole, consider a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 represents the least serious type of problem you could face and 10 represents the most serious.

To provide some examples, a score of 9 might be [ANCHOR 1] and a score of 2 might be [ANCHOR 2].
### Core question loop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Randomly select y number of problems from the pool of identified problems with seriousness scores of 3 or more. For each selected problem, ask Q4 to Q23. If there are no such problems, go to the next section]</td>
<td>Questions 4(a), (b) and (c) are not core model questions. They are included here to verify Q3 data questions and provide examples and further define the nature of the problems reported. Questions 4(b) and 4(c) identify whether problems are shared. They indicate the extent to which justiciable problems are experienced across populations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am now going to ask you some questions about [PROBLEM 1, etc.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a. What was the problem about?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Code to detailed Table 2.1 categories]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b. Did you share this particular problem with other people, neighbours, or other members of your community (as in the case of some problems concerning, for example, the environment or communal land)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c. [If 4(b) = Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who did you share it with?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household member(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other friend(s) or family member(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work colleague(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbour(s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Did you obtain any information from the Internet, an app, a video, printed material or the media to help you better understand or resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.]?</td>
<td>Further specification is included in the question to enable coding in the set of categories based on the Table 2.2 taxonomy. An open form of this question could also be used here: &quot; Apart from anything you have already told me, did you or someone acting on your behalf obtain information, advice or representation from any person or organisation to help you better understand or resolve the problem? For example, from family or friends; a lawyer, professional advisor or advice service; a court, government body or the police; a health or welfare professional; a trade union or employer; a religious or community leader or organisation; an [NGO/charity], a trusted person or organisation or anybody else?&quot; [PROBE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) A website or “app”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) A leaflet, book or self-help guide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Newspapers or magazines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Television, video or radio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. (Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtain information, advice or representation from any of the following people or organisations to help you better understand or resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.]?</td>
<td>Further specification is included in the question to enable coding in the set of categories based on the Table 2.2 taxonomy. An open form of this question could also be used here: &quot; Apart from anything you have already told me, did you or someone acting on your behalf obtain information, advice or representation from any person or organisation to help you better understand or resolve the problem? For example, from family or friends; a lawyer, professional advisor or advice service; a court, government body or the police; a health or welfare professional; a trade union or employer; a religious or community leader or organisation; an [NGO/charity], a trusted person or organisation or anybody else?&quot; [PROBE]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please exclude any help provided by the other party.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Family, friends or acquaintances (excluding people whose job is to advise on problems such as these; please mention these people in their professional capacity)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) A lawyer, professional advisor, advice service or advice helpline (such as [examples]) (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) A court [or tribunal] or other dispute resolution organisation (such as [examples]) or the police (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) A national, regional or municipal government department, agency, council or a politician (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Your employer, a trade union, a professional or trade association (such as [examples]) (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) A health, welfare, financial services or other professional (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) A community or religious leader or organisation, an [NGO/charity], or trusted person or organisation (specify)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h) Any other person or organisation</td>
<td>Any additional questions concerning particular sources of help should loop following Q6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. (Apart from anything you have told me already) Did any of the following things happen as part of [PROBLEM 1, etc.] or sorting it out? When I say “you” here, I mean you or somebody acting on your behalf.

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) You communicated with the other party  
b) You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, a court (or tribunal)  
c) [If applicable] You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, an [Indigenous/ customary] dispute resolution process (e.g. [examples])  
d) [PROBLEM 1, etc.] was reported to the police (or other prosecution authority)  
e) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a formal designated authority or agency, such as [examples, e.g. Ombudsman, regulator (e.g. [example]) or enforcement authority (e.g. consumer protection authority)]  
f) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, another state authority (e.g. [examples])  
g) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a religious authority  
h) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a community leader or organisation (e.g. example)  
i) You participated in formal mediation, conciliation or arbitration (e.g. [examples])  
j) You or the other party made use of a formal appeals process operated by the other party or independently  
k) You, the other party or somebody else turned to, or action was taken by, another third party for adjudication, mediation or intervention  
l) There was no negotiation or third party involvement

As with Q6, an open form of this question could also be used here:

Did you, somebody acting on your behalf, the other party or anybody else, make a claim to a court (or tribunal), or turn to any other third-party individual or organisation – such as [institutional examples] or a community or religious leader [or respected family member] – to adjudicate, mediate or intervene to help resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.}? [PROBE]

Questions about process are separate from those about help, as respondents do not necessarily choose or even engage with processes. Thus, it is distinct from help seeking and other problem solving behaviours.

8. [For each positive Q7 response for a to k]

Who initiated this action?

[READ OUT ONLY IF NECESSARY]

a) The respondent  
b) The other party  
c) The third party responsible for the process  
d) Another third party.

For efficiency, Q8 should be asked of each process type the moment it is reported. Likewise, Q9 should immediately follow all instances of Q8.

9. [If the respondent did not initiate processes b to h or j and k]

Did you respond to this action?

Any additional questions concerning particular processes should loop following the full completion of Q7, Q8 and Q9.

Without this “catch-all” question, it is impossible to be certain whether respondents took any action to understand or resolve reported problems.

10. Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, do anything else to help you better understand or resolve the problem, such as communicate with the other party, obtain or organise evidence, or make an insurance claim? [OPEN]

a) Communicated with the other party  
b) Obtained or organised evidence  
c) Made an insurance claim  
d) Other (SPECIFY)
11. Is the problem ongoing or done with? By “done with” I mean that the problem either has been resolved or that it persists, but you and everybody else have given up all efforts to resolve it further. [PROBE]

a) Ongoing
b) Too early to say
c) Done with - problem persists, but all have given up trying to resolve it further.
d) Done with - problem resolved

This is an essential question for enabling coherent data analysis. Problems that are ongoing and problems that have been concluded are not equivalent. For example, unmet needs within ongoing problems may go on to be met. The wording used here is careful to suggest finality.

12. [If Q11 = c or d, otherwise go to Q17]

Which of the following statements best reflects how the problem outcome was ultimately brought about?

The problem outcome was ultimately brought about by …

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) a court (or tribunal) judgment
b) a decision or intervention by another formal authority
c) mediation, conciliation or arbitration
d) action by another third party
e) agreement between you and the other party
f) the other party independently doing what you wanted
g) you independently doing what the other party wanted
h) the problem sorting itself out
i) your moving away from the problem (e.g. moving home, changing job)
j) [Only if Q10 = c] … you and/or all other parties giving up trying to resolve the problem

It is important not to conflate process (as asked about in previous questions) with the manner in which problems conclude. They are linked but distinct.

13. Do you feel the outcome of this problem was basically fair to everybody concerned?

a) Fair to everybody concerned
b) Not fair to everybody concerned

Q13 and Q14 concern quality of process and outcome. Q14 can also contribute to measurement of unmet legal need using the framework set out in Figure 2.1

14. Regardless of the outcome of this problem, do you feel the process through which the outcome was reached was basically fair or unfair to everybody concerned?

a) Fair to everybody concerned
b) Not fair to everybody concerned

Any additional questions about perceptions of process and outcome should accompany Q13 and Q14.

15. Excluding indirect payments – such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions – but including payments made by family members and friends, [did you/have you], personally [have/had] to pay for any of the following in order to resolve the problem:

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) Lawyer and other advisor fees
b) Court, mediation or other administrative fees
c) Telephone calls and correspondence
d) Collecting information or obtaining evidence (incl. reimbursement of witnesses’ costs)
e) Travel (e.g. bus fares or petrol to visit an advisor)

If interest is limited to legal service costs and process fees, then a shorter Q15 is appropriate; although it will not provide the same insight in benefit-cost analysis:

“Excluding indirect payments – such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions – but including payments made by family members and friends, [did you/have you], personally [have/had] to pay for [the help you received from [advisor][process] fees]?"

If respondents report costs for a category, then Q16 should be asked immediately for the sake of efficiency.
### Content

- **f)** Lost business or salary, from taking time off work (e.g. to obtain advice)
- **g)** Bribes / kick-backs (Remember, your answer is confidential)
- **h)** Incidental domestic costs (e.g. childcare)

**16.** “Approximately how much [did you have/have you had] to pay for [cost item]?”

Q15 can be shortened by not asking about each cost item separately, but the breadth of items will result in the data being quite ambiguous.

If a shorter version of Q15 is used, then Q16 should be phrased as follows:

“Approximately how much in total did it cost you to deal with this problem?”

This phrasing is not appropriate if individual cost items have been identified, as respondents will in any event need to add the cost of the items.

Another approach is to ask the following:

“How difficult was it to find the money to pay for this/these things?”

A more complete picture of costs can be obtained by also asking:

“Apart from family or friends, did anybody, or any organisation, pay or part-pay for [the help you received from [advisor]/ [process] fees]”

Any additional questions about the cost of problem resolution should integrate with Q15 and Q16.

**17.** Which of the following describe the problem?

You can choose more than one option, or none.

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

- **a)** Bad luck / part of life
- **b)** Bureaucratic
- **c)** A family or private matter
- **d)** Legal
- **e)** Political
- **f)** A social or community matter
- **g)** Economic
- **h)** None of these

Q17 and Q18 together address the four broad aspects of legal capability discussed in Chapter 2. The two questions also provide data that can be used as part of the process of measuring unmet legal need using the framework set out in Figure 2.1.

**18.** To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the problem?

[strongly agree, mainly agree, mainly disagree, strongly disagree]

- **a)** I understood or [came/have come] to understand my legal rights and responsibilities
- **b)** I [knew/know] where to get good information and advice about resolving the problem
- **c)** I [was able/have been able] to get all the expert help I needed
- **d)** I [was/am] confident I [could/can] achieve a fair outcome

The question matrix in Q18 can be extended to explore further aspects of legal capability, or additional questions can be added after Q18.
### Content

19. Did you experience any of the following as part of or as a result of this problem?  

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

- a) ill-health or injury
- b) stress
- c) damage to a family relationship
- d) being harassed, threatened or assaulted
- e) damage to your property
- f) loss of employment
- g) having to move home
- h) financial loss
- i) loss of confidence or fear
- j) problems to do with your education
- k) problems with alcohol or drugs

If there is particular interest in benefit-cost analysis, Q19 items can be followed-up for the purposes of estimating costs. For example, use of health services or welfare claims can be investigated.

20. [If 6 = NO to all items]  
Why didn’t you obtain independent advice to help resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.]?  

[DO NOT READ] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]

- a) No dispute with anybody/thought other side was right
- b) Problem resolved without need to get advice
- c) Did not think needed advice
- d) Did not think problem important enough
- e) Concerned about the time it would take
- f) Concerned about the financial cost
- g) Advisors were too far away
- h) Thought it would be too stressful
- i) Thought it would damage relationship with other side
- j) Was scared to take action/get advice
- k) Didn’t know where/how to get advice
- l) Didn’t think it would make any difference to outcome
- m) Had tried seeking advice before and not found it useful
- n) Other (SPECIFY)

As well as providing valuable strategic information concerning obstacles to advice, this question also provides data that can be used as part of the process of measuring unmet legal need using the framework set out in Figure 2.1.

If the interest is primarily in legal advice, then the routing for this question can be amended to ask about only this.

21. Finally, can you tell me roughly what month and year the problem started?  

Establishing problem start and end dates provides greater flexibility in using ongoing problems within analyses.

22. [If Q11=c]  
And when did you and everybody else given up all actions to resolve the problem?

23. [If Q11=d]  
And when did it conclude?

[End of core question loop]
### Notes

1 Examples of the content of show cards can be found in Ipsos MORI (2012). Beyond show cards, the World Justice Project’s *General Population Poll* made use of booklets to present respondents with lists of the justiciable problems asked about.

2 In drafting problem descriptions within justiciable problem identification questions, a central concern is to ensure they suggest both the full range of justiciable problems of interest and only justiciable problems. Evidently, as descriptions become broader, risks associated with the former tend to improve at the expense of risks to the latter. In the case of longer surveys, both risks can be addressed by increasing the number of problem descriptions included (at both the problem category and constituent problem type levels). This enables scope to be maintained alongside more rigorous problem specification. However, in the case of shorter surveys, compromise can sometimes be unavoidable.

3 28 of 47 surveys, for which information is available, including all 10 HiiL *Justice Needs and Satisfaction* surveys and all five instances of the *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey*, a survey that involved substantial developmental work over a period of more than a decade. The terms were also used together – along with the terms “abuses” and “crimes” – in the 2009 Bangladesh survey. The terms have also been used separately from each other in a majority (14) of the remaining surveys.


5 If surveys are repeated more regularly than every two years or the focus is a shorter time span, then a shorter reference period may be appropriate. For example, the panel form of the *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey* adopted an 18-month reference period to mirror the period between waves of the survey. Periods longer than two years offer diminishing returns (in terms of maximising problem reporting). However, it may sometimes be necessary to extend a reference period beyond two years to yield the sample size required for proposed forms of analysis. For example, after pre-testing, the 2018 *Nationwide Legal Needs and Access to Justice Survey* in South Korea moved from a two year to a four year reference period to increase the volume of problem data the survey would yield (Kim and Choi, 2018).

6 In the absence of information on problem start dates, the adoption of this rule means that data conveys problem prevalence rather than incidence (as these concepts are understood in epidemiology). “Prevalence” relates to cases existing in a time period; “incidence” to cases occurring within a time period.

7 The surveys detailed in Table 1.1 normally incorporated between 10 and 20 problem categories (with 14 to 16 the most common numbers). A small number of surveys incorporated more.
The 2006 New Zealand survey – which initially asked about only five problem categories – followed-up by individually asking about 92 constituent problem types, when relevant. As most respondents reported no problems in most categories, this approach resulted in a substantial amount of time being saved. The approach was reprised for the 2017 New Zealand survey.

The reliability of a scale is related to the number of items included.

For reference, the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey anchors at the “serious” end alluded to regular physical abuse by a partner and at the “less serious” end to a faulty “moderately expensive electrical item”. Elsewhere, the World Justice Project’s General Population Poll incorporated anchors using the following text: “For example, a score of 2 might be a problem with a neighbor over a noisy party and a score of 8 might be being made homeless.”

See, for example, Seymour et al. (1985).

Include the most appropriate term

In addition, some responses to questions on outcomes are recorded under the first category. Again, this restricts the number of categories available to respondents. However, there are instances in which multiple processes are used within problem resolution, and relying on the ordering of the category list requires both that it be hierarchical (so that if two categories being potentially applicable, the first is always the appropriate choice) and that respondents understand that they should clarify how the process ultimately brought about the problem outcome. While it may be argued that the categories are hierarchical and that the question clearly indicates that the selected process must have ultimately brought about the problem outcome, the safest route to accurate data is communication of the full category list.

This question is included here, in preference to a question concerning reasons for inaction, as it more directly links to the example approach to measuring unmet legal discussed in Chapter 2.

As in the case of the 2010 and 2012 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Surveys.

The 2012 Colombian survey asked about respondents’ satisfaction with processes on the basis of “the money you spent compared to the result you obtained.”

The appropriate text will reflect survey sponsor interest and responses to earlier sources of help and process questions.

The appropriate text will reflect survey sponsor interest and responses to earlier sources of help and process questions.

The 2014 Canadian survey also asked a series of questions relating to legal capability: recognition of legal issues, knowledge of where “to obtain good information and advice about resolving the problem,” knowledge of the type of assistance needed, and knowledge necessary “to deal with the problem.” However, the questions did not closely mirror the aspects of legal capability set out in Chapter 2, nor did they benefit from the greater efficiency of a “grid” style formulation.

This is in contrast to the alternative approach of asking if respondents are “aware … the problem was related to the law” (as adopted in the 2005 Japanese survey).

In the case of both recognition of legal issues and legal understanding, general inquiry is complicated by the need for substantial questionnaire space. A range of subject areas must be explored, and sufficient contextual detail must be provided to enable clarity and certainty. While it would be possible to ask a simple question about a respondent’s legal knowledge (such as, “In general, to what extent do you know about legal rights and responsibilities in everyday situations, such as the workplace, accidents, the family, and housing?”), this would inevitably involve self-assessment, and self-assessed legal understanding may differ markedly from actual understanding (Pleasence and Balmer 2012, Pleasence et al. 2015, Pleasence et al. 2017).

2010 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey.

A more nuanced version of the same question would be, “How much do you know about what each of the following do?”

In the latter case, see Pleasence and Balmer (forthcoming).

In addition to the standardised measures of legal capability mentioned above, two standardised measures of attitudes to justice have also been developed, both demonstrating reasonable psychometric properties. One is
the nine-item *Perceived Inaccessibility of Justice* (IOJ) scale, the other the six-item *Perceived Inequality of Justice* (PIJ) scale (see Pleasence and Balmer (2018)).

For example, in addition to information collected about the identity and relationships between members of households surveyed, the 2010 *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey* asked 73 separate demographic questions, including 24 questions concerning respondents’ health.

Engaging respondents and motivating them to complete questionnaires can be challenging if the subject matter of the survey is not of personal concern. Careful consideration should therefore be given to how surveys can best be introduced to respondents. Sometimes incentives, such as money or postage stamps, are used to boost response rates.

Steele (2008) presents a common form of analysis; Pleasence and Balmer (2013) give an example in a legal needs survey context.
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Chapter 4. Legal Needs Surveys and Access to Justice Indicators

This Chapter explores how indicators derived from legal needs surveys can fit into broader measures of access to justice and inclusive development. It then describes how national and global indicators can be formulated to help drive meaningful progress.
Multidimensionality of access to justice

In 2008, the United Nations Commission on Legal Empowerment of the Poor estimated that more than half the world’s population live outside the effective protection of law. This provides profound context to United Nations Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.3, to “promote the rule of law at the national and international levels and ensure equal access to justice for all.” Failure to ensure effective access to civil justice results in substantial social costs and undermines inclusive development. Justiciable problems commonly concern matters of basic welfare, compound disadvantage, diminish opportunities and result in considerable public expenditure.

A better and nuanced understanding of access to civil justice is crucial for developing more effective policies, models and financing. National and global policy and measurement frameworks too often fail to meaningfully account for civil justice issues. Legal needs surveys are a tool to give visibility to legal problems, drive policy responses and understand progress towards access to justice for all.

Efforts to construct measures of access to justice must start from the understanding that access to justice is a multidimensional concept, the breadth of which “heavily depends on how society receives the meaning and scope of justice” (Yuthayotin, 2015, p. 66). Even narrowly construed to refer only to the administration of the law, the concept of justice extends to many aspects of everyday life and encompasses institutional, procedural and outcome related dimensions. However, the concept is increasingly recognised to extend beyond formal process to informal dispute resolution and ultimately to social justice and the distribution of welfare, resources and opportunity.

The working definition of access to justice offered in Chapter 1. centred on the ability of people to obtain just resolution of justiciable problems in compliance with human rights standards; if necessary, through impartial formal or informal institutions of justice and with appropriate legal support. The reference to conformity with human rights standards both extends the concept beyond local legal frameworks (which may conflict with accepted international norms) and indicates standards for independent adjudication.

This definition suggests at least seven distinct dimensions/sub-dimensions of access to justice:

- The substance of law
- The availability of formal or informal institutions of justice
- The quality of formal or informal institutions of justice
- The availability of legal assistance
- The quality of legal assistance
- The quality of outcomes
- Legal capability and empowerment

Moreover, the operationalisation of the constituent concepts of legal need and unmet legal need, which are detailed in Chapter 2. , suggests further dimensions/sub-dimensions of access to justice:

- Timeliness of outcomes
- Legal knowledge
- Awareness of dispute resolution options
- Quality of process
- Awareness of assistance services
- Adequacy of assistance services

In addition to these, further dimensions and sub-dimensions have been set out by others. For example, the final report of HiiL’s *Measuring Access to Justice in a Globalising World* project set out three dimensions of the cost and quality of access to justice: costs of procedure, quality of procedure and quality of outcome. It also sets out nine sub-dimensions: monetary costs, opportunity costs, stress and emotions, procedural justice, interpersonal justice, informational justice, distributive justice, restorative justice, functionality and transparency (Barendrecht et al., 2010).

Certain dimensions also attach to specific types of justiciable problem. Yuthayotin’s framework for access to justice in business to consumer e-commerce, for example, which extends to the “protection of all aspects of justice” (Yuthayotin, 2015, p. 67), incorporated dimensions relating to the information necessary to allow informed decisions, the nature of transactions, the functioning of the marketplace, and the recognition of consumer rights and their role in the market. Linked to this, levels of access to justice will inevitably vary between justiciable problem types, meaning that being able to disaggregate broad civil justice indicators by problem type can be valuable.

Similarly, access to justice may vary considerably between population groups and vulnerable population groups may face specific barriers to access. For this reason, it is important to design and disaggregate indicators that highlight and are responsive to key demographic characteristics. Thus, the US *Justice Index*, which assesses laws, rules, and practices across the United States and was published in 2014 and 2016, incorporated access to justice dimensions of language access and disability access. Such an approach exposes differences among population groups. This resonates with the UN General Assembly’s broader call for SDG data to be “disaggregated by income, sex, age, race, ethnicity, migration status, disability and geographic location and other characteristics relevant in the national contexts.”

The UN’s Inter-Agency and Expert Group (IAEG) responsible for global SDG indicators has established a working group on disaggregation that is exploring strategies to operationalise and expand opportunities for disaggregation. In general, comprehensive and well-chosen social and demographic data helps facilitate disaggregation. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 1, a number of past legal needs surveys have used oversampling and additional samples to improve understanding of marginalised groups.

Finally, dimensions of access to justice can also be dimensions of other social goals, meaning that legal needs-based indicators can further increase understanding of how policies in other sectors can be strengthened to drive progress. The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, for example, found that “factors such as stigma, discrimination and criminalization drive [particular] populations underground and away from the health services they need.” Such health problems require corresponding justice-oriented approaches. Although SDG indicators in Goal 3 track health outcomes, they fail to account for the many ways injustice and health interact. Legal needs surveys could provide a complement by identifying and clarifying the relationship between health priorities and access to justice priorities. Through the introduction of civil justice...
indicators, policymakers will be able to better understand common legal problems and sources of advice. This will identify sectoral links in particular contexts and enable a more granular understanding of sustainable development across the SDG framework.

Principles for defining access to justice indicators

Access to justice indicators should be directed towards aspects of access to justice for which meaningful change is both a priority and feasible. Priorities should be defined through collaborative processes inclusive of government, civil society and affected communities. It is also important that indicators are sufficiently sensitive to register such progress as is reasonable to expect. This section describes principles for developing legal needs-based civil justice indicators.

Objectives

Indicators ultimately seek to “answer the question of how much, or whether, progress is being made toward a certain objective.” Access to justice indicators can be developed through operationalising defined dimensions of access to justice where operationalisation is defined as “the process of converting concepts into their empirical measurements or of quantifying variables for the purpose of measuring their occurrence, strength and frequency” (Sarantakos, 1993, p. 46).

At different levels, civil justice indicators can respond to a multitude of priorities, such as articulating “access to justice as a societal goal, and establishing the relationship between access to justice and poverty reduction; creating incentives to … expand access to justice; producing data and findings that empower reformers to expand access to justice in public institutions and in areas of law and policy in which they possess expertise … and expanding sources of funding for civil legal aid … and courts” (Columbia Law School and the National Center for Access to Justice, 2016, p. 6). They are also tools to provide project level measurements of progress. They can also be used to track impacts, cutting across institutions, organisations and populations (Vera Institute, 2003, p. 3).

“Just outcome” is at the core of the working definition of access to justice described above. Other dimensions generally support this: just law, fairness of process and appropriate support for those facing problems are guarantors and proxies of just outcomes (as well as hallmarks of constitutional integrity and legitimacy, which are the subject of SDG goals beyond SDG 16). Thus, when defining broad indicators, important consideration should be given to establishing the total number of justiciable problems and the problems considered the most important. The next step is to measure key proxies of just outcomes for these problems, including fairness of process and adequacy of different forms of support.

Form

Indicators can be simple or complex and use single or multiple sources of data. The form and nature of access to justice indicators is inevitably determined within a context of limited availability of data and resources. Such constraints were surely a dimension of the IAEG’s 2015 decision to define access to justice and rule of law through just two criminal justice themes: pre-trial detention and crime reporting rates (Columbia Law School and the National Center for Access to Justice, 2016, p. 5). These constraints also exist at a national level, where resources and data availability regularly impede contextualised understanding of access to civil justice.
Simple single data source indicators are typically easier to comprehend, define and communicate. They can also offer strong links to specific policies. Two further benefits of using a single data source are transparency and logistical simplicity. However, if goals are complex, then simple indicators can only partially address them.

“Baskets” of indicators, which bring together simple single variable indicators to provide “a combination of supplementary and complementary indicators to reflect … priorities and planning” (Virtual Network for the Development of Indicators on Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies for Goal 16, 2015, p. 22), can offer a more holistic and balanced assessment of progress. Multiple indicators can sometimes be combined in a complex single indicator (for example, through an index, such as the Colombian Index of Effective Access to Justice, described in the next section).

Multiple indicators can also be used to illuminate stages of a progression. For example, a simple pie-chart might illustrate the proportion of problems (overall, of a defined level of seriousness, of a particular type, etc.) in which people took no action for reasons that are a concern (capability, inaccessibility of support, etc.), took no action for other reasons, obtained inadequate support (overall, of a defined type, etc.) and obtained adequate support (overall, of a defined type, etc.).

As well as providing a fuller picture, the benefits of multiple or complex indicators include the reduced risk of creating “perverse incentives … [that] may be counterproductive to … broader goals” (Virtual Network for the Development of Indicators on Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies for Goal 16, 2015, p. 23).

However, the construction of complex indicators is often contested and involves increased logistical complexity, more complicated communication and the dilution of associations with particular policies. Consequently, a balance must be struck in determining the form of indicators.

All indicators must be defined in their scope. In the case of access to civil justice, scope must be defined with reference to, for example, problem type and population group. For example, indicators could relate to a single problem type or to a small or large set of problems, or to the general population or a smaller defined population. As noted above, indicators should reflect priorities and be directed towards aspects of access to justice for which meaningful change is feasible.

Careful consideration must also be given to the denominators used for indicators. For example, an indicator of the volume of appropriate advice that uses a denominator of population size may go down if problems decrease in number, while a similar indicator using problem number as a denominator might be expected to go up in the same circumstances. Evidently, the use of both indicators provides a balance.

**Subject matter**

Table 4.1 sets out the many dimensions of access to justice suggested in this and previous chapters. Each could be the subject matter of access to justice indicators. Legal needs surveys can provide indicators across a broad range of the dimensions listed. As Table 4.1 suggests, sometimes they can uniquely do so. In other areas their use is less suitable. Indicators from surveys have particular value in providing the perspective of individuals, communities, businesses, etc.; potentially doing so across the wide universe of justiciable problems. Simple indicators that legal needs surveys can provide include:

- the incidence of justiciable problems (of defined types),
• the level of awareness of defined support services,
• the proportion of people acting and failing to act to resolve problems (or failing to act for defined reasons),
• the proportion of people obtaining and failing to obtain defined support (or failing to obtain defined support for defined reasons),
• the proportion of people experiencing defined obstacles to defined support,
• the proportion of problems in respect of which defined support was obtained,
• the proportion of problems in which adequate support was obtained,
• the proportion of problems resolved in a manner (i.e. overall process) perceived as fair,
• the proportion of problem outcomes perceived as fair,
• the cost of problem resolution, and
• the level of perceived accessibility of justice.

Legal needs survey data is thus a valuable complement to administrative and other forms of data that can also provide access to justice indicators, particularly relating to legal support and dispute resolution processes. Where these other data sources are weak, legal needs surveys are often strong. Where legal needs surveys are weak, other data sources are often strong.

Table 4.1. Access to justice dimensions and relevant data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to justice dimension</th>
<th>Sub-dimension</th>
<th>Typical data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substance of the law</td>
<td>Adherence to international norms</td>
<td>Expert review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A2J related legislative provision</td>
<td>Expert review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence of justiciable issues / problems</td>
<td>Volume of issues / problems</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seriousness of issues / problems</td>
<td>Administrative data, legal needs survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost (impact) of issues / problems</td>
<td>Administrative data, legal needs survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favourability of the environment</td>
<td>Remoteness</td>
<td>Geospatial data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broadband availability</td>
<td>Administrative data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General (personal) capability</td>
<td>Administrative data / general survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of public legal information</td>
<td>Law / dispute resolution / assistance</td>
<td>Administrative data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal capability / legal empowerment</td>
<td>Knowledge of the law</td>
<td>Survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness of sources of help</td>
<td>Survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness of dispute resolution options</td>
<td>Survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal confidence / Subjective legal empowerment</td>
<td>Survey data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Legal Needs Surveys and Access to Justice Indicators

### Legal assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Availability of legal assistance</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Physical access</th>
<th>Socio-economic access</th>
<th>Actual use of legal assistance services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of providers</td>
<td>Geographical access</td>
<td>Actual cost</td>
<td>Absolute / caseload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range of providers</td>
<td>Disability access</td>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>Relative (per justiciable issue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of public funding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Form of public funding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainability of public funding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                  | Administrative data / Institutional survey data | Geospatial data | Administrative data / user and institutional survey data / legal needs survey data | }

### Quality / appropriateness of legal assistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality / appropriateness of legal assistance</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
<th>Trust / perceptions</th>
<th>Adequacy / appropriateness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expert review / administrative data</td>
<td>Administrative data / user survey data</td>
<td>General survey data / survey data</td>
<td>Administrative data / user survey data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Volume of provision</th>
<th>Physical access</th>
<th>Socio-economic access</th>
<th>Actual use of institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of courts, etc.</td>
<td>Geographical access</td>
<td>Actual cost</td>
<td>Absolute / caseload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rage of institutions</td>
<td>Disability access</td>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>Relative (per justiciable issue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of public funding</td>
<td></td>
<td>Language</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administrative data / institutional survey data</td>
<td>Geospatial data</td>
<td>Administrative data / user and institutional survey data / legal needs survey data</td>
<td>Administrative data / user and institutional survey data / legal needs survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of formal/informal institutions of justice</td>
<td>Quality of procedure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Procedural justice / fairness</td>
<td>Expert review / file review / observation data / user survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interpersonal justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Informational justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of decisions</td>
<td>Expert review / file review / user survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distributive justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restorative justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Functionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>User survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust / perceptions</td>
<td>Survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequacy / appropriateness</td>
<td>• User survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Specific service</td>
<td>• Survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall process quality</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of procedure</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Procedural justice / fairness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Interpersonal justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Informational justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall process cost (to individuals)</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actual cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Affordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance / enforcement</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Specific service</td>
<td>• Administrative data / user survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Overall</td>
<td>• Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other aspects of quality</td>
<td>Case reviews / legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distributive justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Restorative justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Functionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of access to justice</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary cost</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actual cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Affordability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity cost</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress and emotions</td>
<td>Legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusivity</td>
<td>Administrative data / legal needs survey data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process**

The process by which access to justice indicators are developed has a significant impact on their utility. Indicators are effective when they are developed through and support an inclusive and deliberative process.

Defining and contextualising people’s legal problems and the possible means for resolving them is a challenge. Meaningful engagement with frontline service providers, community groups and wider stakeholders in the delivery of justice equips them with a
deeper understanding of the measurement process, which, in turn, is likely to generate trust and encourage those organisations to act on findings.

Access to justice, in particular, implicates a wide range of government agencies and civil society organisations in measurement. Each agency or organisation can play a role in interpreting findings and driving programmatic and policy reform. Governments, civil society organisations and others have worked together to define indicators, generate data and debate progress. Developing access to justice indicators through legal needs surveys should build on these experiences.

**Using legal needs-based access to justice indicators**

Increasingly legal needs surveys are used to inform national priorities and track progress. In recent years, debates around the SDG framework have provided new opportunities for policymakers to link access to justice with broader developmental themes. This section will summarise how legal needs-based indicators can contribute to a more informed and ultimately more effective policy environment for access to justice.

**National and thematic indicators**

Legal needs surveys have historically been used as a tool to provide a strategic evidence base for access to justice policy decisions. Surveys are increasingly being used to provide indicators that complement and supplement those derived from administrative or other sources of data. Given the breadth of information gathered through legal needs surveys, national policymakers are able to develop contextually specific and operational indicators for policy reform.

In addition to the three surveys which operationalised the concepts of legal need and unmet legal need (detailed in Chapter 2), two additional surveys have been used to provide access to justice indicators for development and strategic planning purposes.

The *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey* was originally commissioned, in 2001, to provide indicators to monitor progress against two government departmental Public Service Agreement (PSA) targets concerning access to justice (within the context of the 2000 Spending Review) (HM Treasury, 2000; Legal Services Research Centre, 2003). The first target, to increase the number of people who receive suitable assistance in priority areas of law involving fundamental rights or social exclusion was a simple legal need related target. The indicator was calculated by dividing the number of priority area justiciable problems that had been resolved and for which suitable assistance was received – defined as including problems that were in a priority area of law, that had concluded and about which assistance had been successfully obtained from a lawyer, solicitor, law centre, trade union, professional body, Citizen's Advice Bureau, another advice agency, local authority advice service and/or other public authority – by the total number of survey respondents. This target was later replaced by a proportional target, in which the denominator was replaced by the total number of resolved justiciable problems in priority areas. Further “explanatory” indicators also took account of “the degree of helpfulness or satisfaction with advice” (Legal Services Research Centre, 2003, p. 12).

The second target – to reduce the proportion of disputes which are resolved by resorting to the courts – was associated with a departmental objective to improve people’s knowledge and understanding of their rights and responsibilities, including how to resolve disputes that affect them. Policymakers sought to understand how resolution could be conducted in a way and at a cost proportionate to the issue at stake. This
indicator was associated with an objective to make civil and family law clearer and more easily enforceable, giving priority to key government objectives in tackling social and economic issues.

The legal needs module incorporated into the 2016 Colombian Quality of Life Survey contributed 9 of the 13 exclusively survey-based indicators making up the Index of Effective Access to Justice, along with the denominator for a tenth indicator. One of the nine indicators concerned legal capability (the proportion of respondents who did nothing to resolve justiciable problems because they did not know what to do or where to obtain assistance). One concerned access to legal assistance and was similar in form to the first English and Welsh indicator (proportion of problems about which respondents obtained assistance from a legal professional). Two concerned access to justice institutions (the proportion of respondents who did nothing to resolve justiciable problems because of cost, time or procedural complexity; the proportion of respondents using justice institutions who reported problems ending through a decision or agreement). Two concerned procedural fairness (the proportion of respondents with needs still pending because of poor-quality dispute resolution provision; the proportion of respondents using justice institutions that reported they would use them again). Three concerned compliance (the proportion of problems concluded by complying with a decision or agreement following the use of a justice institution; the proportion of problems taken to justice institutions that were “resolved”; the difference in the experience of men and women as regards the previous indicator).

While the Index of Effective Access to Justice demonstrates the breadth of access to justice indicators that legal needs surveys can contribute to, their potential is greater still. The short- and longer-form legal needs surveys set out in the previous Chapter and in Annex B include questions relevant to 37 of the 54 secondary dimensions of access to justice listed in Table 4.1.

Global indicators

The SDGs provide a new forum for access to justice advocates to define critical global dimensions of access to justice. The omission of civil justice in the two official SDG 16.3 indicators spurred new debate around how to understand and track progress towards access to justice at a global level. In 2017, members of IAEG and the United Nations Statistical Commission formally acknowledged that two criminal justice indicators were insufficient to measure the breadth of SDG 16.3, which relates to the rule of law and access to justice for all. To address this limitation, the IAEG recommended the addition of a global indicator focused on “access to civil justice” into the global SDG framework. Over the course of 2019, the IAEG is expected to consult on a specific global indicator to measure “access to civil justice”.

The push for inclusion of “access to civil justice” builds on the knowledge that the majority of justiciable problems are not dealt with by courts or tribunals. Administrative data relating to courts and other justice institutions says little about the extent to which needs are met and justice is achieved across problems as a whole. As people obtain assistance with problems from many places, administrative data relating to assistance is fragmented and can, at best, only talk to the minority of problems for which assistance is obtained.

For all of the reasons explored in this document, legal needs surveys represent an important tool for understanding global progress towards access to justice. They present a picture of progress impossible to obtain from other data sources, and can provide
indicators that uniquely extend to people’s full experience of justiciable problems. Thus, legal needs surveys can complement existing global indicators reliant on administrative and victimisation survey data, to help provide a more comprehensive global picture of access to justice.

In addition to advancing progress towards 16.3, a legal needs-based indicator focused on access to civil justice would also present a valuable complement to other SDGs. As described in Chapter 1, common legal needs across countries connect to SDG priority areas, including: land, property and housing (Goal 1: End Poverty, Goal 15: Life on Land), employment (Goal 8: Decent Work), health (Goal 3: Ensure healthy lives), family issues (Goal 5: Achieve gender equality, Goal 8: Decent Work), social protection (Goal 1: End Poverty) and economic and consumer issues (Goal 10: Reduce inequality). By including a legal needs-based indicator, policy makers will be able to better understand the ways in which justice systems interact with developmental priorities and, therefore, devise more multidimensional strategies.

The specific formulation of a single, global legal needs-based indicator will be challenging. For all the reasons discussed in this document, access to civil justice is most strategically understood and measured through multidimensional assessments. Nonetheless, in the years leading up to the adoption of the initial SDG indicator framework, a Virtual Network for the Development of Indicators on Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies for Goal 16 recommended a civil justice 16.3 indicator in the initial consultation process. This proposed indicator – “the proportion of those who have experienced a dispute in the past 12 months who have accessed a formal, informal, alternative or traditional dispute resolution mechanism and who feel it was just” – includes important elements for a headline global civil justice indicator. However, its reference to formal, informal, alternative or traditional dispute resolution mechanisms is unwieldy and restrictive (considering the very many paths to justice people take and the difficulties, detailed in Chapter 2, in defining dispute resolution processes in a way appropriate across all jurisdictions). Additionally, it gives insufficient attention to whether people have access to assistance, which may be an important component of challenging power asymmetries. Moreover, as suggested in Chapter 3, perceptions of process fairness may be a better choice of proxy for outcome quality than perceptions of outcomes themselves, not least as many processes can be addressed through policy.

Thus, a simple reformulation of this proposed headline civil justice indicator developed from legal needs surveys could be:

The proportion of disputes experienced in the past 24 months resolved through a process considered fair by the disputants.

This construction would provide policymakers with an overall snapshot of civil justice in a particular country. It might not, however, be particularly well suited to advance innovations in the ways in which countries deliver access to justice. General experiences of dispute resolution do not necessarily tell policymakers whether justice institutions are advancing core goals. Moreover, people’s assessment of fairness of process could depend significantly on expectations, which may vary greatly between populations and perhaps conspire against a transformative vision of access to justice.

A more meaningful and operational global indicator would endeavour to capture the adequacy of support, particularly for specific marginalised groups who need assistance in understanding, using and shaping the law. An alternative indicator focused on adequacy of support could be:
The proportion of disputes experienced in the past 24 months resolved through a fair process where the disputants received adequate support.

Drawing on the logic tree for proxy measurement of legal need and unmet legal need set out in Chapter 2., adequate support could be defined broadly (e.g. from defined sources: column 6 of Figure 2.1) or narrowly (e.g. from defined sources and considered adequate by recipients: columns 6 and 7), and could also refer to problem seriousness (columns 1 and 2) and legal capability (columns 3 and 4). However, the addition of each additional aspect of measurement increases the complexity and ultimately the cost of an indicator. If all the above aspects of measurement are included, the resulting indicator would be more appropriately framed as a compound and multidimensional indicator:

The proportion of non-trivial disputes experienced in the past 24 months resolved through a fair process and in respect of which the disputants received adequate support to make informed decisions and pursue a fair outcome.

The components and illustrative questionnaire questions that could be used to construct this indicator are set out in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. Compound indicator dimensions & corresponding questionnaire numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Access to Justice Dimension</th>
<th>Sub-dimension</th>
<th>Illustrative questionnaire question number</th>
<th>Example coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incidence</td>
<td>Volume of issues / problems</td>
<td>Q1 – Problem identification / category Q11 – Whether problem is concluded</td>
<td>Problems included if in scope and concluded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seriousness of issues / problems</td>
<td>Q3 – Problem seriousness</td>
<td>Problems included if seriousness exceeds defined threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal capability</td>
<td>Legal awareness / understanding</td>
<td>Q18a – Understanding of legal rights</td>
<td>Assistance required if legal rights not understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legal confidence</td>
<td>Q18d – Confidence in ability to achieve fair outcome</td>
<td>Assistance required if no confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal assistance</td>
<td>Actual use of legal assistance services</td>
<td>Q6 – Sources of information, advice or representation</td>
<td>Assistance obtained if help obtained from specified sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adequacy of legal assistance services (overall)</td>
<td>Q18c – Adequacy of help</td>
<td>Assistance adequate if all help needed was obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Procedural justice / fairness</td>
<td>Q14 – Process fairness</td>
<td>Process fair if ‘fair to everybody concerned’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Q22 – Problem start date Q23 – Problem end date</td>
<td>Timely outcome if problem duration less than defined threshold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other factors, such as cost, could also be incorporated into such an indicator.

As described in Chapter 1., inequality in access to civil justice exacerbates disadvantage and disproportionally affects marginalised groups. Thus, as noted above and as with other SDG indicators, global access to civil justice indicators need to be capable of disaggregation in order to highlight the experience of different groups, on the basis of income, gender, age, ethnicity, geographic differences, among others. The SDG framework includes a specific target on building capacity for specific forms of disaggregation:
By 2020, enhance capacity-building support to developing countries ... to increase significantly the availability of high-quality, timely and reliable data disaggregated by income, gender, age, race, ethnicity, migratory status, disability, geographic location and other characteristics relevant in national contexts.

In practice, SDG indicators have taken two approaches to meeting this requirement: For some themes, SDG indicators specifically state what level of disaggregation is required in the indicator itself. For example, SDG indicator 1.4.2 on land tenure security calls for disaggregation by gender (“the proportion of total adult population with secure tenure rights to land, with legally recognised documentation and who perceive their rights to land as secure, by sex and by type of tenure”). Indicator 2.3.2 on productivity of small holders calls for disaggregation by both gender and indigenous status (“Average income of small-scale food producers, by sex and indigenous status”).

Other SDG indicators adopt a broad approach and do not include specific reference to particular populations in the indicator. These indicators instead rely on the SDG framework’s commitment to disaggregation across population groups.

In constructing a global indicator for access to civil justice, policymakers should consider whether the global indicator ought to be constructed to specifically explore the experiences of marginalised groups or pursue disaggregation across those domains articulated by the IAEG. For example, a disaggregation-specific indicator could be framed as “the proportion of A, B or C disputes experienced by X, Y or Z population in the past 24 months resolved through a process considered fair by the disputants where the disputants received adequate support.” While this would ensure headline data highlighted the experiences of particular groups, there could be a risk that it ignores groups relevant in particular national or subnational contexts or fails to highlight emerging inequalities of experience. Despite these questions of scope, legal needs-based indicators nonetheless offer the potential for holistic measures of access to civil justice not capable of being generated by other sources.

Because of low levels of legal literacy, the greatest challenge to the economy of a legal needs survey is efficiency in defining the range and establishing the incidence of justiciable problems within a survey’s scope. This was discussed in Chapter 2. A “relatively straightforward” line of questioning in the context of indicators of access to health care is “direct questioning of individuals as to whether there was a time when they needed health care but did not receive it” (Allin and Masseria, 2012, p. 114). For example, the model question for “unmet need for medical examination or treatment” that appears in the EU Income and Living Conditions Survey asks, “Was there any time during the past 12 months when you really needed medical examination or treatment (excluding dental) for yourself?” If the response is positive, the following question is asked: “Did you have a medical examination or treatment each time you really needed?” Such an approach might be trialled in the legal domain, with people asked whether they were unable to secure needed advice or assistance concerning a dispute (with some examples of dispute types provided to indicate scope). However, for the reasons discussed in Chapter 2, the lack of specificity is likely to be problematic, unless the question follows on from the identification of specific types of problems. Further experimental investigation into the impact of different approaches to justiciable problem identification/definition would be of great value. Beyond problem identification, further Table 4.1 prioritisation will also often be necessary.
**Limits of legal needs surveys revisited**

As described in Chapter 1, while legal needs surveys provide a unique insight into the experience of justiciable problems across populations, they have their limitations, as do all surveys. General population legal needs surveys are excellent for establishing levels of justiciable problem experience, levels of legal need, and the relative use of legal services and processes. However, without large sample sizes, they are limited in what they tell us about the experience of particular populations, as is important in the context of SDG indicators. As explored in Chapter 2, oversampling or additional surveys are often necessary to enable the experience of particular populations to be reliably compared to that of the general population.

General population legal needs surveys are also ill-suited to capturing details of the experience of formal processes, particular legal services and rarer problem types. Again, without large sample sizes, their utility is limited. General population surveys are inherently inefficient at capturing data concerning phenomena experienced by a relatively small proportion of the population. Thus, the great ability of general population legal needs surveys to expose the peripheral nature of justice institutions to most disputes also points to their weakness. If detailed information about particular legal institutions is required, it is usually better sourced from user surveys or, if technical or beyond the purview of users (as discussed in Chapter 2), from administrative data.

Evidently, the measurement of different dimensions of access to justice, and capture of different perspectives, requires the use of diverse data sources. As illustrated in Table 4.1 – which sets out the data sources most appropriate to investigating each of the broad range of dimensions of access to justice suggested in the text above – some aspects of access to justice are best measured using administrative data, geospatial data, expert review and user surveys. However, when it comes to problem incidence (a common denominator for indicators), legal capability, legal need, problem resolving behaviour, adequacy of support and overall processes fairness, it is best to use legal needs survey methodologies to get the big picture.

Moreover, the combination of measures from different data sources can yield the most valuable insights. For example, the limited knowledge of lay individuals means they are unable to provide much insight into the technical aspects of access to justice, such as the location or availability of legal assistance services. If people are unaware they live in close proximity to a legal aid office, or are unaware of or mistakenly believe they are ineligible for legal aid, then they cannot attest to its availability. In this case, geospatial data, administrative data or expert review of legal aid eligibility would be better sources of information. But the combination of measures of population awareness and availability/eligibility may be most telling for policymakers, highlighting the disconnection between provision and uptake.

An example of the above approach is the Colombian *Index of Effective Access to Justice*. Of the 24 indicators used, 13 rely exclusively on survey data, nine of which use legal needs data, nine administrative data and two geospatial data. One uses both administrative and survey data, as numerator and denominator respectively. And elsewhere, the *Justice Index* and *Rule of Law Index* utilise expert review – typically a specialised form of survey of expert stakeholders in the justice system to gauge, for example, the nature of procedural rules and the presence or absence of best practices for ensuring access to justice.
The path ahead

Many jurisdictions in which legal need surveys have been used have undergone a paradigm shift in the orientation of justice policy. Legal needs surveys have contributed to a shift away from an institutional to an individual and collective perspective, because they show that disputes occur and are resolved mostly outside the purview of both courts and lawyers. Legal needs surveys are unique in their ability to give an overview of civil justice, providing overarching, individually focussed, system-wide indicators, and exposing the reach of support services and institutions. New comparative datasets like the World Justice Project and HiiL will provide policymakers with new opportunities to experiment with different indicator formulations. However, legal needs surveys are not ideally suited to monitoring details of specific service provision and formal dispute resolution processes. Such complementary data can be gathered from other sources. In the access to justice field, there are many options to draw from when it comes to defining both headline indicators and the combination of supplementary and complementary indicators in order to complete a comprehensive and balanced picture. The inclusion of an access to civil justice indicator using legal needs survey methodologies would prove a tremendous asset to the current SDG global indicator framework. This global headline indicator should supplement and catalyse national level operationalisation of legal needs indicators.
Notes


2 UN Resolution 70/1, adopted by the General Assembly on 25th September 2015 paragraph 74(g).


5 Barendrecht et al. (2008) and Pleasence et al. (2009) discuss various methods that can be used to establish the most urgent types of justiciable problem.

6 The Virtual Network for the Development of Indicators on Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies for Goal 16 defined complementary indicators as “those that are necessary to complete measurement of a complex concept,” and supplementary indicators as those that “round out” measurement, to allow countries to “adapt the universal goals to their own contexts and identify other dimensions of the target that are important to them” (Virtual Network for the Development of Indicators on Peaceful, Just and Inclusive Societies for Goal 16 2015, p. 22).

7 The original target called for a 5% increase by 2004.

8 Access to civil justice is detailed as a “possible additional indicator to address” in Annex V of the Report of the Inter-agency and Expert Group on Sustainable Development Goal Indicators, 7-10 March 2017.

9 Target 17.18.

10 See https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/indicators-list/.


13 The approach of indicating disputant types, employed in the disputes module of the 2017–2018 pilot of the dispute module of the South African Governance, Public Safety and Justice Survey, would seem to most naturally fit the form of this question.

14 Ibid.
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Annex A. Annotated Model Core Legal Needs Survey Questions

Figure A.1. Model problem identification question

An open question is ill suited to problem identification, and separate lists (often presented on show-cards) for different problem categories are too time consuming. Here, a single list of problem categories is presented, with examples provided to improve clarity.

References to legal problems should be avoided. Here, problems are contextualised as ‘everyday’ to improve the reporting rate.

‘Problems and disputes’ has been the most common terminology used, to date.

A dichotomous question presents the simplest task for respondents, promoting reliability. If necessary, the number of problems experienced can be ascertained through immediate follow-up.

I am going to read you a list of problems and disputes that people commonly experience in everyday life. In each case, can you tell me whether you have personally experienced such a problem in the past two years; by which I mean a problem that started since [DATE] or started before then, but continued afterwards.

( Please only include problems that you have had yourself, not problems experienced by a business you run, in the course of self-employment or by an employer, and not situations where you represented or helped somebody else with their problem. And please only mention problems once)

Clarity on which problems to report is essential. Here, it is made clear that all problems existing within the reference period should be included, regardless of when they started.

Data accuracy is promoted by explicit reference to causes of reporting errors known to present a particular risk.

Business related problems can be a significant aspect of the lives of the self-employed. This is particularly relevant in low income countries. However, they are conceptually (and often legally) distinct from personal problems, so should ideally be asked about separately. Approaches to doing so are detailed in Section 3.

This is to prevent double counting.

Surveying individuals, rather than households, etc., promotes data accuracy.

A 2-year reference period provides a balance between maximising problems reported and enabling contemporaneous monitoring.
Figure A.2. Model problem seriousness question

**Emphasis is placed on the words ‘as a whole’, to indicate that the circumstances and impact of a problem should be considered.**

Thinking about the problem as a whole, consider a scale of 0 to 10, where 1 represents the least serious type of problem you could face and 10 represents the most serious.

To provide some examples, a score of 8 might be [ANCHOR 1] and a score of 2 might be [ANCHOR 2].

What number best represents the seriousness of your problem?

The two anchors should comprise an example of a very serious and relatively trivial problem. The examples need not be justiciable problems. Anchors must be appropriate for the population surveyed.
Did you experience any of the following as part of or as a result of this problem?

- a) ill-health or injury
- b) high levels of stress
- c) damage to a family relationship
- d) being harassed, threatened or assaulted
- e) damage to your property
- f) loss of employment
- g) having to move home
- h) financial loss
- i) fear or loss of confidence

Use of this phrasing removes ambiguity around whether impact that constitutes an element of a problem should, or should not, be included.

Financial loss is included in preference to loss of income, which is narrower.

As loss of employment/moving home do not equate to becoming unemployed/becoming homeless, some surveys have separately asked about the latter.
Figure A.4. Model media information question

Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, obtain information from any of the following sources, to help you better understand, resolve or prepare to resolve [the problem]?  

a) A website or ‘app’  
b) A leaflet, book or self-help guide  
c) Newspapers or magazines  
d) Television, video or radio

Items (a) to (d) include all modes of mass communication asked about in surveys to date. In the future, the items may need to be updated to accommodate technological change.

‘Information’ is the term that has been used to define the scope of questions of this type. More tailored Internet or app based help will be captured, though not detailed.

References to ‘legal’ information, advice, etc., should be avoided; as respondents may not recognise legal dimensions of help received.

Use of the term ‘obtain’ limits scope to information seeking that is (at least partially) successful.

Inclusion of information sought on behalf of respondents allows a more comprehensive assessment of help seeking behaviour.

‘To help you better understand, resolve or prepare to resolve’ is broader than commonly used phrases such as ‘to try to resolve’. It more clearly includes preliminary information and help seeking directed towards, for example, understanding the nature of a problem or dispute resolution options.
Figure A.5. Model sources of help question

Use of the term ‘obtain’ limits scope to help seeking that is (at least partially) successful.

‘Information’ and ‘advice’ are the terms that have been most commonly used to define the scope of questions of this type. The addition of ‘representation’ adds further clarity.

Inclusion of help sought on behalf of respondents allows a comprehensive assessment of help seeking behaviour.

‘People or organisations’ is the most common phrasing used to describe the form of advisors. No further indication of scope is required, as details of each advisor category are presented to respondents.

(Apart from anything you have told me about already)

Did you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtain information, advice or representation from any of the following people or organisations to help you better understand or resolve [the problem]? [ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

Please exclude any help provided by the other party

Each list item should be asked about separately, to increase clarity and maximise reporting rates.

‘To help you better understand or resolve’ is broader than commonly used phrases such as ‘to try to resolve’. It more clearly includes preliminary information and help seeking directed towards, for example, understanding the nature of a problem or dispute resolution options.

Not being independent, help provided by the other party is outside the usual scope of this question and should be explicitly excluded. Communication with the other side is better addressed separately (see the process section, below).

References to ‘legal’ information, advice, etc., should be avoided; as respondents may not recognise legal dimensions of help received.
Figure A.6. Model list of sources of help

This first category is designed to capture only non-expert informal help from family, friends and acquaintances. It therefore excludes help from those whose job involves providing advice on relevant issues. Their help should be recorded within the other categories.

Providing examples in relation to sources described using relatively technical language should assist clarity and recall.

a) Family, friends or acquaintances (excluding people whose job is to advise on problems such as these; please mention these people in their professional capacity)

b) A lawyer, professional advisor, advice service or advice helpline; such as [examples]

(specify)

c) A court [or tribunal] or other dispute resolution organisation (such as [examples]) or the police (specify)

d) A national, regional or municipal government department, agency, council or a politician (specify)

e) Your employer, a trade union or professional association, or a trade association (such as [examples]) (specify)

f) A health, welfare, financial services or other professional (specify)

g) A community or religious leader or organisation, an [civil society organisation/charity], or trusted person or organisation (specify)

h) Any other person or organisation

Include if appropriate

The most appropriate term to describe the non-government, non-commercial sector should be used.
Box A.1. Model process question

(Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did any of the following things happen as part of [the problem] or sorting it out? When I say “‘you’” here, I mean you or somebody acting on your behalf.

a) You communicated with the other party.

b) You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, a court (or tribunal).

c) [If applicable] You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, an [Indigenous/ customary] dispute resolution process (e.g. [examples]).

d) [The problem] was reported to the police (or other prosecution authority).

e) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a formal designated authority or agency, such as [examples, e.g. Ombudsman, regulator (e.g. [example]) or enforcement authority (e.g. consumer protection authority)].

f) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, another state authority (e.g. [examples]).

g) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a religious authority.

h) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a community leader or organisation (e.g. [example]).

i) You participated in formal mediation, conciliation or arbitration (e.g. [examples]).

j) You or the other party made use of a formal appeals process operated by the other party or independently.

k) You, the other party or somebody else turned to, or action was taken by, another third party for adjudication, mediation or intervention.

l) There was no negotiation or third party involvement.

[For each positive response from a to k]

Who initiated this action?

[If the respondent did not initiate processes b to h or j and k]

Did you respond to this action?
Figure A.7. Model residual activity question

Inclusion of action on behalf of respondents allows a comprehensive assessment of help seeking behaviour.

Inclusion of residual activity undertaken on behalf of respondents allows a comprehensive assessment of problem resolving behaviour.

The question is presented as an open question, so as not to limit responses to pre-determined behaviours.

(Apart from anything you have told me about already)

Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, do anything else to help you better understand or resolve [the problem], such as obtain or organise evidence or make an insurance claim?

To help you better understand or resolve is broader than commonly used phrases such as ‘to try to resolve’. It more clearly includes activity undertaken prior to (or to inform) decision making about problem resolving strategy.

An example is provided as a prompt regarding an activity that is potentially an important component of problem resolution.
Figure A.8. Model fact of outcome question

The phrase ‘done with’ is preferred to other previously used wording – notably ‘over or resolved’ – as it suggests no change in the future, rather than non-existence.

As ‘done with’ is intended to encompass two distinct forms of problem conclusion (problems being completely resolved and the resolution of persisting problems being abandoned by all parties), its definition must be made explicit.

Is [the problem] ongoing or done with? By ‘done with’ I mean that the problem is either completely resolved or that it persists, but you and everybody else have permanently given up all efforts to resolve it further. [PROBE FULLY]

a) Ongoing
b) Too early to say
c) Done with, but problem persists
d) Done with, problem fully resolved

There may be a period of time in which it is unclear whether a problem has been resolved, or all attempts to resolve it have been abandoned. Thus, a response option reflecting this uncertainty is necessary.

Given the centrality and complexity of this question, particular effort should be made to ensure accuracy.

The definition of ‘done with’ is the most important element of the question, so should not be shortened or removed in the interest of survey efficiency. It is important, for example, that it refers to the intentions of both the respondent and the other party.
Figure A.9. Model manner of outcome question

The question is presented in a closed form, as the data sought is particular and the question, if open, is quite broad.

Which of the following statements best reflects how the problem outcome was ultimately brought about?

The problem outcome was ultimately brought about by …

a) … a court (or tribunal) judgment
b) … a decision or intervention by another formal authority
c) … mediation, conciliation or arbitration
d) … action by another third party
e) … agreement between you and the other party
f) … the other party independently doing what you wanted
g) … you independently doing what the other party wanted
h) … you moving away from the problem (e.g. moving home, changing job)
i) … the problem sorting itself out
j) … you and/or all other parties giving up trying to resolve the problem

As problem conclusion can involve problems persisting, but the parties giving up on their resolution, this must be reflected in the manner of outcome categories.
Figure A.10. Model reasons for not obtaining help question

The model question asks about failure to obtain advice, as this links to the measurement of unmet legal need (discussed below)

Why didn’t you obtain independent advice to help resolve the problem?

a) No dispute with anybody/thought other side was right
b) Problem resolved without need to get advice
c) Did not think needed advice
d) Did not think problem important enough
e) Concerned about the time it would take
f) Concerned about the financial cost
g) Advisors were too far away
h) Thought it would be too stressful
i) Thought it would damage relationship with other side
j) Was scared to take action/get advice
k) Didn’t know where/how to get advice
l) Didn’t think it would make any difference to the outcome
m) Had tried seeking advice before and not found it useful
n) Other (specify)

The examples provided are those most commonly investigated and reported in legal needs survey work

Some of the examples do not suggest any obstacle in the path of respondents. However, others may represent causes for concern. In drafting examples, care should be taken to differentiate between these types of responses.
Figure A.11. Model process and outcome fairness questions

[OUTCOME FAIRNESS]
Do you feel the outcome of this problem was basically fair or unfair to everybody concerned?

(PROCESS FAIRNESS]
Regardless of the outcome of this problem, do you feel the process through which the outcome was reached was basically fair or unfair to everybody concerned?

Respondents are explicitly instructed to disregard outcome, to clearly differentiate the process question from the outcome question.

This model question utilises generic phrasing in anticipation of use in relation to problem resolution processes in their entirety. If specific processes are being asked about, this phrasing can be modified accordingly.

This phrasing is intended to more clearly differentiate the subject matter of the two questions from respondents' personal satisfaction.
Figure A.12. Model problem resolution cost question

To remove ambiguity, it is necessary to specify whether or not indirect forms of payment are included in the scope of this question.

To remove ambiguity, costs explicitly include those borne by respondents’ family and friendship groups; being distinct from forms of third party financial support.

While not constituting a definition of indirect payments, insurance premiums and membership subscriptions are the most common pooled resources from which indirect payments may be made.

Excluding indirect payments, such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions, but including payments made by family members and friends

Did you, personally, have to pay for any of the following in order to resolve the problem:

(a) Lawyer and other advisor fees
(b) Court, mediation or other administrative fees
(c) Telephone calls and correspondence
(d) Collecting information or obtaining evidence (incl. reimbursement of witnesses’ costs)
(e) Travel (e.g. bus fares or petrol to visit an advisor)
(f) Lost business or salary, from taking time off work (e.g. to obtain advice)
(g) Bribes / kick-backs (Remember, your answer is confidential)
(h) Incidental domestic costs (e.g. childcare)

Although in tension with the inclusion of payments by family and friends, the word ‘personally’ emphasises that the question concerns costs met, rather than the full cost of services.

The use of an example reminds respondents that the questions concern the costs of problem resolution, not of problems themselves.

Listing cost elements clarifies the scope of the question and assists recall.

This clarifies the question concerns problem resolution, not problem impact.

Following the practice in Hill’s Justice Needs and Satisfaction Surveys, respondents concerns about reporting bribes can be allayed by reiterating that responses are confidential.
Figure A.13. Model legal capability questions (identified problem)

By mixing the "legal" response category with other potential descriptions, the question avoids leading respondents.

Allowing more than one response avoids the risk of legal characterisation going unreported because it is not the dominant characterisation. Multiple responses also provide insight into broader perceptions of problems.

Which of the following describe the problem? You can choose more than one option, or none.

a) Bad luck / part of life
b) Bureaucratic
c) A family or private matter
d) Legal
e) Political
f) A social or community matter
g) Economic
h) None of these

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the problem?

a) I understood or came to understand my legal rights and responsibilities.
b) I knew where to get good information and advice about resolving the problem.
c) I was able to get all the expert help I needed.
d) I was confident I could achieve a fair outcome.

These items relate to the three aspects of legal capability: awareness of legal rights and responsibilities, awareness of services and legal confidence.

This phrasing captures instances in which respondents come to their understanding as problems progress.

A common stem is used for speed and efficiency.
Annex B. Illustrative Longer-Form Legal Needs Survey Questionnaire

This annex sets out an illustrative longer-form legal needs survey questionnaire. The questionnaire is not intended to be prescriptive or ideal for a particular implementation but rather provides an example of a legal needs survey questionnaire that addresses the topics set out in earlier sections.

The overall structure is of the broad type discussed in Chapter 2. The questionnaire builds upon the core questions set out in Table 3.3, adopting those questions as an initial core question loop for administration to a reasonable sample of identified problems. Follow-up and further questions are then asked concerning a (sub-) sample of problems included in the initial loop. The (maximum) number of problems to be asked about at the core and follow-up level is not specified. In practice, these numbers reflect the priorities of survey stakeholders. The follow-up questions also include further loops of questions concerning sources of help and processes. For the reason just stated, numbers are again not specified.

While primarily designed for CAPI based face-to-face administration scripts, routing has been minimised to facilitate conversion to pen and paper delivery if necessary. Nevertheless, the questionnaire does contain a significant amount of routing, and paper and pen delivery in its current form would be challenging. The questionnaire could also be easily modified for telephone and online delivery.

To simplify its presentation, not all coding options are included, notably “don’t know” and “refused” options.

The form of problem identification questions is not specified, but a longer questionnaire provides opportunity to pose questions covering a greater range of problems. Surveys such as the original Paths to Justice survey used show-cards to present respondents with the details of problem types. As noted above, just over half of past national legal needs surveys posed questions concerning 70 or more problem types. Asking about detailed problem types individually is also possible and the best option for telephone surveys. However, if this approach leaves insufficient time to address issues of central importance to survey stakeholders, then it may be necessary to take the expedited approach adopted by the two most recent New Zealand surveys and 2017 Sierra Leone survey.

Most of the questions concerning justiciable problems are drafted to be appropriate for concluded problems. Some questions are asked only of concluded problems, while others may need to be phrased differently for ongoing problems. Indications of alternate phrasing are included in the text. A small number of questions are asked only of ongoing problems.

The longer-form questionnaire draws upon a significant number of past surveys, particularly repeated and larger-scale surveys. In doing so it includes questions that provide an introduction into the broad range of topics covered. Surveys referenced in this guide can also be a source of reference for measurement planners.
In broad terms, the original *Paths to Justice* survey questionnaire is a source of detailed questions on technical aspects of support and formal process. However, the technical nature of its questions has been criticised. The 2012 Colombian survey also included a significant number of questions focused on formal process. The *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey* and the later *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey* are a source of detailed questions on the nature, impact and cost of problems, the nature of advice obtained as part of problem resolution, awareness of law and legal services, and reasons for decisions. The 2015 English and Welsh survey (not an iteration of the *English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey*) developed substantially upon the last of these in relation to the choice of advisor. The 2014 Canadian survey also included a substantial set of questions focused on the impact and cost of problems. HiiL’s *Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey* includes an extensive set of questions focused on the cost and quality of process.

### Table B.1. Illustrative longer-form legal needs survey questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Introduction</strong></td>
<td>An introduction serves to frame a survey, and to ensure that the ethical requirements for personal interviews and collection of personal data are met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good morning/afternoon/evening. My name is … and I am with … who have been commissioned by … to conduct a survey to find out how people deal with a range of issues people can face in everyday life, such as with housing, work, or within families, and the types of help that are needed and used to do this. Your [address/telephone number] has been randomly selected for inclusion in the survey, as one of an intended sample of x [addresses/ telephone numbers across the country], as it is important that we collect information about the experience of a representative group of people. The questions should take about … minutes, and to achieve a fully random sample I would like to ask them of the person at this address who will be the next to have a birthday and is currently y years old or above. Would that be you, and if not, could I speak to that person?</td>
<td>An introduction should also engage respondents, motivating them to complete a questionnaire. Thus, text should be added to explain the importance of the survey in a manner likely to resonate with potential respondents. As discussed in Chapter 2, reference to law and the use of technical language should be avoided in the introduction to a legal needs survey, and justiciable problems should be described in lay terms. If incentives are offered for participation in a survey, details should also be included in the introduction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any answers you give are confidential, and participation in the survey is entirely voluntary. If you agree to participate, you may choose to skip a question or end the interview if you so wish. No information that identifies you will be shared or used in any report of the survey’s findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Additional text to meet ethical requirements, as required]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you agree to participate?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial demographics</strong></td>
<td>For efficiency, some legal needs survey questions can be filtered by demographics. For example, if business related problems are asked about following Q3, then an initial demographic question could be used to identify who is to be asked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Basic demographics and demographics for routing]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. I am going to read you a list of problems and disputes that people commonly experience in everyday life. In each case, can you tell me whether or not you have personally experienced any such problem in the past two years, by which I mean a problem that started since [REFERENCE DATE] or started before then, but continued afterwards?

(Please only include problems that you have had yourself, in a private capacity, not problems experienced by a business you run, in the course of self-employment or by your employer, and not situations where you represented or helped somebody else with their problem.)

Please only mention problems once.

Since [DATE] have you had any problems or disputes to do with ...

[Detailed problem types presented on show-cards or individually, grouped by Table 3.1 categories]

2. [For each Q1 problem category reported, ASK IMMEDIATELY (i.e. do not wait until all Q1 categories have been asked about)]

How many such problems have you experienced in the past two years? Please count problems of the same type, where the other party remains the same, as one problem.

3. [For each Q1 problem category reported, ASK IMMEDIATELY for all / up to x number of problems. If Q2 > 1 ask about problems in order of recency, starting with the most recent]

Thinking about the problem as a whole, consider a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 represents the least serious type of problem you could face and 10 represents the most serious.

To provide some examples, a score of 9 might be [ANCHOR 1] and a score of 2 might be [ANCHOR 2].

What number best represents the seriousness of your problem?

[Randomly select y number of problems from the pool of identified problems with seriousness scores of 3 or more. For each selected problem, ask Q4 to Q23. If there are no such problems, go to Q81]

This is the most important question in the questionnaire. It determines the scope of the survey. If the question is poorly worded, then out-of-scope problems will be followed-up and/or in-scope problems will be missed. The greater and more accurate the detail of problem descriptions, the more effective the question will be.

The question is the first asked, as all other questions rely upon data obtained from it.

If respondents have experienced problems in a category, then Q2 and Q3 should be asked immediately, for efficiency purposes. If Q2 > 1, then Q3 should be looped for up to x number of problems.

This question is asked at this early point in the questionnaire as the data it generates will be used to identify the pool of problems sufficiently serious for follow-up. Data generated by this question is also of broader interest. It can contribute to measuring unmet legal need using the framework set out in Figure 2.1, enable the relative seriousness of problems to be investigated, and explored as a predictor of strategy choices, etc.

If there is interest in including business related problems, then one of the strategies outlined in Chapter 2 should be adopted. Either business problems can be asked about separately, following completion of initial problem identification, or the text excluding business problems can be removed (or modified, along the lines of the 2017-18 Nepalese survey, to include ‘problems experienced through a business that provides you with self-employment (but not an enterprise providing employment to others)’) and respondents asked whether problems were faced in a personal or business capacity during follow-up.
### Content

I am now going to ask you some questions about [PROBLEM 1, etc.]

4a. What was the problem about?

[Code to detailed Table 2.1 categories]

4b. Did you share this particular problem with other people, neighbours, or other members of your community (as in the case of some problems concerning, for example, the environment or communal land)?

4c. [If 4(b) = Yes]

Who did you share it with?

- a) Household member(s)
- b) Other friend(s) or family member(s)
- c) Work colleague(s)
- d) Neighbour(s)
- e) Community
- f) Other

5. Did you obtain any information from the Internet, an app, a video, printed material or the media to help you better understand or resolve the problem?

- a) A website or “app”
- b) A leaflet, book or self-help guide
- c) Newspapers or magazines
- d) Television, video or radio

6. (Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtain information, advice or representation from any of the following people or organisations to help you better understand or resolve the problem? Please exclude any help provided by the other party.

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

- a) Family, friends or acquaintances (excluding people whose job is to advise on problems such as these; please mention these people in their professional capacity)
- b) A lawyer, professional advisor, advice service or advice helpline, such as [examples] (SPECIFY)
- c) A court or tribunal or other dispute resolution organisation (such as [examples]) or the police (SPECIFY)
- d) A national, regional or municipal government department, agency, council or a politician (SPECIFY)
- e) Your employer, a trade union or professional association, or a trade association (such as [examples]) (SPECIFY)
- f) A health, welfare, financial services or other professional (SPECIFY)
- g) A community or religious leader or organisation, an [NGO/charity], or trusted person or organisation (SPECIFY)
- h) Any other person or organisation (SPECIFY)

### Explanatory notes

Question 4(a), (b) and (c) check Q3 data, provide examples of problem detail for reporting, and further define the nature of the problems reported.

Questions 4(b) and 4(c) identify whether problems are shared. They provide indication of the extent to which justiciable problems are experienced across populations.

5, 6. Further specification is included in the question to enable coding to a detailed set of categories based on the Table 2.2 taxonomy.

An open form of this question could also be used here:

Apart from anything you have told me about already did you or someone acting on your behalf obtain information, advice or representation from any person or organisation to help you better understand or resolve the problem? For example, from family or friends; a lawyer, professional advisor or advice service; a court, government body, or the police; a health or welfare professional; a trade union or employer; a religious or community leader or organisation; an [NGO/charity], a trusted person or organisation or anybody else? [PROBE]

If Q6 (particularly in its open form) is asked ahead of Q5, there is a risk that information obtained via mass communication channels will be reported in Q6, preventing a clear distinction between this and help received personally.
### Content

7. (Apart from anything you have told me about already) Did any of the following things happen as part of [PROBLEM 1, etc.] or sorting it out? When I say “you” here, I mean you or somebody acting on your behalf.

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) You communicated with the other party
b) You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, a court (or tribunal)
c) [If applicable] You or the other party made a claim to, or made use of, an [Indigenous/ customary] dispute resolution process (e.g. [examples])
d) [PROBLEM 1, etc.] was reported to the police (or other prosecution authority)
e) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a formal designated authority or agency, such as [examples, e.g. Ombudsman, regulator (e.g. [example])]
f) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a state authority (e.g. [examples])
g) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a religious authority
h) You or the other party turned to, or action was taken by, a community leader or organisation (e.g. [example])
i) You participated in formal mediation, conciliation or arbitration (e.g. [examples])
j) You or the other party made use of a formal appeals process operated by the other party or independently
k) You, the other party or somebody else turned to, or action was taken by, another third party for adjudication, mediation or intervention
l) There was no negotiation or third party involvement

8. [For each positive Q7 response for a to k]

Who initiated this action?

[READ OUT ONLY IF NECESSARY]

a) The respondent
b) The other party
c) The third party responsible for the process
d) Another third party.

9. [If the respondent did not initiate processes b to h or j and k]

Did you respond to this action?

10. Did you, or somebody acting on your behalf, do anything else to help you better understand or resolve the problem, such as communicate with the other party, obtain or organise evidence, or make an insurance claim? [OPEN]

a) Communicated with the other party
b) Obtained or organised evidence
c) Made an insurance claim
d) Other (SPECIFY)

11. Is the problem ongoing or done with? By “done with” I mean that the problem is either resolved or that it persists, but you and everybody else have given up all efforts to resolve it further. [PROBE]

### Explanatory notes

As with Q6, an open form of this question could also be used here:

Did you, somebody acting on your behalf, the other party or anybody else, make a claim to a court (or tribunal), or turn to any other third-party individual or organisation such as [institutional examples] or to a community or religious leader [or respected family member] to adjudicate, mediate or intervene to help resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.]? [PROBE]

Process is asked about separately to help, as respondents will not necessarily choose, or even engage with, processes. Thus, it is distinct from help seeking and other problem-solving behaviours.

For efficiency, Q8 should be asked of each process type the moment it is reported. Likewise, Q9 should immediately follow all instances of Q8.

Without this “catch-all” question, it is not possible to be certain whether respondents took no action to try to understand or resolve reported problems.

This is an essential question for enabling coherent data analysis. Problems that are ongoing and problems that are concluded are not equivalent. For example, unmet needs within ongoing problems may go on to be met.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a) Ongoing  
b) Too early to say  
c) Done with - problem persists, but all have given up trying to resolve it further  
d) Done with - problem resolved | The wording used here is careful to suggest finality. |
| 12. [If Q11 = c OR d, otherwise go to Q17] | It is important not to conflate process (as asked about in previous questions) with the manner in which problems conclude. They are linked, but distinct. |
| Which of the following statements best reflects how the problem outcome was ultimately brought about? | |
| The problem outcome was ultimately brought about by … | |
| [ASK EACH SEPARATELY] | |
| a) a court (or tribunal) judgment  
b) a decision or intervention by another formal authority  
c) mediation, conciliation or arbitration  
d) action by another third party  
e) agreement between you and the other party  
f) the other party independently doing what you wanted  
g) you independently doing what the other party wanted  
h) the problem sorting itself out  
i) your moving away from the problem (e.g. moving home, changing job)  
j) [Only if Q10 = c] … you and/or all other parties giving up trying to resolve the problem | |
| 13. Do you feel the outcome of this problem was basically fair to everybody concerned? | Q13 and Q14 concern quality of process and outcome. Q14 can also contribute to measurement of unmet legal need using the framework set out Figure 2.1 |
| a) Fair to everybody concerned  
b) Not fair to everybody concerned | |
| 14. Regardless of the outcome of this problem, do you feel the process through which the outcome was reached was basically fair or unfair to everybody concerned? | |
| a) Fair to everybody concerned  
b) Not fair to everybody concerned | |
| 15. Excluding indirect payments – such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions – but including payments made by family members and friends, [did you/have you], personally [have/had] to pay for any of the following in order to resolve the problem: | If interest is limited to legal service costs and process fees, then a shorter Q15 is appropriate, although it will not provide the same insight in benefit-cost analysis: |
| [ASK EACH SEPARATELY] | “Excluding indirect payments – such as insurance premiums or membership subscriptions – but including payments made by family members and friends, [did you/have you], personally [have/had] to pay for [the help you received from [advisor]/[process] fees]?” |
| a) Lawyer and other advisor fees  
b) Court, mediation or other administrative fees  
c) Telephone calls and correspondence  
d) Collecting information or obtaining evidence (incl. reimbursement of witnesses’ costs)  
e) Travel (e.g. bus fares or petrol to visit an advisor)  
f) Lost business or salary, from taking time off work (e.g. to obtain advice)  
g) Bribes / kick-backs (Remember, your answer is confidential) | If respondents report costs for a category, then Q16 should be asked immediately, for efficiency purposes. Q15 can be shortened by not asking about each cost item separately, but with fewer items the data will be ambiguous. |
### h) Incidental domestic costs (e.g. childcare)

16. “Approximately how much [did you have/have you had] to pay for [cost item]?”

If a shorter version of Q15 is used, then Q16 should be phrased as follows:

“Approximately how much in total did it cost you to deal with this problem?”

This phrasing is inappropriate if individual cost items have been identified, as respondents will in any event need to add the cost of the items.

Another approach is to ask the following:

“How difficult was it to find the money to pay for this/these things?”

17. Which of the following describe the problem?

You can choose more than one option, or none.

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

- a) Bad luck / part of life
- b) Bureaucratic
- c) A family or private matter
- d) Legal
- e) Political
- f) A social or community matter
- g) Economic
- h) None of these

18. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements about the problem?

[strongly agree, mainly agree, mainly disagree, strongly disagree]

- a) I understood or [came/have come] to understand my legal rights and responsibilities
- b) I [knew/know] where to get good information and advice about resolving the problem
- c) I [was able/have been able] to get all the expert help I needed
- d) I [was/am] confident I [could/can] achieve a fair outcome

19. Did you experience any of the following as part of or as a result of this problem?

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

- a) ill-health or injury
- b) stress
- c) damage to a family relationship
- d) being harassed, threatened or assaulted
- e) damage to your property
- f) loss of employment
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| g) having to move home  
 h) financial loss  
 i) loss of confidence or fear  
 j) problems to do with your education  
 k) problems with alcohol or drugs  |

20. **[If 6 = NO to all items]**

Why didn’t you obtain independent advice to help resolve [PROBLEM 1, etc.]? [PROBE]

[DO NOT READ]  [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]

a) No dispute with anybody/thought other party was right  
 b) Problem resolved without need to get advice  
 c) Did not think needed advice  
 d) Did not think problem important enough  
 e) Concerned about the time it would take  
 f) Concerned about the financial cost  
 g) Advisers were too far away  
 h) Thought it would be too stressful  
 i) Thought it would damage relationship with other party  
 j) Was scared to take action/get advice  
 k) Didn’t know where/how to get advice  
 l) Didn’t think it would make any difference to the outcome  
 m) Had tried seeking advice before and not found it useful  
 n) Other (SPECIFY)  

21. **[If interest is primarily in legal advice, then the routing for this question can be amended to ask about only this.**

21. Finally, can you tell me roughly what month and year the problem started?

22. **[If Q11=c]**

And when did you and everybody else give up all actions to resolve the problem?

23. **[If Q11=d]**

And when did it conclude?

24. [Randomly select z number of problems from those asked about in the core question loop. For each selected problem, ask Q24 to Q80. If there are no such problems, go to Q81]

I am now going to ask you some more detailed questions about different aspects of [PROBLEM 1, PROBLEM 2, etc.]. First some questions about the nature of [PROBLEM 1, etc.].
### Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 24. Which of the following [was/is] being sought?                        | a) Money or property  
  b) Something being restored to how it was  
  c) Somebody recognising rights or meeting responsibilities  
  d) Change to the nature of a relationship  
  e) Change to a decision  
  f) An apology  
  g) Something else (Other)                                                                 |
| 25. Who was the problem with?                                           | a) Family member  
  b) Friend  
  c) Colleague  
  d) Employer  
  e) Neighbour  
  f) Other individual  
  g) Community organisation  
  h) Commercial organisation  
  i) Police  
  j) Other public servant or authority  
  k) Other (SPECIFY)                                                                 |
| 26. Thinking about the time the problem first started, would you say ... | a) You thought the other party had done something wrong or were at fault  
  b) The other party thought you had done something wrong  
  c) Or were at fault  
  d) Both thought the other had done something wrong or were at fault  
  e) Or neither thought the other had done anything wrong or were at fault |
| 27. Was there ever any disagreement between you and the other side about what you or they should do in response to the problem? | Disagreement is relevant when choosing a problem resolving strategy. It has been asked about in a number of surveys. It is also possible to ask about the level of disagreement. |
| 28. Did any party resort to physical violence or threats of violence during the disagreement or in the process of settling the disagreement? | Disagreement is relevant when choosing a problem resolving strategy. It has been asked about in a number of surveys. It is also possible to ask about the level of disagreement. |
| 29. Thinking about [PROBLEM 1, etc.] as a whole, which of you or the other side would you say had more resources to address the problem? By resources I mean money, access to specialist help, etc. | Resource imbalance is theorised to affect both resolution strategy and outcomes. |

### Explanatory notes

- To simplify routing, this question follows the approach of the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey and asks about the subject matter of the problem rather than ask about objectives.
- The codes set out are broadly framed and suitable for use across problem categories. Some surveys have adopted different codes for different problem categories to reflect the nature of the categories and in the interest in greater distinction.
- This question aims to ascertain, in lay language, whether survey respondents were claimants or defendants.
- The question has been used extensively. It originated in the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey.
30. Excluding the other party, was the problem shared with other people, such as members of your family, friends, colleagues, neighbours or other members of your community?

[CODE ONE ONLY]

a) No, only me
b) Family or friends
c) Colleagues
d) Neighbours or community

This question is adapted from the Argentina survey and World Justice Project’s General Population Poll (GPP). The GPP also included a follow-up, asking whether, “to achieve a solution, did you require that these people agree with your position or that they took collective action?”

Surveys in which members of households are interviewed separately have also asked about problem sharing, to ascertain if problems are reported on multiple occasions.

31. Do you think [PROBLEM 1, etc.] was due to you being discriminated against on the basis of any of the following?

[READ OUT] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]

a) Age
b) Gender
c) Disability/ill-health
d) Ethnicity
e) Caste/economic class
f) Religion
g) Political affiliation
h) Sexual orientation

In some surveys, discrimination has been asked about as a discrete problem category. However, here the approach of the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey has been adopted, with discrimination asked about as an attribute of problems of any category. The forms of discrimination asked about should be appropriate for the jurisdiction concerned.

32. [If Q19a=Yes]
You said earlier that the problem resulted in ill-health or injury. Did this cause you to visit a health professional or spend time in hospital?

a) No
b) Visited health professional
c) Spent time in hospital

This and the following questions can be used to build up a picture of the overall cost of justiciable problems.

Surveys including detailed questions on problem impact include the 2004 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey and the 2014 Canadian survey.

Potentially, all types of impact asked about in Q19 could be followed-up.

33. [If Q32b=Yes]
How many visits did you make?

Additional questions on health impact could, for example, the cost of medication, etc.

34. [If Q32c=Yes]
How long did you stay in hospital?

35. [If Q19b=Yes]
You said earlier that the problem resulted in your suffering from stress. Did this cause you to visit a health professional?

36. [If Q35=Yes]
How many visits did you make?

37. [If Q19a=Yes OR Q19b=Yes]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How much did you personally have to pay for medical treatment?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38. [If Q19e=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You said earlier that the problem resulted in your property being damaged. How much did it cost to repair or replace the property (or how much would repair cost)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. [If Q19f=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You said earlier that the problem resulted in you losing your job. How long were you without a job?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months/Weeks/Days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. [If Q19f=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much, if any, income did you lose as a result of losing your job?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. [If Q19f=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you receive [welfare payments] as a result of losing your job?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. [If Q41=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How long did you receive [welfare payments] for?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. [If Q41=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How much did you receive in [welfare payments] per month?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. [If Q19g=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You said earlier that the problem resulted in you having to move home. How long were you without a permanent home?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months/Weeks/Days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. [If Q44&gt;0]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Relatives or friends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Emergency housing paid for by government or another organisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Emergency housing that you had to pay for yourself</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Other (SPECIFY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. [If Q19h=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You said earlier that the problem resulted in you suffering financial loss. How much money did you lose?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Detailed problem loop: Information and advice**

[If Q5a=Yes OR any advisor identified at Q6]

Now, some questions about support you obtained.
### Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>47. [If Q5a=Yes]</th>
<th>You mentioned earlier that you obtained information from the Internet or “app” to help better understand or resolve the problem. Which of the following did you obtain?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Information about your rights and/or the law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Information about ways to resolve the problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Forms or other documents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) The identity of an online dispute resolution process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) The identity of an offline source of help, dispute resolution process or relevant authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Contact details for an offline source of help, dispute resolution process or relevant authority</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Something else (SPECIFY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>48. [If Q5a=Yes]</th>
<th>How useful did you find the Internet in trying to resolve the problem?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Very useful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Somewhat useful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Not very useful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Not useful at all</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Explanatory notes

Relatively few surveys have asked follow-up questions about digital information seeking, although the practice has been common in recent surveys in England and Wales.

As with the nature of help obtained from advisors (Q49 et seq., below), establishing the nature of digital information obtained gives insight into levels of support. This and later advisor focused questions can also be used to generate an overall picture of digital service use, along with its social and other stratification.

Other information sources could also be followed-up in similar fashion.

This question contributes to assessments of digital service delivery and the relative value of different forms of support. If the former is of particular interest, then examples of additional questions include:

“How much of what you were looking for did you find?”

“Excluding search engines (such as Google), what was the most useful website that you visited, or app that you used to obtain information from the Internet?”

### Information and advice sub-loop

[If advisors identified in Q6, go to Q49. Otherwise go to Q65]

[If advisors identified in Q6, questions Q49 to Q64 should be asked in a loop until no further advisors are detailed at Q50c or a maximum number of y advisors has been asked about, with y being determined with reference to interview length and the results of piloting].

Many respondents will obtain help from only one advisor. However, help can be – and often is – obtained from multiple advisors. Following-up only a single advisor in this case can be problematic. First, advice is relatively uncommon across typical samples, which may result in unviable advisor sample sizes (especially in relation to particular advisor types). Also, there can be a difference in what is sought from first, lest, etc., advisors. This means selection of advisors for follow-up must be carefully considered. Following-up all advisors can also be problematic, yielding lengthy “outlier” interviews.

A sensible compromise, adopted in the 2017-2018 Nepal survey, is to follow-up three or four advisors, so only rarely excluding advisors from follow-up.

Many of the questions in this section can be easily adapted to be asked of advisors as a whole.

49. [If exactly one advisor type identified at Q6]  
You (also) mentioned that you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtained help from [Q6 ADVISOR] to better understand or resolve the problem.

Can I just check, [did you obtain/have you obtained] help from more than one [Q6 ADVISOR]?

[If Q49=No, go to Q51]  

The term “help” can be used here, as the distinction between information/advice/ representation and process has already been established.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>50a. [If Q49 = Yes]</strong></td>
<td>This simple approach to ordering advisors, used previously in (for example) the 2014 Canadian survey, avoids the need to identify the number of advisors of each type at Q6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From whom did you first obtain help?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Record non-identifying description to distinguish advisors within this section]  
[Go to Q51] |
| **50b. [If more than one advisor type identified at Q6]** | |
| You (also) mentioned that you, or someone acting on your behalf, obtained help from [LIST OF ADVISOR TYPES IDENTIFIED AT Q6] to better understand or resolve the problem. | 
From whom did you first obtain help? Do not give their name, just indicate the type of person or organisation.  
[Go to Q51] |
| **50c. [If 50a or 50b asked previously]** | [OPEN: Use for inserts] [Simultaneously code to Q6 codes] |
| | After [ADVISOR 1, etc.], who did you obtain help from next? Do not give their name, just indicate the type of person or organisation.  
[Go to Q52 if If ADVISOR 2 (etc.) if Q6 category (a), otherwise go to Q53, or, if 50c=Nobody else, go to Q65] |
| **51. [ADVISOR 1 ONLY]** | |
| What was the trigger for you getting help from [ADVISOR 1]? | This question confirms coding at Q6 and ensures that a distinction can be drawn between friends, etc., who are advisors and friends who are not. It is relevant in relation to whether legal need is met or unmet. |
| **52. [If ADVISOR 1, etc. is Q6 category (a)]** | |
| Can I just check, does [ADVISOR 1, etc.] have professional experience of helping people with problems of the type you faced? | This question relates to advice seeking decision making. It can be included if there is interest in understanding more about how advisors are identified and chosen. This was a particular focus of the 2015 English and Welsh survey. |
| **53. [If ADVISOR 1, etc. is NOT Q6 category (a)]** | |
| How did you find out about [ADVISOR 1, etc.?] [PROBE] | [DO NOT READ] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY] |
| a) Previous use  
b) Referral from another advisor  
c) Friend, family or colleague  
d) Online  
e) Yellow pages, or similar offline directory  
f) Newspaper/magazine/radio  
g) Other (SPECIFY) | |
<p>| <strong>54. In which of the following ways did [or do] you communicate with [ADVISOR 1, etc.?]</strong> | This and the following questions provide information concerning, for example, how support is accessed, the use of digital services and the reach of different service channels. Previous surveys have indicated that channels vary because of distances to advisors and demography. |
| [ASK EACH SEPARATELY] | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a) Saw the advisor in person  
 b) By telephone  
 c) By email  
 d) Through a website or app  
 e) By post  
 f) Some other way (specify)  

55. And what was [or is] the most common way you communicated with [ADVISOR 1, etc.]?

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) Saw the advisor in person  
b) By telephone  
c) By email  
d) Through a website or app  
e) By post  
f) Some other way (specify)  

56. [If Q55=a]

When you met [or meet] [ADVISOR 1, etc.] in person, how did [or do] you usually get there?

a) By car/van/motorcycle  
b) By public transport  
c) Walked/cycled  

57. Approximately how long did [or does] it take you to reach [ADVISOR 1, etc.]?

Days/Hours/Minutes  

Some surveys – such as those in Nepal, Poland and the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey – have focused on time, while others – such as the 2010 Ukraine survey and the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey – have focused on distance. Here, time is used, acknowledging that the impact of distance may vary considerably across jurisdictions.

If there is interest in calculating the total time respondents spent travelling to advisors (e.g. in relation to cost-benefit analyses), a further follow-on question can ask, “...and how many times did you travel to see the advisor?” This question was asked in the Polish survey.

The cost of travel is separately captured in Q15.

The most comprehensive treatment of mode of contact, duration, distance, etc., was in the 2006-2009 English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Survey.

58. Which of the following did [or has] [ADVISOR 1, etc.] [do/done] to help you?

[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]

a) Provided pre-packaged information, such as a leaflet  
b) Provided information about your rights and/or the law  

This question gives insight into levels of support and the types of support provided by different advisors.

To provide a more detailed picture of the success of help-seeking, the English and Welsh Civil and Social Justice Panel Survey also asked what types of help were sought from advisers, as well as further questions concerning the nature of the help obtained.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| c) Provided information about ways to resolve the problem  
d) Provided information about types of financial support available to help you resolve the problem  
e) Recommended what you should do  
f) Helped with paperwork  
g) Communicated with the other party on your behalf  
h) Communicated with relevant authorities  
i) Managed the problem resolution process on your behalf  
j) [IF Q7=b-k] Represented you in [PROCESSES]  
k) Suggested where to go for further information, advice or representation  
l) Something else (specify)  

59. [If Q58=k]  
Did you go on to get further help from the source suggested by [ADVISER 1, etc.]?  

60. Would you describe the help that [ADVISOR 1, etc.] provided as mostly legal in nature?  
Past surveys indicate that people facing justiciable problems seek help from a broad array of sources, many of which provide help that is not legal in nature. The type of help obtained can be relevant in determining whether legal need is met or unmet.  

61. [If Q6b=Yes]  
Did you receive funding (for example, through legal aid), or have insurance, to help to pay for the assistance you received from [ADVISOR 1, etc.]?  
a) No  
b) Yes, legal aid  
c) Yes, insurance  
d) Yes, other funding (SPECIFY)  
If the cost of help from specific advisors is of interest, then it should be asked about ahead of Q61.  

62. How useful was [ADVISER 1, etc.] in resolving the problem?  
a) Very useful  
b) Somewhat useful  
c) Not very useful  
d) Not useful at all  
This question corresponds with Q48.  

63. Would you recommend other people in your situation to consult [ADVISOR 1, etc.]?  
While similar to the previous question, this question combines satisfaction and utility. It also provides a broader base for Q64.  

64. [If Q63 = No]  
Why is that?  
[DO NOT READ] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]  
a) Made no difference or made problem worse  
b) Inadequate, poor or badly explained advice  
c) Not the kind or level of support sought  
d) Too far away or hard to get to  
e) Inconvenient opening hours
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f) Too expensive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Language barrier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Other (SPECIFY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[If Q49=No, go to Q65, otherwise go to Q50c]  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End of information and advice sub-loop</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65. [If any advisors identified at Q6: “In addition to the sources of help you have told me about”] Did you try unsuccessfully to obtain information, advice or representation from anywhere [else]?</td>
<td>Unsuccessful attempts to obtain help indicate structural obstacles to access.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66. [If QX=Yes]</td>
<td>This question corresponds to Q6, although is closed in form. A form more similar to Q6 could be used if there are concerns about recall accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where did you try unsuccessfully to obtain information, advice or representation from?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[CODE TO Q6 CODES]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67. [If Q65=Yes OR Any advisor identified at Q6 (excluding category (a))</td>
<td>This question could be linked exclusively to the previous question but can also – as here and in Mongolia and Nepal, for example – provide a more general indication of obstacles faced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[If Q65=Yes AND Any advisor identified at Q6: “Including sources you did get help from”] Did you experience any of the following difficulties when trying to get help from the sources you have mentioned?</td>
<td>Though an open form could also be used, this question adopts the approach of surveys in, for example, Argentina, Mongolia and Nepal, to stimulate recollection in relation to convenience, access and quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASK EACH SEPARATELY]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Too far away or hard to get to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Inconvenient opening hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Difficulty getting through on the phone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Difficulty getting an appointment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Too long to get a response</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Too expensive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Language barrier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Poor adaptation for disabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Inadequate, poor or badly explained advice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j) Source not able or willing to help</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k) Any other difficulty (SPECIFY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68. [If Q15a=Yes]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You mentioned earlier that you had to pay for lawyer or other advisor fees. How difficult was it to find the money to meet these costs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69. [If Q11=a]</td>
<td>This question is asked about ongoing problems to give a fuller picture of problem resolution strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you intend to get advice about the problem in the future?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Detailed problem loop: Process and outcome**

Now, some questions about the problem resolution process and outcome.

[If processes identified in Q6 (excluding a and d), go to Q70. Otherwise go to Q73]  
[For all respondents who answer QX, questions QX to QZ should be asked in a loop  
No questions concerning the details of Q6 processes are included, as processes tend to be rare and understanding of technical aspects of process limited. If
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>until no further advisors are detailed at QX or a maximum number of y advisors has been asked about, with y being determined with reference to interview length and the results of piloting]</td>
<td>there is interest in such questions, the original Paths to Justice survey contained a significant number of detailed questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. Thinking about [PROCESS 1, etc.], why did you choose this way of trying to resolve the problem? [PROBE]</td>
<td>This question is adapted from the Colombia 2012 survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[DO NOT READ] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Appropriate authority/process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Advisor chose or recommended</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Previous use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Convenience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn’t choose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71. Thinking about [PROCESS 1, etc.], to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements. For each statement, please tell me whether you strongly agree, mainly agree, mainly disagree or strongly disagree.</td>
<td>This question includes single items for each of procedural, interpersonal and informational justice and outcome transparency (discussed in Chapter 2). There is also an item concerning timeliness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) The process was fair and I had opportunity to explain my position</td>
<td>If there is interest in additional questions, the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey includes many further examples, based on the extensive Measuring Access to Justice in a Globalising World project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) I was treated with respect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) The process and decisions were clearly explained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) The outcome of the process was much the same as for other people in similar situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The process concluded in a timely matter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72. Was any part of [PROCESS 1, etc.] conducted online, incorporate online submission of forms or evidence?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[End of process sub-loop]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73. Thinking about the problem resolution process as a whole, how stressful did you find it? Very stressful, fairly stressful or not very stressful?</td>
<td>While the problem resolution process may bring about benefits, it also involves economic and other costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74. Again, thinking about the problem resolution process as a whole, [were you/have you been] asked to (or did you need to) pay a bribe or incentive as a part of the process of resolving a problem?</td>
<td>Questions concerning discrimination have generally related to the nature of problems. However, the Mongolia survey also asked about discrimination in the context of the problem resolution process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75. And do you feel that at any point in the problem resolution process you [were/have been] discriminated against, in how the problem [was/has been] dealt with, on the basis of any of the following?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[READ OUT] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Disability/ill-health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Caste/economic class</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Religion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) Political affiliation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Sexual orientation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
76. [If Q11=c OR d]

Thinking about the problem outcome, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements. For each statement, please tell me whether you strongly agree, mainly agree, mainly disagree or strongly disagree.

a) The outcome involved a fair distribution of benefits and burdens
b) Any loss or harm arising from the problem (e.g. financial or concerning relationships) has been made good

[ONLY IF Q11=d] The problem was solved in a timely manner and is unlikely to reoccur

[ONLY IF Q12=a to e] The [decision of the [Q12 process]/agreement] was fulfilled

77. Was the outcome better or worse than you had hoped for?

78. [If Q13=Yes]

Did resolving the problem fairly lead to improvements in any of the following?

[INCLUDE PREVIOUSLY REPORTED Q13 ITEMS]

a) Your health
b) Levels of stress
c) Family relationships
d) Levels of harassment or violence
e) Your employment situation
f) Your housing situation
g) Your finances
h) Your confidence
i) Your education situation
j) Your alcohol or drug problems

79. Is there anything that you wish you had done differently to try to sort out the problem? [PROBE]

[DO NOT READ] [CODE ALL THAT APPLY]

a) Got (more) information or advice
b) Got information or advice sooner
c) Acted sooner
d) Been more resolved
e) Not get advice
f) Taken no action
g) Avoided the problem
h) Other (SPECIFY)

80. And, looking back on this problem and [how things turned out/how it is progressing], do you feel the situation might [have worked out better/be progressing better] if you had obtained [more] information, advice or other support?

a) Yes, definitely
### Legal capability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b) Yes, probably</td>
<td>Questions concerning legal capability have generally been drafted on an ad hoc basis, with measures developed without use of modern psychometric methods. If survey stakeholders have particular interest in, say, perceptions of a specific aspect of the justice system, appropriately developed questions may not be available. If this is the case, there may be little scope for appropriate development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Not sure</td>
<td>The following questions incorporate three sets of questions that can be used as scales found to have acceptable psychometric properties (see Chapter 2 above), along with further theoretically grounded questions in a commonly used form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) No, probably not</td>
<td>Particularly in this section, questions are illustrative, and a very different approach may sometimes be necessary in practice. However, if untested questions are used, their limitations should be acknowledged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) No, definitely not</td>
<td>This first question, incorporating ten items, includes both the Legal Self-Efficacy Scale (LEF) and the Legal Anxiety Scale (discussed in Chapter 2). Both scales were developed using modern psychometric methods and have acceptable psychometric properties. Scoring guidance is available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| [End of detailed problem loop] | |

81. Thinking about significant legal problems – such as being unreasonably sacked by your employer, injured as a result of someone else’s negligence, involved in a dispute over money as part of a divorce, or facing eviction from your home.

To what extent do the following statements describe you?

For each statement say whether it is not at all true, hardly true, moderately true or exactly true.

a) I can always manage to solve difficult problems if I try hard enough.

b) If someone opposes me, I can find the means and ways to get what I want.

c) It is easy for me to stick to my aims and accomplish my goals.

d) I can remain calm when facing difficulties because I can rely on my coping abilities.

e) When I am confronted with a problem, I can usually find several solutions.

f) I am good at finding information to help resolve problems.

g) I am afraid to speak to people directly to press my rights

h) Worry that I don’t express myself clearly can stop me from acting.

i) I avoid pressing my rights because I am not confident that I will be successful.

j) I do not always get the best outcome for myself because I try to avoid conflict.

Placement of the scales towards the end of the questionnaire allows reference to the range of justiciable problems already discussed. This will strengthen contextual understanding.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Explanatory notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>82.</strong> If you had a dispute with an official authority regarding, for example, an application to get vital registration, how confident are you that you could achieve a fair outcome, one you would be happy with? Very confident, quite confident, not very confident or not confident at all? [Prompt if necessary: “This outcome might be achieved by you individually, or through use of an outside person, organisation, or formal dispute resolution process.”]</td>
<td>This question is adapted from the “subjective legal empowerment” questions discussed in Chapter 2, and draws on implementations in the Justice Needs and Satisfaction Survey, Nepal and England and Wales. As in the 2011 Moldova survey, two additional similar questions are included, rather than (the more traditional) five, as recent testing suggests they do not readily combine as a scale. Problems can be adapted to reference local interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>83.</strong> And if you were unable to resolve such a dispute on your own, where might you get expert help to assist you in resolving the problem?</td>
<td>Appropriate coding will vary substantially between jurisdictions and geographical regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>84.</strong> If you had a dispute with an employer over, for example, your dismissal, how confident are you that you could achieve fair outcome, one you would be happy with? Very confident, quite confident, not very confident or not confident at all? [Prompt if necessary: “This outcome might be achieved by you individually, or through use of an outside person, organisation, or formal dispute resolution process.”]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>85.</strong> And if you were unable to resolve such a dispute on your own, where might you get expert help to assist you in resolving the problem?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>86.</strong> If you became a victim of domestic violence, and were physically assaulted by a family member, how confident are you that you could achieve fair outcome, one you would be happy with? Very confident, quite confident, not very confident or not confident at all? [Prompt if necessary: “This outcome might be achieved by you individually, or through use of an outside person, organisation, or formal dispute resolution process.”]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>87.</strong> And if you were unable to resolve such a dispute on your own, where might you get expert help to assist you in resolving the problem?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>88.</strong> Do you know any places where you can get free legal advice, if you need it?</td>
<td>A simple question asking about awareness of free legal advice services, or legal aid, can be effective in ascertaining the visibility of public legal assistance services. This question is adapted from the Argentina survey.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Now some questions about your perceptions of the justice system.</strong> [Individual attitude questions]</td>
<td>Previous legal need surveys have included a very broad range of attitude questions, varying in focus (e.g. police, legal system, lawyers, courts, etc.), themes/domains (e.g. fairness, bribery, cost, speed, utility, inequality, access, corruption, etc.), coherence and number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>89.</strong> Finally, some questions about your general impression and experience of the justice system. We are not concerned with the “criminal” justice system. We are concerned with the justice system that deals with the sort of issues we have been talking about, such as being unreasonably sacked by your employer, injured as a</td>
<td>Finally, this section includes a third standardised scale, this time of perceived accessibility of justice (the Inaccessibility of Justice (IoJ) scale discussed in Chapter 2). Again, it has acceptable psychometric properties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Explanatory notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>result of someone else’s negligence, involved in a dispute over money as part of a divorce, or facing eviction from your home.</td>
<td>Scoring guidance is available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinking about issues like this, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements: (For each statement, please tell me whether you strongly agree, mainly agree, mainly disagree or strongly disagree.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Issues like these are usually resolved promptly and efficiently</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) People with less money generally get a worse outcome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) For issues like these, law is like a game in which the skilful and resourceful are more likely to get what they want</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) It is easy to take issues like these to court if needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) For issues like these, lawyers are too expensive for most people to use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) The justice system provides good value for money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g) For issues like these, people like me can afford help from a lawyer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h) Rich people’s lawyers are no better than poor people’s lawyers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i) Taking a case to court is generally more trouble than it is worth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Additional demographics

[Sensitive and additional demographics] e.g. health status, poverty proxies, etc.

### Concluding remarks

[If there is interest in recontacting respondents, consent should be obtained at this point.]
Annex C. Topics included in Legal Needs Surveys to date

This annex sets out the full range of topics included in the more than 50 surveys set out in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Some surveys addressed only a few topics, others many. No survey has addressed or could be expected to address all the topics detailed.
Attitudes (general)

- Attitude towards justice system (lawyers, courts, traditional dispute resolution, etc.)
  - Accessibility (including cost, etc.)
  - “Interpersonal justice” (including respect, etc.)
  - “Procedural justice”/fairness (including neutrality, manipulability, etc.)
  - “Informational justice” (including transparency, clarity, etc.)
  - Effectiveness (including timeliness, whether solves problems, etc.)
  - What is most effective means to solve problems today
  - What is most common means to solve problems today

Attitudes (to processes used)

- Fairness of process
  - In general
  - “Interpersonal justice”
  - “Procedural justice”
  - “Informational justice”
- Whether costs reasonable
- Influence on process
- Emotional response to process
- Physical state of institutions (accessibility, location, cleanliness, facilities, etc.)

Capability/empowerment

- Awareness of law – Reported problem
  - at time problem commenced
  - at later date
  - reasons for change
  - Hypothetical (see “Hypothetical scenarios”)
- Awareness of legal services - General (open question/list)
  - Reported problem (open question/list)
  - Defined problem (see “Hypothetical scenarios”)
  - Proximity
  - Most accessible
  - Legal aid/free legal services (general/specific services/specific problems)
o Legal aid eligibility
o Legal Aid reform
o Cost of legal services

- Awareness of processes/institutions
- Subjective legal empowerment
- Perceived character of reported problem (including whether seen as “legal” / whether considered a problem that should be dealt with using legal mechanisms)
- Whether aware of legal implications of problem
- Whether equipped to deal with experienced problem at outset (general, understanding, knowledge, etc.)
- Ability to meet cost, time, etc., of acting (see also “Cost of problem resolution”)

Causes and consequences (of identified justiciable problems)

- Links between reported problems
- Whether reported problems contributed to or followed on from one another
- General impact on life
- Details of broader causes of problems
  o Personal
  o Social
  o Economic
  o Health
  o Environmental
- Details of broader impact of problems
  o Personal (fear, loss of confidence, substance abuse, etc.)
  o Social (damage to relationships, child behaviour, etc.)
  o Economic (lost employment, income, home, etc.)
  o Health (mental, physical, etc.)
  o Environmental (property damage, etc.)
- Duration/cost of period of lost income
- Duration/value of period of welfare receipt
- Use (and type/extent of use) of public services (e.g. health services)
- Other costs of problem impact
- Was any of loss insured/how much recovered through insurance
Choice of advisor

- How found out about advisor
- Whether (in seeking assistance) information sought on:
  - Available services
  - Recommendations
  - Expertise/timeliness
  - Costs of services
  - Regulation of services (and if not, why not)
- Difficulty of obtaining advice
- Whether respondent knew what sort of assistance required
- Factors in choice (e.g. distance, cost, reputation, ethnicity, etc.)

Cost of problem resolution

- Fees paid by respondent
  - Information/documentation/advice/representation
  - Courts and other processes
- Fees met by third parties
  - Information/documentation/advice/representation
  - Courts and other processes
- Itemisation of fees
  - Global
  - Itemised (to whom, for what, etc.)
- Where payments made by respondent, source of funds (e.g. savings, loan, etc.)
- Form of fees (fixed, hourly billing, etc.)
- If not fixed fees, whether and what estimate provided at outset (and form of communication)
- Explanation of higher fee than estimate
- Whether any negotiation on fees, and if successful
- Legal aid
  - Whether Legal Aid applied for
  - Whether Legal Aid received
  - If refused Legal Aid, why
  - What Legal Aid covered
• Details of other third parties meeting fees (e.g. Legal Aid, insurance company, etc.)
• Other monetary costs borne by respondent (e.g. travel, communication, evidence gathering, babysitting etc.) (global, itemised)
• Whether bribes required to be paid as part of problem resolution process, how much and to who
• Other monetary impacts (e.g. lost income (associated with time needed to resolve problem), etc.)
• Proportionality of costs
• What would be an acceptable amount to pay
• How much would have been willing to pay
• Time spent resolving problem (globally/by activity)
• Other (non-money/time) impact of resolution (e.g. stress, damage to relationships)
• Cost as an obstacle to action (see also “Reasons”)
  o Whether
  o Which aspect of dispute resolution
  o Whether/where information about costs obtained
  o Why information about costs not obtained

Courts/tribunals (see also “Processes used”)
• Whether court/tribunal contacted
• Whether formal process issued
• Which court/tribunal
• Whether hearing occurred
• Whether respondent attended
• Tasks undertaken by respondent
• Whether referred to mediation/conciliation
• Whether pressed to give particular testimony
• Whether respondent (and other party) represented, and by who
• Attitude/nature of experience (see “Attitude to processes used”)
• Outcome (see also “Outcome”)

Demographics
• Household characteristics
• Personal characteristics
Experience of justiciable problems

(open question/presentation of categories/ presentation of detailed problem types) (single or multiple reference periods)

- Number of problems experienced
- Nature of problems experienced (see “Nature of identified justiciable problems”)

Formal assistance (from independent “advisors”)

- Details of advisor(s)
- Whether friend/relative
- Whether advisor(s) were trained lawyer(s)
- Independence of advisor(s)
- Who appointed/chose lawyer(s)
- Demographics of advisor(s)
- Number of advisors
- Ordering of advisors
- Date of first contact with advisor(s)
- Links between use of different advisors (e.g. signposting, referral, etc.)
- Why particular advisor(s) chosen (see “Choice of advisor”)
- Nature of assistance (see “Nature of assistance provided by advisors”)
- Form of communication/mode of contact (see “Mode of contact”)
- Distance of advisor(s)
- Mode/duration of travel (see “Cost of problem resolution”)
- Number of times advisor(s) contacted
- Duration of contact (see “Cost of problem resolution”)
- Obstacles/barriers to access (e.g. opening hours, distance, cost, language, etc.)
- Whether assistance obtained through an intermediary
- Whether respondent had to pay (see “Cost of problem resolution”)
- Satisfaction with assistance obtained
  - Global
  - Communication
  - Honesty
  - Timeliness
  - Action
- Reasons for satisfaction/dissatisfaction
- Response to being dissatisfied (complaint, advice, etc.)
- Use/satisfaction with response of regulator
- Consequences of response (apology, fee reduction, etc.)
- Utility of assistance obtained
- Relative utility (where multiple advisors) of advisors
- Timeliness of assistance
- Which was “main” advisor (or most useful)
- Impact of assistance from advisors on social, health, and economic circumstances

**Historical use of legal services/processes**

- Whether/when services used
- Whether/when processes used

**Hypothetical scenarios**

- Vignettes
  - Awareness of law (see “Capability/empowerment”)
  - Awareness of legal services (see “Capability/empowerment”)
  - Predicted problem resolution strategy (global and elements (e.g. use of advisors))
  - Reasons for choice
- Future experience of similar problems (to those reported)
  - Whether different problem resolution strategy likely (global and elements (e.g. use of advisors))
  - Predicted problem resolution strategy (global and elements (e.g. use of advisors))
  - Reasons for choice
- If somebody else experienced same problem
  - Would recommend same strategy/advisor(s)
- Generic
  - Predicted problem resolution strategy (global and elements (e.g. use of advisors, processes, etc.))
  - Who would not discuss with

**Information (excluding information about advisors)**

- What type of information sought
• What type of information obtained
• Where information obtained from (see also “Use of Internet”)
• Reason for obtaining information from identified source(s)
• Utility of information

Mediation, conciliation and arbitration (see also “Processes used”)
• Whether mediation, conciliation or arbitration organised (and which)
• How many
• What role respondent had
• Whether respondent (and other party) represented
• Attitude/nature of experience (see “Attitude to processes used”)
• Outcome (see also “Outcome”)

Mode of contact (with advisors)
• Global/individual
• Ever
• First
• Predominant
• Preferred
• Available

Nature of assistance provided by advisors
• What assistance was wanted (general)
• What assistance was sought (e.g. moral support, information/advice, practical support)
• What assistance was obtained
• What information was provided about assistance to be given (on instruction, first meeting)
• Degree of delegation
• Whether prior agreement on what assistance was to be provided
• Whether respondent got all assistance needed
• Character of assistance obtained (e.g. emotional support, legal, practical, etc.)
• Whether advisor provided other services to respondent also
• Whether advisor tried to sell respondent other services
Nature of identified justiciable problems

- Brief description (open text)
- Perceived character of problem (see “Capability/empowerment”)
- What problem about (e.g. money, property, changing behaviour, apology, etc.) (see also “Objectives”)
- Whether personal or business
- Whether shared (within household)
- Nature of other party/parties (including demographics)
- Relationship with other party/parties
- Whether claimant or defendant / Who considered to be in the right/responsible
- Existence and extent of disagreement
- Problem duration (see “Problem duration”)
- Whether ongoing (see ‘Problem duration’)
- Seriousness (see “Problem seriousness”)
- Links to other identified justiciable problems (see “Causes and consequences”)
- Whether problem involved discrimination

Objectives (in trying to resolve problem)

- Nature of objective (monetary, non-monetary, etc.)
- Value (of matter problem concerned)
- Relative importance (where multiple objectives)
- Whether objectives achieved (e.g. fully, in part, etc.)

Outcome

- Brief description (open text)
- Whether concluded (see “Problem duration”)
- Means disagreement/problem concluded (e.g., through a court decision, negotiation, etc., including “putting up with” problem)
- Satisfaction/happiness with outcome (all parties)
- Favourableness of outcome
- Fairness of outcome (all parties)
  o In general
  o “Distributive justice”
  o “Restorative justice”
• Timeliness of outcome
• Finality of outcome/whether outcome implemented
  o Whether respondent complied
  o Whether other party complied
  o Enforcement mechanisms
• Sufficiency of explanations provided for outcome/“Transparency” of outcome
• Understanding of outcome

**Problem duration**

• How long problem lasted/has lasted to date
• Problem start date
• Problem end date
• Whether problem ongoing
  o Whether disagreement ongoing
  o Whether problem ongoing
• Whether ongoing problem will conclude
• When ongoing problem will conclude

**Problem seriousness**

• Relative seriousness
  o Most serious
  o Scaled seriousness (seriousness, importance of resolution, etc.)
  o Impact on life (time spent worrying, ability to live normally, etc.)
• Impact (specific) (see “Causes and consequences”)
• Has situation improved/deteriorated
• Seriousness to others

**Problem resolution strategy**

• Brief description (open text)
• Overall strategy (single questions for determining basic approach)
• Whether thought problem would be sorted out without action
• How difficult it was thought it would be/it turned out to be to sort out problem
• Relative difficulty of resolving (multiple) problems
• Capability to resolve problem (see “Capability”)
• Whether any action taken
• Obstacles to action (cost, time, social implications, etc.) (see also “Capability”)
• When first action taken
• Whether previous experience influenced strategy
• Whether information obtained (see “Information”)
• Whether any information/advice suggested respondent would not obtain objectives (in seeking to resolve problem)
• Contact/negotiation with other party
  o Whether
  o Form of communication
  o What aiming to achieve
  o What achieved
  o Obstacles to contact
  o Unsuccessful attempts to communicate (either way)
  o Contact through an intermediary
• Use of Internet (see “Use of Internet”)
• Use of written materials
  o Whether
  o About what
  o Produced by
  o How helpful
• Whether assistance sought/obtained from family/friends (“informal assistance”)
  o Whether
  o Who
  o Why
  o What sought
  o What obtained
  o How useful
  o Whether expert
• Sources of formal assistance (see “Formal assistance”)
• Unsuccessful attempts to obtain information (see “Unsuccessful attempts to obtain information/assistance”)
• Unsuccessful attempts to obtain formal assistance (see “Unsuccessful attempts to obtain information/assistance”)
• Consideration of formal assistance
• Processes used (see “Processes used”)
• Consideration of processes
• Third party involvement in sorting out problem (see also “Processes used”)
  o Whether/by who solicited
  o Type of involvement
• Other actions to try to resolve problem (e.g. thinking about options, collecting evidence, etc.)
• Whether withdrew claim/defence
• Ordering of elements of strategy
• Reasons for strategy choices (see “Reasons”)

Processes used

• Formal processes used
  o Nature
  o Court/tribunal (see “Court/tribunal proceedings”)
  o Formal mediation, conciliation or arbitration (see “Mediation, conciliation and arbitration”)
  o Ombudsman
  o Police
  o Tribal/social
  o Religious
  o Other
• Informal processes used
  o Nature (e.g. negotiation, use of intermediaries)
• Party initiating process(es)
• Cost of process(es) (see “Cost of problem resolution”)
• Whether process(es) concluded problem (see “Outcome”)
• Reason for choice of process
• Duration of process(es)
• Ordering of processes
• Whether any documentation needed to be signed, and whether documentation understood
• Language process used
• Availability of interpreter
• Ability to monitor/communication concerning progress of process
• Whether suffered any abuse/discrimination as part of process (including bribes) (see also “Cost of problem resolution”)
• Whether suffered any threats or physical violence
• Details of any detention experienced
• Satisfaction with process(es) used
• Utility of processes
• Relative utility (where multiple processes) of processes
• Attitude to processes used (see “Attitude to Processes used”)

Reasons

• For inaction
• For not doing more
• For handling a problem alone
• For not obtaining independent advice or other assistance
• For not obtaining legal advice
• For not obtaining help from lawyer
• For obtaining (or considering) help from lawyer
• For obtaining (or considering) help from other source
• For not using formal process
• For withdrawing claim/defence

Regrets (regarding how problem handled)

• Whether regrets about how problem handled
• What wish had done
• What wish had known
• Would assistance have led to a better outcome
• What assistance would have improved outcome

Traditional dispute resolution mechanisms (see also “Processes used”)

• Whether traditional dispute resolution mechanism used
• Which traditional dispute resolution mechanism
• Attitude/nature of experience (see “Attitude to processes used”)
• Outcome (see also “Outcome”)

Unsuccessful attempts to obtain information/formal assistance (from independent “advisors”)

- Details of advisor(s)
- Why unable to obtain information
- Why unable to obtain assistance

Use of Internet

(general use/access dealt with separately through demographic questions)

- Whether used
- What looked for/hoped to achieve (e.g. locate help, obtain information, etc.)
- What found/achieved
- Websites visited
- How websites identified/located
- Utility of Internet
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